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LITERATURE IN THE SCHOOLS.
H. N.

2.

II.

CARVElL

N the last number of THE STUDENT,
some things were said in regard to
what should not be done in teaching
literature; let us now see what we can
make out of the things that should be
done, or, at least, may be clone.
And first, it must be borne in mind,
that the chief thing is to g-et the children
to love good literature, love it understandingly and vitally. 'This love, too,
it must be remembered, is mainly to be
an intelligent appreciation of the things
that make up the vital interests of human beings, n1ai'nly, that is, a winning
of tbe young feet into the paths of real
human life. And the teacher must not
forget that the great majority of her pupils must spend their lives in the great
active fields of life, must be bread-winners as well as bread-eaters; and that,
consequently, whatever value may attach to scholarship in the technical
sense of the worcl,it is notthe end which
she mu t aim at, either for herself or
ber pupils. Indeed no matter what her
own scholarship may be, it must always
be kept strictly subordinated to the main
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object of her work, the plain matter of
getti ng her pupils to ha,·e an intelligent
love for what they read.
\Veil, th en, what use can the teacher
make of grammar, rhetoric, and eloc~
tion in her work, and l1ow shall she use
them? It will be impossible to give more
than a l1int upon each point. Under
the head of grammar, may be placed
lexicology, or the doctrine of the meaning of words, as well as syntax, or the
doctrine of the meaning of sentences.
Of course, no attention should be gin~n
to the grammar of any word or sentence
whose meaning is already sufficiently
clear to be understood ancl appreciated,
for the grammar must be used solely to
clear up the meaning of the sentence to
the end that it may be enjoyed. Often
a sentence may be parsed in two ways,
giving two meanings, !Jut with little to
choose between them, so far as the
beauty of the thought is con crnecl. In
Gray's Elegy, the first line is, "Tl1e
curfew tolls the knell of parting day."
Here "knell'' may be either the cognate
object of 'toll", or it may be an apposi-
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tive with the clause before; and it would
be hard to say which way of construing
the words makes the thought the more
beautiful. Again, in Ariel's so ng in The
Temi)est are the lines; "Come unto
these yellow sands, And then take hands;
Curtsied when you have and kissed The
wild waves whist." Here, "whist" may
be connected with its subject "waves"
either in the so-called absolute construction, or factitively. In the former case,
the meaning will be, the wild waves being whist, or silent, wlule you kiss, an?
because of the kissing ; in the latter case,
you have marie the wild waves whist by
kissing. So far as the beauty of the
thought is concerned, there is not, probably, much ground for choice. Either
one seems worthy of ''my dainty Ariel."
Once more, in the In Memoriam are
these lines :
"l held it truth, with him who sings
To one clear harp in divers tones,
That men may rise on stepping stones
Of their dead selves to higher things.
But who shall so forecast the years
And find in loss a gain to match ?
Or reach a hand through time to catch
The far-off interest of tears?
Let Love clasp Grief lest both be drowned,
Let darkness keep her raven gloss :
Ah, sweeter to be drunk with loss,
To dance with death, to beat the ground,
Than that the victor Hours should scorn
The lnng result of love, and boast,
•Behold the man that loved and lo!!t,
Dut all he was is overworn .' "

"Truth" is here the factitive object of
"held,'' and not the predicate of an infinitive clause in which the copula is
understood. The meaning is, I made
it my truth by holding; I did not know
it by experience or reflection, but simply by lwlding_ Supplying a copula
and making the sentence read, "I held

it to be truth" utterly spoils the beauty,
though it gives good enough sense. As
an example of the use lexicology may be
put to in the work, the verb "may rise"
will serve all our purposes. May is only
the present form of might, and this is
only a verb of the same form as the
noun might, meaning strength or energy. And, so, the poet means to say
that men have the strength to rise above
calamity, though it fall so heavily as to
kill the old self. If they do not so rise,
he held it no lack of strength, but something else. The words can, could, know,
all mean substantially the same thing.
Had he said "men can rise", he would
have meant that they know how to rise,
have the ability that comes from knowledge ; and if they do not do so, it is
something more than the lack of knowing how, it may be lack of strength. In
the second stanza the word ''shall" may
be noticed . It once meant owe, be
under obligation to pay; but, like so
many other words, it has well-nigh lost
all significance and has come to be a
mere index of futurity. The poet does
not mean, who can, or may, forecast
the years, that is, who kno"'S how to
make his trial- balance before-hand, or
who has the strength to do it, but simply who shall do it,-he suspects now
that no one ever has done it. In the
same way other words may be examined in regard to their meanings and constructions; and we will look at one or
two in connection with the rhetorical
part of the work, to which we must now
turn.
Rhetoric is the art of expression, and
concerns itself chiefly with the forms of
discourse and the imagery employed.
It, accordingly, may give invaluable
assistance in thi matter of teaching literature. Let us see what it may do in
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helping us with the extract which we
have been just now examining.
The primary forms of discou rse are
determined by the parti cular faculty of
the mind to which the appeal is made.
It may be made to the intellect, and will
be either an explanation or an argument;
or to the feelings, and be an excitation;
or to the will, and be a persuasion. If
it be an explanation, it must be a description, or a narration, or an illustration, or a comparison. In the extract
already given, the appeal is plainly made
to the feelings, but it is made through
a narration. The extract is a history,
the history of the growth of doubt,namely, of men's ability to rise above
misfortune. The doubt first shows itself in the word "held", the past tense
of the verb, used, as often, to indicate
what once was, but no longer is, or
whose existence is doubtful. At the beginning of the second stanza, the word
"but" shows that the doubt has grown.
It is an adversative conjunction, and
always shows the relation that exists between two thoughts that are adverse to
each other, that must be looked at from
opposite directions.
Now, "there are
three kinds of sentences: the interrogative, which expresses a thought not fully formed, or not fully grasped; the declarative, a thought so fully grasped as
to be truth for the one thinking and by
which he will direct his own conduct;
and the imperative, expressing a truth
that is creative, by which the thinker
will not only direct his own conduct but
compel others to direct their conduct.
In the second stanza, the doubt shows
itself in the interrogative form; in the
third it has passed beyond the mere
declarative and has become imperative;
in the fourth and fifth, it is declarative,
but the exclamatory form, it is conduct

rather than conviction about conduct.
\Vith a word about imagery, the extract may be dismissed. The sccon(l
stanza is a kind of metaphor, the image
of a book-keeper closing his ledger to
find out his losses and gains. The "so"
is a pronominal adverb refe rring, not to
the second line, but to the first stanza,
and means rather "in accordance with
that belief," than "in that way." The
last two lines of the stanza somewhat
chan ge the image j it is rather the prop··ietor than the book-keeper, who is
thought of, the one wh o gets the interest, rather than the one wh o finds out
whether or not there has been any interest gained. In the third stanza, again,
is a kind of metaphor, the image of two
persons thrown into the water and in
danger of drowning. ''Let Love clasp
Grief lest both be drowned." Criticism
is usually out of place in work of this
kind, but almost inevitably the suggestion will be made at this point, that there
is something wrong here;-when two
persons are in danger of drowning, either
one will have a better chance of escape,
if he keeps clear of the other.
Of
course, the explanation is this : one
cannot lose a friend and still love him
without grieving : Love must perish if
Grief perishes. Should the class still
insi st that the poet has chosen an unhapp y image, the teacher might ask
them, where they ever found any thing
that was perfect, any thing perfectly
happy, any thing that could not be found
fault with. She could ask them to forget their fault· finding for a moment, and
look at the 'lOILOle thing, and see if it is
not beautiful. That is often all that
can be done in a matter of this kind ;
and the teacher may rest assured, that
often this is the highest thing she can
leave with her pupils, the com·iction,
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namely, that their highest happiness will
be connected with imperfect things.
The multiplication table is perfect, but
no one repeats it to tide himself over
the crises of life. In some such ways
as these, the teacher may use grammar
and rhetoric to help her in her work. It
is much more difficult to give any positive directions in a written article in regard to the uses that may be made of
elocution in the work. Elocution, in
the proper sense of the word, is the very
highest of the arts, for it is nothing more
nor less than the expression of the spirit
of man in such way that whoever and
whatever hears and sees may c·a tch the
fullest and deepest import of the communication. But this is just what makes
it difficult to be specific in saying what
elocution can do. Perhaps the only
thing that can be said is, that the reading should be plain reading and that
proper care be taken not to "o'erstep
the modesty of nature." Of course, the
words should be pronounced correctly,
due attention should be given to emphasis and tones; but the reading should

in no sense be made a drill m any of
these things. The teacher should do
the reading for the most part, and it will
usually be better not to correct even
mistakes in pronunciation directly but
in some indirect 'vay. The aim should
be to bring into this class from the
drill-classes so much of the skill acquirin the drills, as can be used unconsciously. The line "But who shall so forecast the years," should be read as if
punctuated, "But who shall, so, forecast the years," since the word so is at
once pronoun, adverb, and conjunction
and these forces of the word should be
brought out, if it can be done without
taking the attention from the main thing.
In another article, one of the plays
of Shakespeare will be taken up, and
some things worked out that may help
the young teacher. This one may close
with the repetition, that the main object
of the class is, to get the pupils to have
an intelligent love for good literature,
and that the teacher can propose no
more worthy end for her work.

RAISIN CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
L. II. l\f AX WELL.
~ ERE

has sprung up in central and
southern California during the past
few year an industry whose r es ults are
as sati factory as its increase is phenomenal. It has been clearly shown
beyond doubt that the soil and climate
of portions of California will produce
raisins whose flavor and general excellence are equal to that of the be t of Europe's most favored sections. Less than
twenty years ago the whole of what is
now the beautiful San Joaquin Valley

was an arid waste of sand, and at that
time about the only persons in the whole
valley were a few sheep herders and
cattle men on the plains, and some miners in the contiguous hills. This desert
has become one of th e prettiest and
most prosperous sections of the whole
western slope. Here is found the nucleus of the entire raisin industry of our
country, and it has grown to such in a
remarkably short time.
Like most deserts, those found in
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California were barren through the want
of water only. In the re~ion of Lake
Tulare, and for a gre:1.t eli tance, both
north and south of that lake, rain seldom
falls during the dry summer months.
For one-half the year, the plains and
foot-hills are practically destitute of
verdure. It is in this region of dry
country that the raisin grower has selected, through climatic conditions, his
vineyards for future emolument. The
climate is just what he wants. Very few
other regions can be found on the globe
where there is such an abundant and invariable supply of sun heat, week after
week, during the season for grape-picking, and that, too, sun of the hotte. t
kind ; and where, moreover, the soil is
the finest for raisin growing, and the
water supply is never-failing, for that is
the great secret of this valley's flourishing conclition,-water brought down to
the plains from the npper waters of the
San Joaquin and Kings Pivers by mean.
of irrigation canals. Grapes as well as
other fruits must have water ; just so
the roots have proper moisture, the vine
is indifferent as to whether the water
comes through clitche- or through
clouds. But he raisin grower will object to the rain drops. The ultimate
marketing of his raisins in good conclition depends upon the dryness of the
weather.
His raisins are clriccl upon
wooden trays by the sun, requiring from
ten to fourteen clays before they are
cured, and a ·hower of rain would badly damage if not ruin, the harvest. The
almo ·t entire absence of dew during the
summer months is al -o an important
factor in the proper drying of rai. in .
Many grower arc of late putting up
kilns in which to dry their grapes, especially the later pirkin . when rain is
more liable to come · but the kiln-dried

grapes have not the same value as those
dried in the sun.
1any vineyards harvest as many as
three crops of raisins during one season,
the first crop generally during the latter
part of August, others at intervals of
two or three weeks.
The third crop
is, of course, not so valuable as the first.
In planting these vineyards, the vines
are placed in rows, generally eight feet
each way, though many have their vines
seven by nine, eight by nine, ten by
twelve, six by twelve, and other distances. The young vines are cultivated
from three to five times during the first
summe r, and in somewhat the same manner that the maize farmer cultivates his
corn. The irrigation, too, must be regularly and well done. A furrow is drawn
on one or both sides of a row of vines,
through ·which the water makes its way,
thoroughly saturating the ground all
about.
few times irrigating is sufficient for the summer; and after a few
years, when the vines have attained considerable size, many vineyardists ease
to irrigate, for if their land happens to
have ditches all about, these ditches
will, in the course of years, subirrigate
all adjacent land; that is, distribute
sufficient moisture throughout the soil,
that additional irrigation will not be
necessary. These huge canals, some of
which are forty miles long, course
through \'a rio us parts of the San Joaquin
Valley, an<l, by the payment of a nominal yearly sum, any land-owner along the
route can tap the canal for the amount
of water required by him.
Jan nary and February are the months
for pruning. The growth of the preceding year is pruned back to a low stump,
leaving but few bud .
traveller passing through a vineyard in February
ees what seems to be small, dead stump
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only a few inches high throughout the
field, but let him return that way in August, all this bareness is transformed to
a living green, the summer's growth almost covering the vineyard. No trellises are used, the vines at ten years of
age, when pruned, being little taller than
at the age of two. It is generally conceded that one man with necessary implements can prune, cultivate, and otherwise look after twenty acres of vines,
until harvest time comes, when several
are employed, as the grapes should be
gathered quickly. The harvest season
is, indeed, a very busy time of the year.
A great many men will be in demand at
one time by many vineyards, and during a few weeks the supply often falls
short of the demand. This occasions
the employment of a great many Chinese, who work more slowly than white
men, and their work is not generally so
well done, but their wages are lower,
and they can, in some ways, better be
depended upon than many of the itinerant white laborers, of whom there is an
innumerable host in California.
Fresno City, in central California, is
called the raisin center, and is a rich
and thriving place of I z,ooo inhabitants.
During the present year, Fresno county
sent out near I, ooo car loads of raisins,
while the output of the other raisin
counties was, in total, about the ame.
Raisins do best in Fre no, Kern and
Tulare counties, though there are many
paying vineyards in anta Barbara and
Los Angeles, and even as far south as

San Diego. The coast counties can do
little" i th raisins, the cool sea breeze
and fogs being unfavorable.
The second year after vines have been
planted, they will produce a paying
crop, often as high as fifty dollars an
acre being realized. After a few years
when the vines are in full bearing, they
will often net the owner one hundred
dollars an acre, though generally much
below that.
The county of Fresno has 6o,ooo
acres in raisin grapes. The soil is practically illimitable in depth , and will
hold its own a long time without being
strengthened by fertilizers. The first
vineyard of importance in this vicinity,
planted in I87z, yet continues to bear
with little noticeable deterioration.
Under no circumstances should grapes
be picked for raisins until they are ripe.
There are three methods of ascertaining
their ripeness: First, by the color, which
should be a light amber ; second, by
the taste; third and most accurate, by
the saccharometer, at least 25 per cent.
of saccharine being required for a good
berry. ·w hen raisins are cured ready
for packing, they are hauled to one of
the many packing house s, and are there
packed in twenty-pound boxes, generally, ready for shipment. Most of the
vineyard men sell theirraisins at a stipulated price early in the sea on before
they are harvested, but many of the
larger vineyards have their own packing houses, and themselves get their
crop ready for market.

;
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MANUAL TRAINING.

J AS.

M

MACALISTER

ANUAL training is founded upon
the claim that it gives a more complete education than is afforded by the
course of instruction now followed in
the schools. It undertakes so to modify the existing methods of training as
to yield an education that shall make
the graduate of the public school a more
fully developed and efficient member of
society. The instruction given in the
schools is too one-sided. It cultivates
chiefly the intellectual powers, to the
neglect of the physical and moral. Lord
Bacon, long ago, stated the object of
education to be "the cultivation of a
just and legitimate familiarity betwixt
the mind and things." No better clefini tion of the office of the teacher could
be given. To a very large extent the
schools neglect the training of those
powers which bring the mind into true
relations with its environment. A very
large portion of the time of pupils in
schools of every grade is devoted to the
study of words. Educational reformers
for nearly three hundred years have been
seeking to remedy this defect. The introduction of object-lessons and of science-instruction were well-meant efforts
in thi-; direction, and manual training is,
in fact, nothing more than the further
el\.tension of the same principle. It
seeks to train the hand and the eye,not
for the purpose of superseding the action or the mind, but as the efficient
agents of the mind in gaining a truer and
ampler knowledge of the world. That
dominion o,·er nature which the induetive philosophy proclaimed as the object

of all science can only be obtained on
the lines which Bacon laid clown. Emerson says in his terse way that "manual
labor is the study of the external ·world."
It is in the spirit of this maxim that the
new education seeks to widen the training of children in the direction of the
harmonious development of mind and
body through such agencies as the best
experience may dictate.
There is a psychological foundation
for manual training which should not be
overlooked. All educators are now of
one mind, that the first duty of the teacher is the cultivation of the perceptive
powers. No matter what system of philosophy we may profess, we are all
agreed that knowledge begins in perception. The tactual and visual perceptions are by far the most important.
"The former of these gives us the most
direct mode of apprehending things, the
latter the largest grasp of external things,
of any of the modes of perception."
The progress of perception grows with
the increase of the power of visual and
tactual discrimination. Now the purpose of manual education is primarily
the training of the hand ancl eye. Hence
drawing, as a mode of cultivating ,·isual
perception, is made one of its prominent
features; and the introduction of tools
in connection with wood, iron, and other
materials is simply for the purpose of
so culti,·ating the hancl as to cnabk the
mind to attain to a larger and more exact knowledge of things as they exist in
nature and are used in the industrial art~.
It would therefore be easy to show that
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the introduction of manual work into
the schools is important because of the
effect it would have upon the mind itself . . The processes of manual training
afford a better means of cultivating the
faculties of reason and judgment than
many things which now find place in the
courses of instruction. Measurements,
comparisons, the adjustment of means
to ends, the co-operation of mind, hand
and eye, all conduce to a broader mental
culture than can be gotten from many
of the studies which usurp so large a
portion of the pupils' time.
We do not need to depend wholly upon theory for the correctness of this
view of manual training. Experience
has shown that manual training so stimulates the general intelligence of pupils
that the time occupied in the laboratories more than compensates for the
amount of text-book work which it supplants. It would be easy to find ample
testimony to this effect. The schools
of a generation ago were certainly inferior to the schools of to-day andas to
teaching, text-books, and other appliances; but no one will gainsay the statement
that they produced men and women
pos essing a mental and moral force of
character quite equal to those of our own
time. Is not this largely to be accounted
for by the fact that, while the advantages
were poorer and les time was pent in
school, the boys and girl , in the rural
life which then chiefly prevailed w re
brought more largely into contact with
thing through work upon the farm and
in the home and their mental re ource
were th reby increased to a degr e that
the purely intellectual drill and the memorizing proce e of the pre ent da cannot be made to yield? The introduction of sewing into the girl ' s ho 1 f
tEGity, whi.ch occupies from~oneOto

two hours per week, has in no way impared the results obtained in the other
studies. In the manual training school,
the work done by the boys in mathematics, literature, and history is, to say the
least, in no respect inferior to that of
schools of a similar grade in which the
whole time is occupied with class-room
work.
But there are more practical reasons
for making manual training a part of the
education given in the public schools.
Its introduction would bring our education into closer harmony with the
spirit and tendencies of the pre ent age.
No one will deny that it is the duty of
the state to make the schools minister to
the actual necessities of our civilization.
Herbert pencer declares that "the function which education has to di charge
is to prepare us for complete living, " a
proposition which bas withstood no
small amount of adverse criticism; and
Emerson, in one of his wise sentences,
says that "the great object of education
should be commensurate with the ob
ject of life." If we acted in the spirit
of these maxims, we should hear le s of
the objection so often urged, that the
education given in the school is not
sufficiently practical. I would not be
understood as arguing for practical education simply as such . . t the same
time, I belieYe that the education of a
community should have direct reference
to its -ocial needs. Thi · i- eminently
the age of in<lustriali:m. ~cien e and
its application.- to the art- and inclu tries of life reign su [Heme. The wealth,
power, and greatnes · of a nation depend
upon it: natural r -our es antl the quality and quantity of it skilled labor. ~-\arlyle says '•The proper Epic of thi
world i- not now ·• rms and the Man;'
no, it is now ·Tool and the .1: Ian/ that,
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henceforth, to all time is now our Epic."
It is impossible for the schools to ignore
this condition of things . It is not our
busines s to train boys and girls to be
mere bread-winners, but we must see to
it that the education we give to them
confers the power to hold their own in
the stru ggle _of life upon which they must
sooner or later enter. I have no sym pathy with those who claim that the public school gives too much education to
the masses of the people. It is impossible to over-educate any human b e ing.
The only question is as to the kind of
education which should be furnished.
'vVe must train our boys to believe in
work; to respect work; to seek work.
This should be a part of their education; and the way to do it is not to teach
them trades in the public schools, but
to broaden the general culture which
th ose schools give in such ways that the
young people shall begin their career in
sympathy with the social conditions
which surround them,-will seek for
success, independence, happiness, by
striving, not against, but with the forces
which compel success and its rewards .
It is my sincere conviction that the
best means of doing this is to put manual training into the curriculum of the
common schools. As at present constitutecl, the schools are directed almost
wholly toward a literary outcome. The
tradition of the past are still all-powerful
in the common school as well as in the
college. \V e need to make our education more real. In doing thi , we shall
not make it less noble and refining, but
we shall give to tbe children a wider
Yision and a braver heart, and we shall
send them forth into the world better
able to deal with the realities of life ancl
to discharge its duties fitly and successfully.

7I

There is another aspect in wbich the
introduction of manual training may be
viewed. The great question of the hour
is the struggle between labor and wealth .
This question con not be put out of sight.
vVe are gradually coming to see that one
of the best ways to meet the difficulties
which it raises is to elevate the worker
himself. ·what the working-man is seeking is a larger participation in the fruits
of his industry; but this can only be accomplished by the laborer putting more
skill and intelligence into the work of
his hands. The problem for every civilized nation to -day is bow the largest
amount of intellectual development can
b e given to its industrial population .
There will be no peace between labor
and capital until labor bas recognized
the necessity for intelligence, and capital
has recognized the just rigl1ts uf labor
enlightened and ennobled by knowledge.
vVhat is needed is to bring thought and
labor together; to make every worker a
a thinker and every thinker a worker;
ancl there is no place where this can be
<ione so well as in tl1e school. It is here
that enduring principles and habits can
best be formed . \Ve talk a good deal
of the public schools as the nurseries of
good citizen ship.
\Ve shall ha\'e a
better right to make this claim for them
when they undertake to fit their pupils
for the actual conditions of existence;
for the world as they will find i t,-a
world in which it is a privilege as well
as a necc~~ity to work, and in which
work, animated and directed by the
power which comes from a well trained
mind, cannot fail of its just appreciation
and reward.
There are many other advantages
which would accrue from the i ntroduction of manual training into tht: public
schools, but to which only the briefest
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allusion can be made in this place. Not
the least of these advantages would be
the larger degree of confidence and support whi.ch the schools would receive
from the general public. It is useless
for us to conceal the growing dissatisfaction \Yi th many of the features of the
public school system. Some of these
objections are no doubt ill founded;but
there are others to which no valid answcr can lJe made. 'Yhat the people
want is schools more in accordance with
the real needs of society and the principles which the advance of scientific
methods of instruction demand. Nearly
every city experiences difficulty in getting the appropriations which are necessary to keep pace with the growth of
population and the improvement of the
schools. I believe a larger degree of
sympathy and support for the public
schools would be obtained if we could
only make up our minds to set aside the
antiquated and useless work that is required of pupils, and substitute in place
of it more rational methods, of development and training. I have no doubt
also that the period of school attendance would be considerably prolonged

by such a course. The lament in every
large city is that the mass of the children
spend so little time in the schools. The
tens of thousands are in the primary
grades, the few thousands in the upper
grades and high schools. The people, I
think, would be quick to discover the advantages of giving their children more
education if this education coul d be
made better in quality, which is the same
as saying more available for the practical uses of life. I am convinced that
the introduc6on of manual education
would do mo~e to riel the schools of
tasks upon which the time of the pupils
now runs to waste than anything we
could do for them. The eig t years of
the common school course should certainly yield better results than are now
obtained. A great deal that we persist
in regarding as absolutely essential will
sooner or later have to be discarded, and
the modification of the course of instruction in accordance with the general
principles here indicated will, I am sure,
tend to hasten the coming of this better
day.
Report to tlte Philadelpltia Board of
Education.

THE FAIRY DUST,

(From tlze Frenclt of Geo. Sand.)

1\. LO

G time ago- a very long time
- I wa young, and often heard
1 eople complain of a troublesome little
creature who made her way in by the
window, after she had been driven out
at the door.
he was so light and so
tiny that she might have been said to
float rather than to walk, and my parent compared her to a little fairy. The
servants detested her, and sent her fly-

ing with their dusting bru hes; but they
had no sooner dislodged her from one
r esting-place than she re-appeared at another.
he was alway dre eel in a latternly trailing gray gown and a ort of
veil which the lea t breath of wind ent
whirling about her head with its yellowi h dishevelled locks.
Seeing her so persecuted made me
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take pity on her, and I willingly allowed her to rest herself in my little garden;
though she oppressed my flowers a great
deal. I talked with her, but without
ever being able to draw from her a single word of common sense. She wished to touch everything, saying she was
doing no harm. I got scolded for tolerating her, and when I had allowed her
to come too near me, I was sent to wash
myself and change my clothes, and was
even threatened with being called by
her name.
It was such a bad name that I dreadedit greatly.
She was so dirty that
some said she slept on the sweepings of
the houses and streets; and that that
was why she was called Fairy Dust.
"Why are you so dirty?" I asked her,
one day, when she wanted to kiss me.
'•Y ou are a stupid to be afraid of me,"
she answered, laughingly ; "you belong
to me, and resemble me more than you
think. But you are a child, the slave
of ignorance, and I should waste my
time by trying to make you understand."
''Come," I said, ''you seem inclined
to talk sense at last. Explain to me
what you have just said."
''I can't talk to you here," she replied. "I have too much to say to you,
and, as soon as I settle down in any
part of your house I am brushed away
with contempt; but,if you wish to know
who I am, call me three times to-night
as soon as you fall asleep."
That said, she hurried away, uttering
a hearty laugh, and I seemed to see her
di solve into a mist of gold, reddened
by the setting sun.
·when I was in bed that night I thought
of her just as I wa going to sleep.
"I've dreamed all that," I said to myself, "or el ·e that little odd creature is a
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mad thing.
How can I possibly call
her when I am asleep?"
I fell off to sleep,and presently dreamed that I called her; I am not sure that
I did not even call to her aloud, three
times, "Fairy Dust! Eairy Dust! Fairy
Dust!"
At the same moment I was transported into an immense garden, in the midst
of which stood an enchanted palace,
and on the threshold of this marvellous
dwelling stood awaiting me a lady resplendent wilh youth and beauty, dressed in magnificent festal clothes.
I flew to her, and she kissed me, saying"Well do you recognize Fairy Dust!"
"No, not in the least, madame," I
answered, "and I think you must be
making fun of me."
"I am not making fun of you at all,"
she replied, ''but as you are not able to
understand what I say to you, I am going to show you a sight which will appear strange, and which I will make as
brief as possible. Follow me !"
She led me into the most beautiful
part of her residence. It was a little
limpid lake, resembling a green diamond
set in a ring of flowers, in which were
sporting fish of all hues of orange and
carnelian, Chinese amber-colored carp,
black and white swans, exotic ducks
decked in jewels, and, at the bottom,
pearl and purple shells, bright-colored
aquatic salamanders; in short, a world
of living wonders, gliding and plunging
above a bed of silvery sancl,on which were
growing all sorts of water-plants, not one
more charming than another. Around
this vast basin were ranged in several
circles a colonnade of porphyry, with
alabaster capitals.
The entablature
wa made of the mo t precious minerals,
and almost disappeared under a growth
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of clematis, jessamine, briony and honeysuckle, amid which a thousand birds
made their nests. Roses of all tints
and all scents were reflected in the water as we11 as the porphyry columns and
the bea-q.tiful statues of Parian marble
placed under the arcades. In the midst
of the basin a fountain threw a thousand
jets of diamonds and pearls.
The bottom of the architectural amphitheatre opened upon flower-beds
shaded by giant trees, loaded to their
summits with blossoms and fruit, their
branches interlaced with trailing vines,
forming above the porphyry colonnade
a colonnade of verdure and flowers.
There the Fairy made me seat myself
with her at the entrance to a grotto,
whence there issued a melodious cascade, flowing over fresh moss sparkling
with diamond drops of water.
"All that you see there is my work,''
she said to me; "all that is made of
dust. It is by the shaking of my gown
in the clouds that I have furnished all
the materials of this paradise.
My
friend Fire, who threw them into the
air, has taken them back to re-cook
them, to crystallize or compact them,
after which my servant Wind took them
about with him amid the moisture and
electricity of the clouds, and then cast
them upon the earth; this wide plain
has then arisen from my fecund substance, and rain has made sands and
grass of it, after having made rocks into porphyries, marbles, and metals of
all sorts."
I listened without understanding, and
I thought that the Fairy was continuing
to mystify me. How she could have
made the earth out of dust still pas es
my comprehension; that she could have
made marble and granites and other
minerals me~ely by shaking the skirt of

her gown, I could not believe. But I
did not dare to contradict her, though
I turned involuntarily towards her to
see whether she was speaking seriously
of such an absurdity.
What was my surprise to find she was
no longer behind me ! but I heard her
voice, seemingly coming from under the
ground, calling me. At the same time
I also passed under ground without being able to resist, and found myself in
a terrible place where all was fire and
flame. I had heard tell of the infernal
region; I thought that was it. Lights,
red, blue, green, white, violet-now
pale, now swelling, replaced daylight,
and, if the sun penetrated to this place,
the vapors which arose from the furnace
made it wholly invisible.
Formidable sounds, sharp hisses, explosions, claps of thunder, filled this
clouded cavern in which I felt myself
enclosed. In the midst of all this I
perceived little Fairy Dust, who had
gone hack to her dirty colorless dress.
She came and went, working, pushing,
piling, clutching, pouring out I know
not what acids; in a word, givil1g herself up to an incomprehensible labor.
''Don't be afraid, " she said to me, in
a voice that rose above the deafening
noises of this Tartarus. ''You are here
in my laboratory. Don't you know anything about machinery ·?,
"Nothing at all," I shouted, "and I
don't want to learn about it in such a
place as this. '
''Yes, you wanted to know and you
must re ign yourself to me. It is very
pleasant to live on the surface of the
earth, with flowers bird anrl dome ticated animals to bathe in till water ,
to eat nice- tas ting fru it , to walk upon
carpets of green ward and tlaisies. You
imagined that life ha always existed in
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that way, under such blessed conditions.
It is time you should learn something
about the beginning of things, and of
the power of Fairy Dust, your grandmother, your mother, and your nurse."
As she spoke the little creature made
me roll with her into the depths of the
abysm, through devouring flames, frightful explosions, acrid black smoke, metals in fusion, lavas vomiting hideously,
and all the terrors of volcanic eruption.
''These are my furnaces," she said,
"the underground where my provisions
elaborate themselves. You see, it is a
good place for a mind disencumbered
of the shell called a body. You have
left yours in your bed, and your mind
alone is with me. So you may touch
and clutch primary matter. You are ignorant of chemistry; you do not yet
know of what this matter is made, nor
by what mysterious operation what appears here under the aspect of solid
bodies come from a gaseous body which
has shone in space, firstas a nebula and
later as a beaming sun.
You are a
child; I cannot initiate you into the
great secrets of creation, and there is a
long time yet to be passed before your
professors themselves will know them.
But I can show you the products of my
culinary art. All here is somewhat confu sed for you. Let us mount a stage.
Hold the ladde r, and follow me."
ladder, of which I could not perceive either the bottom or the top, stood
before us. I followed the Fairy, and
found myself in darkne s, but I then
noticed that she her elf wa wholly luminou · and radiant a a torch. I then observed enormous deposit of oozy paste,
blocks of whitish cry tal and immense
wave of black and hining vitreou .
matter, which the Fairy took up and
crumbled between her finger ; then she
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piled the crystal in little heaps, and
mixed all with the moist paste, and placed the whole on what she was pleased
to call a gentle fire.
"What dish are you going to mak e of
that?" I asked.
"A dish necessary to your poor little
existence," she replied . "I am making
granite,-that is to say, with dust I make
the hardest and most resisting of stones:
it needs that to enclose Cocytus and
Phlegethon. I make also various mixtures of the same elements. Here is
what is shown to you under barbarous
names-gneiss, the q uartzes, the tales,
the micas, et cetera. Of all that which
comes from my dust, I, later on, make
other dusts with new elements, which
will then b e slates, sand, and gravel.
I am skilfu l and patient· I pulverize
unceasingly to reagglomerate. Is not
flour the basis of all cakes? At the present time I imprison my furnaces, contriving for them some necessary vents,
so that they may n ot burst. We will
go above and see what is going on. If
you are tired you may take a nap, for it
will take me a little time to accomplish
what I am going to do."
I lost all consciousness of time, and
when the Fairy waked me :
"You have been sl eping a pretty
considerable number of ages ~" she
said.
"How many, Madame Fairy?"
"You must ask that of your professors," she replied, laughingly. "Let us
go on up the laclder."
She made me mount . cveral stages
through divers deposits, where I saw her
manipulate the rust of metals of whi h
she made halk, marl, lay, slate, jasper; and, as I questioned her as to the
orirrin of metals :
"You want to know a great deal
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about it," she said. "Your inquirers
may explain many phenomena by fire
and water; but could they know what
was passing between earth and heaven
when all ~1y dust, cast by wind from the
abyss, has formed solid clouds, which
clouds of water have rolled in their
stormy whirl, which thunder has penetrated with its mysterious loadstone,
and which the stronger winds have
thrown upon a terrestrial surface in torrential rains? There is the origin of the
first deposits. You are going to witness
these marvellous transformations."
We mounted higher, and came to
chalks, marbles, and banks of limestone
enough to build a city as big as the entire globe.
As I was wondering at
what she was able to produce by sifting, agglomerating, metamorphosing,
and baking, she said to me :
"All that is nothing; you are going
to see a great deal more than that-you
are going to see life, already hatched in
the middle of these stones."
She approached a basin wide as a sea,
and, plunging her arms into it, drew
from it-first, strange plants, then animals, stranger still, which were as yet
half plants ; then beings, free and independent of one another, living shells;
then, at last, fish, which she made leap,
saying as she did so :
''That's what Dame Dust knows how
to produce, when she pleases, at the
bottom of water. But there's something better than that. Turn round and
look at the shore."
I turned. The calcar and all its components, mixed with flint and clay, had
formed on the surface a fine brown and
rich dust, out of which had sprung fibrous plants of singular form.

"That is vegetable earth," said the

Fairy. "Wait a little while, and you
will see trees growing."
I then saw an arborescent vegetation
rise rapidly from the ground and people
itself with reptiles and insects, while on
the shore unknown creatures crawled
and darted about, and caused me great
terror.
"These animals will not alarm you on
the earth of the future," said the Fairy.
"They are destined to manure it with
their remains. There are not yet any
human benigs here to fear them."
"Hold !" I cried; "here is a world
of monsters that shock me! Here is
your earth belonging to these devouring
creatures who live upon one another.
Do you need all these massacres and all
these stupidities to make us a muck-heap?
I can understand their not being good
for anything else, but I can't understand
a creation so rich in animated forms to
do nothing and to leave nothing worth
anything behind it."
"Manure is something, if it is not
everything; the conditions it will create
will be favorable to different beings who
will succeed those on :which you are
looking."
"And which will disappear in their
turn, I know that. I know that creation will go on improving itself up to the
creation of Man-at least, that is, I think,
what I have been told. But I had not
pictured to myself this prodigality of
life and destruction, which terrifies me
and fill me with repugnance; these hideous forms, these gigantic amphibia,
these monstrous crocodiles, and all these
crawling or swimming beasts which seem
to live only to u e their teeth and devour one another.
My indignation highly amused Fairy
Du t.
''Matter i matter, she replied, 'it
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is always logical in its operations. The
human mind is not-and you have proved it-you who live by eating charming
birds, and a crowd of creatures more
beautiful and intelligent than these.
Have I to teach you that there is no
production possible without permanent
destruction, and would you like to reverse the order of nature?"
''Yes, I would-I should like that all
should go well from the first day. If
Nature is a great fairy she might have
done without all these abominable experiments, and made a world in which
we should all have been angels, living
by mind only, in the bosom of an unchangeable and always beautiful creation."
"The great fairy Nature has higher
views," replied Dame Dust. "She does
not intend to stop at the things of which
you know. She is always at work and
inventing. For her, for whom there is
no such thing as the suspension of life,
rest would b e death. If things did not
change the work of the King of the Genii
would be ended, and this king, who is
incessant and supreme activity, would
end with his work. The world which
you see, and to which you will return
presently when your vision of the past
has faded away, this world of man, which
you think is better than that of the ancient animals, this world with which you
yet are not satisfied, since you wish to
live eternally in a pure spiritual condition, thi poor planet, still in a state of
infancy, i · de tined to transform itself
infinitely. The future will make of you
all-feeble human creatures that you
are-fai rie ·and genii possessing science,
reaso n, and goodness. You have seen
what I have shown to you, that these
first draft of life, reprc ·enting simply
in tinct, are nearer to you than you are
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to that which will some day be the reign
of mind in the earth which you inhabit.
The occupants of that future world will
then have the right to despise you, as
you now despise the world of the great
saurians."
"0h ! if that is so," I replied, "if all
that I have seen of the past will make
me think the better of the future, let me
see more that is new."
"And, above all," said the Fairy,
"don't let us too much despi se the past,
for fear of committing the ingratitude
of despising the present. ·when the
great Spirit of life used the materials
which furnished it, it did marvels fro,n
the first day. Look at the eyes of this
monster which your learned men have
called the ichthyosauru: ."
"They are as large as my head, and
frighten me."
"They are very superior to yours.
They are at once long and short-sighted
at will. They sec prey at great di sta nces
as with a telescope, and when it is quite
near, by a simple change of action, they
see it perfec tly at its true distance without needing spectacles. At that moment of creation nature had but one
purpose : to make a thinking animal.
It gave to this creature organs marvellou ·ly appropriate to its wants. 1)on't
you think it made a very pretty beginning-are you not struck by it? In this
way it will proceed from better to better, with all the beings which are to
succeed those you now see. Tho..;e which
appear to you poor, ugly, pitiful, are
yet prodigies of adaptation to the place
in the midst of whi h they hav...: lllanife stecl themselve ·."
'.And, like the others, they think of
nothing but eati ng ~"
"Of what would you have them think ?
The earth has no wish to be admired.
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The sky, which exists to-day and for
ever, will continue to exist without the
aspirations and prayers of tiny living
creatures adding anything to the splendor and majesty of its laws. The fairy
of your little planet, no doubt, knows
the great First Cause; but if she is ordered to make a being who shall perceive or guess that Cause, it will be in
obedience to the law of time-that law
of which you can form no idea, because
you live too short a space to appreciate
its operations. You think those operations slow, yet they are carried on with
a bewildering rapidity. I will free your
mind from its natural weakness, and
show you in rotation the results of innumerable centuries. Look, and don't
cavil any more, but profit by my kindness to you."
I felt that the Fairy was r igh t, and I
looked, with all my eyes, at the succession of aspects of the earth. I saw the
birth and death of vegetables and of
animals become more and more vigorous from instinct, and more and more
agreeable or imposing in form. In proportion as the ground decked itself with
productions more nearly r esembling
those of our days, the inhabitants of this
widespread garden, in which great accidents were incessantly transforming,
appeared to become less eager to destroy each other, and more careful of
their progeny. I saw them construct
dwelling-places for then e of their familie , and exhibit attachment for localities, so much so that, from moment to
moment, I ·aw a world fade away, and
a new world arise in its place, like the
chan ging of the scene in a fairy-play.
"Rest awhile, ' the Fairy aid to me,
"for, without u pecting it, you haYe
travers d a good many thousands of centuries, and Mr. Ian is going to be born

when the reign of Mr. Monkey has been
completed."
I once more fell asleep, quite overcome by fatigue, and when I awoke I
found myself in the midst of a grand
hall in the palace of the Fairy, who had
again become young, beautiful and
splendidly dressed.
"You see all these charming things,
and all this charming company?" she
said to me. "'Yell, my child, all that
is dust I These walls of porphyry and
marble are dust, molec~1les kneaded and
roasted to a turn. These building.:; of
cut stone are the dust of lime or of
granite, brought about by the same process . These crystal lustres are fine
sand baked by the hands of men in imitation of the work of Nature. These
porcelain and china ar ticles are the
powder of feldtspar, the kaolin of which
the Chinese have taught us the use.
These diamonds in which the dancers
are decked is coal-dust crystallized .
These pearls are phosphate of lime which
the oyster exudes into its sh ell. Gold
and all the metals have no other origi n
than the assemblage; well heaped, well
melted, well heated, and well cooled, of
infinitesimal molecules. These beautiful vegetables, these flesh-colored roses,
these stainless lilie , these gardenias
which enbalm the air, are born of dust
which I prepared. for them ~ and these
people who dance and smile at the som1d
of those musical 'instruments, the -e living creatures par c.Ycd!cna, who are
called per on , they also-don't be offended-will be return ed to me."
As he aid that the hall and the paL
ace di appeared. I found. my elf with
the Fairy in a field of corn. ~ he stooped, and picked up a stone in which there
wa a hell encru ted.
' There," ~he said ·in a fo ·il ·tate
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is a being which I showed you in the
earliest ages of life. What is it now?
-phosphate of lime. Reducing it to
dust, people make manure of it for land
that is too ,flinty. You see, Man is beginning to understand one thing-that
the master to study is Nature."
She crumbled the hell into powder,
and scattered it on the cultivated soil,
saying:
"This will come back to my kitchen .
I spread destruction to make the germ
spring. It is so of all dusts, whether
they be plants, animals, or persons.
They are death, after having been life,
and there is nothin g sad in it, since,
thanks to me, they always begin again
to live after having been dead. Farewell! You greatly admired my ball dress:
here is a piece of it, which you may examine at your leisure."
All disappeared, and, when I opened
my eyes, I found myself in my bed.
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The sun had risen, and sent a bright
ray towards me. I looked for the piece
of stuff which the Fairy had put into my
hand : it was nothing but a little heap
of dust; but my mind was still under
the charm of the dream, and it gave to
my senses the power of distinguishing
the smallest atom of this dust.
I was filled with wonderment. There
was every thing in it : air, water, sun,
gold, diamonds, ashes, the pollen of
flowers, shells, pearls, the dust of butterflies' wings, of thread, of wax, of iron,
of wood, and of many mi roscopic
bodies; but in the mi lst of tLis mixture
of imperceptible refuse, I saw fermenting I know not what life of undistinguishable beings, that appeared to be
trying to fix themselves to something,
to hatch or to transform themselve , all
confounded in a golden mist or in the
roseate rays of the rising sun.
Strand.
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far we have dealt with what may be
called purely historical references
to the
orse disco,·ery of America.
The e ao back to about the year IIIo.
The earlie:t of them were written by
one who ha · given abundant e\·idence
of his truthfnln e · · and "ho moreover wa ·acquainted with the contemporarie of the dis O\'ererc; . His reference to the discovery al:o are such a.
to how that among his ountrymen the
knowle lge of it \\'as widely diffu ed.
nd the fact which ha,·e hitherto orne
out are that the ontinent was accidentally eli ·covered by Lei£ Erics<;on about
the year Iooo while ,·oyaging from ~·or-

Part II.)

way to (;reenlancl, that it was known at
three points, viz., Helluland, Markland,
and \Vineland the C·ood, and that the
people inhabiting the last, the most
. outhern point reached, wer similar to
those of whom Lcif: father, Eric the
Red, found tra es in (;reen Janel when
he fir t di cov red it.
The sagas which narrate the voyage
f the di s over rs, and their attempts at
olonization
arry us further. They
differ among them:elve in s vera! parti ulars but on the main fa t they agree.
In all essential parti ular. they are in
perfe t a rreement with the fact. already
adduced; and the fuller information
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they contain is, to use the words of Mr.
Reeves, "of such a character that it is
natural to suppose that it wa'5 derived
from the statements of those who had
thems-elves visited the lands described ;
it is not conceivable from wha t other
source it could have been obtained, and,
except its author was gifted with un paralled prescienc e, it could not have been
a fabrication . "
The sagas referred to are in all three.
They divide themselves into two classes.
In the first are the sagas of Eric the Red
and of Thorfinn Karlsefni and Snorri
1 horbrandsson; in the othe r is the saga
of Eric the Red contamed in the Flatey
Book. The first two are substantially
the same and may be regarded as different versions of one and the same saga.
That of the Flatey Book is different.
The heroine of the other two, and the
fortunes of her family, are unknown to
it, a totally false account is given of her
when she is introduced in quite a subordinate position, and her place is taken
by a heroine of a different type. Other
points of difference occur, as will be
seen further on. The two sagas mentioned first are said by Dr. Vigfusson to
have originated in the we t of Iceland,
and that of the latey Book in the north.
The ·w estern aga of Eric th Red is
found in the vellum code- known. a
umber 557 of the· rna-Magnrean Collection. The vellum itself i not older
than the beginning of the fifteenth century. But that the aga it elf is older
there can b no doubt. The other Yersion of it is fonnd in Hank's Book with
the title "the saga of Thorfinn Karl efni and norri Thorbrand on.'
The
title h wever is not contemporary with
the manu ript but was inserted in the
plac 1 ft vacant for the title by . . rni
Magnu son. The manuscript is named

after its first owner, Hauk Erlendson,
for whom it was doubtless written, and
who himself took part in the labor of
its preparation. He is first mentioned
in the year I 2 94 in connectio n with his
appointment as lawman, and died in the
year I334· From data given in the geneology appended to the saga, and in
which Hauk traces his own ancestry to
Karlsefni's Wineland born son, Mr.
Reeves has shown that the manuscript
could not have been written earlier than
I 299 .
It could not have been written
later than I334, as Hauk died in that
year. Probably it was written about the
year I33o. At any rate it is conside rably older than AM. 557 in which the
saga of Eric the Red occurs . Speaking
of the relations of the two Mr. Reeves
observes:
"That both sagas were copied from
the same volume is by no means certain;
if both manuscript be judged strictly
by their content it becomes at once apparent this could not have been the fact,
and such a .conjecture is only tenable
upon the theory that the s ribes of
Hauk's Book edited the aga which they
copied. This, while it is v ry doubtful
in the case of the body of the text of
the Hank's Book saga of Thorfinn may
not even he conjectured of the saga of
Eric the Red . The latter aga wa unc1 ubtedly a literal copy from the original for there are certain minor confusion . of the text which indicate, unmi takably, either the heedle sne of the
copyi t, or that the cribe wa working
from a som what illeo-ible original who e
defect he wa not at pain to upply.
If b oth aga were opied from different
a rly vellum ., the impler lan a uaa of
the sao-a of Eric the Red would seem to
indicate that it >n a tran cript of a
omewhat earlier form of the aga than
that from which the aga of Hauk
Book wa d ri,·ec.l. Thi ~, howe er i
entirely conje tural, for the codex ontaining the sa a of Eric the Red '"a
not written for many) ears after Hauk's
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Book, and probably not until the following century. So much the orthography
and hand of 55 7 indicate, and, from the
application of this test, the codex has
been determined to date from the fifteenth century, and has been ascribed
by very eminent authority toea. 1400."
It do es not follow, however, that the
text of A . M. 55 7 is not older than that
of Hauk's Book. The probability is
that it is. Anyhow it is to be preferred,
"because," as Dr. Vigfusson points out,
"it has preserved a certain charm of
style and beauty of diction which, though
the difference sometimes consists merely
in the arrangement of words, is not
found in the somewhat wo0den stiffness
of the sister text." The same learned
authority, when referring elsewhere to
these texts, remarks : "This saga presents the unique phenomena of two entirely different versions, which though
corresponding on the whole, are both
separately derived from oral tradition."
And in the same place he subsequently
observes: "The correspondence of these
distinct versions throws great light on
the vitality and faithfulness of tradition,
and is a strong confirmation of the cre<.libility in main points of a saga which
is especially important for historic
reasons." vVhen the saga was first
written down is not known . This much,
however, is clear, it must have been committed to writing considerably before
the tran cripts in Hauk's Book were
made, that is earlier than the end of the
thirteenth century.
The Flatey Book in which the remaining text of the saga is found, is a huge
encyclopcedia of ~orthern hi. tory . "lt
i the bigge t of Icelandic M . , " Dr.
Vigfus on writes, "and comparable to
such giant as the \ Ternon ~1 . ; the
printed version take no le ·s than r, 700
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packed pages of 39 lines. It was written
in the fourteenth century at \Vide-daistunga, not far from Thingore, which had
no doubt a goodly library capable of
affording materials to its scribes." John
Haconsson, for whom it was written by
John Thordsson and Magnus Thorhallsson, was born in 1350 and is last mentioned in 1398. The manuscript is notable among other things as the only Icelandic manuscript which possesses a
title page . In this is given its early history and contents. Singularly enough
its narrative of the discovery of America is split up into two parts, separated
from each other by over fifty columns
of extraneous historical matter. 1 he
first is called "A Short Story of Eric
the Red," and th e second "
. hort
Story of the Greenlanclers." Th e original manuscripts of these narrative s
have, like all the other originals from
which the transcripts in the Flatey Book
were made, entirely disappeare d.
In attempting to give an account of
the contents of the sagas,we shall avail
ourselves of Mr. Reeve's exce ll ent translation. Here and there we may substitute the readin gs of A~L 55 7. For the
present we shall leave the account given
in the I•latey Book , which has been followed by Mr. Du Chaillu, aside, and
return to it later on. As already said,
th e texts of the two sagas of Eric the
Red and Thorfinn Karlsefni are substantially the same. They ontain mu h
other matter than that relating to \Vin eland the Good. Parts of it, a:-; for instance the story of Gudrid, the l1eroine,
the admirable pich1re of the. old Sybil
and many other passages, are of the
greate ·t interest. But over the e we
mu ·t pass referring the reader to ~1r.
Reeves' volume.
ur object i · to bring
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out the additional information the sagas
contain respecting the discovery of
America.
As in the historical £ragmen ts, the
disc9very is attributed to Lei£, the son
of Eric the Red, the discoverer of Greenland. The narrative is as follows:
"Lei£ had sailed to Norway, where he
was at the court of King Olaf Tryggvason. When Lei£ sailed from Greenland,
in the summer* they were driven out of
their course to the Hebrides. It was
late before they got fair winds thence,
and they remained there far into the
summer.
Lei£ and his companions sailed away from the Hebrides,
and arrived in Norway in the autumn.
Leif went to the Court of King Olaf
Tryggvason. He was well received by
the king, who felt that he could see that
Leif was a man of great accomplishments. Upon one occasion the king
came to speech with Lei£, and asks him
'Is it thy purpose to sail to Greenland
in the summer?' 'It is my purpose,'
said Leif, 'if it be your will.' '1 believe it will be well,' answers the king,
'and thither thou shalt go upon my errand to proclaim Christianity there.'
Lei£ replied that the king should decide,
but gave it as his belief, that it would
be difficult to carry this mission to a
uccessful issue in Greenland.
The
king replied that he knew of no man
who would be better fitted for this und ertaking, 'and in thy hands the cause will
SLlrely prosper.'
'This can only be '
said Leif, 'if I enjoy the favor of your
protection.' Leif put to sea when his
·11ip was ready for the voyage. For a
long time he was to sed about on the
ocean, and came upon lands of which h e
had previously no knowledge. There
were self-sown wheat fields and vine
growing there. There were al o tho e
tree which are called 'mansur, t and
of all these they took specimen ; ome
of the timber were o large that they
were used in building. Leif found men
upon a wreck, and took them home with
him, and procured quarters for them all

* The summer of the year 999·

through the winter. In this wise he shewed his nobleness and goodness,since he
introduced Christianity into the country
and saved the men from the wreck, and
he was called Lei£ the Lucky ever after."
The news of Leif's discovery soon
spread. Men began to talk about it, and
an expedition was fitted out to explore
the country.
"The leader of this expedi tion was
Thorstei n Ericsson! who was a good
man and an intelligent, and blessed with
many friends. Eric was likewise invited to join them, for the men believed
that his luck and fores ight would be of
great furtherance. He was slow in decidin g, but did not say nay, when his
friends besought him to go. They thereup on equipped that ship in whic h Thorbiorn had come out, and twenty men were
selected for the expedition. They took
little cargo with them and mostly weapons and provisions. On that morning
when Eric set out from his home he
took with him a little chest containing
gold and silver; he hid his treasure and
then went his way. He had proceeded
but a short distance, however, when he
fell from his hor e and broke his ribs
and dislocated his shoulder, whereat he
cried, 'Ai, ai .' By reason of this accident he sent his wife word that she
should procure the treasure which he
had concealed, for to the hiding of his
treasure he attributed his misfortune.
Th erefore they sailed cheerily out of
Eric firth in high spirits over their plan.
They were lnng tossed about upon the
ocean, and could not lay the cour e they
wi ·bed. They ame in sight of Iceland,
and likewise saw birds from the Iri h
coast. Their ship wa ~, in sooth, driven
hither ancl thither over the sea. In the
autumn they turned back worn out by
toil and exposure to the element , and
exhau ted by their labor , and arrived
at Eric firth at the ,·ery beginni ng of
winter."
ext the aga tells of the marriage of
Thor tein to Guclrid

and after a de-

:j: A kind of wood unknown, but ·uppo ed to be maple.
t Leif's brother.
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scription of the coming of Karlsefni and
Snorri, and of Karlsefni's marriage to
Gudrid after the death of Thorstein, we
have the following account of Karlsefni's adventurous voyage.
At this time* there now began to be
much talk at Bratahild, t to the effect
that Win eland the Good should be explored, for, it 1vas sa id, that country
must be possesed of many good qualities. And so it came to pass that Karlsefni and Snorri fitted out their ships,
for the purpose of going in search of
that country in the spring. t Biarni and
Thor hall joined the expedition with their
ship, and the men who had borne them
company.
There was a man named
Thorvanl; he was wedded to Freydis,
a natural daughter of Eric the Red. He
also accompanied them, together with
· Thorvald, Eric's son, and Thorl1all, who
was called the Huntsman. He had been
for a long time with Eric as his hunter
and fisherman during the summer, and
as his steward during the winter. Thorhall was stout ancl swarthy, and of giant
stature; he was a man of few words,
though given to abusive language when
he did speak, and he e\'er incited Eric
to e\·il. He was a poor Christian; he
had a wi<le kno"·ledge of unsettled regions. He was on the same ship with
Thorvarcl and Thon·ald. They had that
hip which Thorbiorn hacl brought out.
They had in all one hundred an(l sixty
men, when they sailed to the \Yestern
settlement and thence to Bear Island.
Thence they bore away to the southwaHl
two 'd<egr. 'II Then they saw land, and
launched a boat, and explored the land,
and found there large flat stones, and
many of these were twelve ells wide;
there were many .\rctic foxes there.
They gave a name to Lhe country, and
calletl it Hellulan<l [Flahtoneland].
Then they sailed with northerly winds
two "(hcgr,' and land then lay before
them, and upon it was a great wood an<l
many wlid beasts: an island lay off the
land to the south-ea-.;t, and there they
found a bear, and they ailed thi!; Biarney

* Probably A.
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t Eric's home in Gn:enland .

[Bear Island], while the land where the
wood was they called Markland [Forestland]. Thence they sailed southward
along the land for a wng time, and came
to a cape; the land lay upon the starboard ;there were long strands and sandy
banks there. They rowed to the land
and found upon the cape there the keel of
a ship and they called it there Kialarnes
[Keelness] ; they also called the strands
Fnrdustrandir [Wonder strands J, because they were so long to sail by.
Then the country became indented with
bays, and they steered their ships into
a bay. It was when Lei£ was with King
Olaf Tryggvason, and he bade him proclaim Christianity to Greenland, that
the King gave him two Gaels; the man's
name was Haki,and the woman's Hcekia.
The King advised Lei£ to have recourse
to these people, if he should stand in
need of fleetness, for they were swifter
than deer. Eric and Leif had tendered
Karlsefni the services of this couple.
.:J ow\\ hen they had sailed past \Vonclerstrands, they put tl1e Gaels ashore, al).cl
directed them to run to the southward,
and investigate the nature of the country,
and ret1trn again before the end of the
third half day. They were each claci in
a ga rment, wl1 ich they called 'Kiafal,'
which was so fashioned that it had a
hood at the top, was open at the . ides,
was sleeveless, and was fastened between
the legs with buttons and loops, while
elsewhere they were naked.
l ~ arlsefni
and his companions ast anchor, and
lay there during their absence ;and when
they came again,one of Lhem carried a
bunch of grapes, and the other an ear
of new -sown wheat.
They went on
board the ship, whereupon Karlsefni and
his followers hel<l on their way, until
they came to where the oast was indented witl1 hays. They stood into a
bay with their shi 1 s. There was an isl an<l out at the mouth .of the bay, about
which there were strong currents, wherefore they called it traumey [ 'Lream
Jsle]. There were so many birds there,
that it was scarcely po:sible to tep between the eggs. They sailed thr ugh the

i
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fir~h.and called it Straumfiord[Streamfirth], and carried their cargoes ashore
from the ships, and established themselves tbere. They had brought with
therri all kinds of live-stock. It was a
fine country there. There we re mountains thereabouts. They occupied themselves exclusively with the exploration
of the country. They remained there
during the winter, and they had taken
no thou ght for this during the summer.
The fishing began to fail, and they began
to fall short of food . Then Thorhall
the Huntsman disappeared. They had
already prayed to God for food, but it
did not come as promptly as their necessities seemed to demand.
They
searched for Thorhall for three half
days,and found him on a projectin g
crag. He was lying there, and looking
up at the sky ·with mouth and nostrils
agape, and mumbling something. They
asked him why he bad gone thither; he

replied, that this did not concern anyone. They asked him then to go home
with them, and he did so. Soon after
this a whale appeared there, and they
captured it, and flcnsed it, and no one
could tell what manner of whale it was;
and when the cooks had prepared it,
they ate of it, and were all made ill by
it. Then Thorhall, approaching them,
says: 'Did not the Red Beard [i.e. Thor]
prove more helpful than your Christ?
This is my reward for the verses which
I composed to Thor, the Trustworthy;
seldom has be failed me.' ·when the
people heard this, they cast the whale
down into the sea, and made their appeals to God. The weather then improved, and they could now row out to
fish, and thenceforward they had no
lack of provisions, for they could hunt
game on the land, gather eggs on the
island, and catch fish from the sea.
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ARITHMETIC.

IX.

(Longitude and Time.)
H.

B. BROWN.

LET the teacher take an ordinary
hand globe, and explain longitude
and latitude. Let the pupils understand
thoroughly that no matter about the size
of a circle it is divided into 360°, the
only difference being in the length of
the degree. The larger the circle, the
longer the degree. The pupil will also
understand that the earth passes through
360° in making one tevolution on its
axis, or in making a revolution around
the sun. It must be kept in mind that
the 360° are passed when the earth has
made one revolution on its axis, and a
greater number of degrees from midday

to midday again.
From midday to
midday, the earth makes 1 3 h revolutions on its axis.
So that while there
are but 365 days in the year, yet the
earth has made 366 revolutions on its
axis. These points and many others
will necessarily be brought out in the introductory lesson.
\Vhen the pupil understands, as he will
by the preliminary drill, that longi tude
is distance east or we t from any meridian, and that Greenwich and \Ya hington are selected a
tarting point
for con'Nilience only, then the olution
of problems may be undertaken.

1
I

~
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There are two classes of problems,- r. I 5° correspond to I hr.
those where the time is given and the 2. I 0 corresponds to l .) hr.
longitude corresponding required,- 3· 25° COrrespond tO 25X-fohL=I 73
the other where the longitude is given
'hr.= I hr. 40 min.
1
and the time correspo nding required.
4· I5 COrrespond to I min.
1
The table should be prepared first. 5· I corresponds to r 1:r min.
6. 35' correspond to 35 X 1\ n11n. =
This may be done as follows :
In 24 hours the earth passes through
2 }'3 min.= 2 min. 20 sec.
360°.
7· I5 11 COrrespond to I sec.
In I hour the earth passes throu gh .,}4 8. I" corr esponds to / 5" sec.
of 360°= IS 0 •
9· 40" correspond to 40 X 1\ sec. =
In I min. the earth passes through
2,7:3 sec.
IO. I hr. 40 min. + 2 min. 20 sec. +
-lo of I 5°= X( 0 =rs'.
2 _7'3 sec. = r hr. 42 min. 2 2 2, 3 sec.
In I sec. the earth passes through -!o
·. · If the difference in longitude beof IS ' = ?{ '=IS"·
Problem:
tween two pbces is 25° 35' 40'', the difThe difference in time between two ference of time is r hr. 42min. 22_73
places is 3 hr. 20 min. 30 sec. Requir- sec.
ed the corresponding difference in longi- Problem:
tude.
\Vhen it is noon at Pekin, I r8 ° e~st
Solution:
longitude, what is the time at San Francisco, I22° west longitude?
r. I sec. corresponds to I 5 11
Solution:
2. 30 sec. correspond " 30 X I5 11
11
I I 8 ° +I 2 2 ° = 240 °.
45° •
3· 6o" correspond to I 1 •
I 5° correspond to r hr.
r 0 corresponds to 1\ hr.
4· I 11 corresponds to lo'·
240° correspond to 24oX 11•• hr.= 16
5· 450 11 correspond to 450X ~\r '=7 Yz'
11
hr.
=7' 3° •
6. I min. COrresponds to 15 1 •
I2 M. - r6 hr.
8 J> . :.1. the pre7. 20 " correspond " 20 X I 5' =
vious day.
·. · ·when it is noon at Pekin, r 18°
300 1 •
8. 6o' correspoml to I 0 •
east longitude, it is 8 P. :.r. the previous
day at San Francisco, r 2 2 ° west lon gi9· I' corresponds to -lo 0 •
Io. 3oo' corresponds to 300 X ~ 0 ° =5°. tude.
I r. I hr. correspond to I 5°.
In the above problem, the longer
distance is used, since the I ntcrnational
I2. 3 hr. correspond to 3 X I5°=45°.
0
Date Line passes bet ween the two places,
I3. 45°+5°+7' 3°"=5° 7' 3°"·
·. · If the difference in time between and since day begins at this line, it is
two places is 3 hr. 20 min. 30 sec., the plain that it will be noon at Pekin r 6 hr .
before it is noon at .'an Fran i:;co.
difference in longitude is 50° 7' 30".
This Date Lin e passes from pole to
Problem:
The difference in longitude between pole on the r8oth meridian nearly. It
two places is 2 5° 35' 40"; required the starts at the • orth Pole, passes d own
through Behring' . 'trai ts on the 1Xoth
time corresponding.
meridian, then deflects we::,tward to
olution:

=
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160° east longitude, passing through
the Celebes Islands; it then curves
to the eastward, passing north-east of
Au~tralia down through Chatham Island,
here coinciding with the I 8oth meridian,
it passes through the South Pole. This
line is the one agreed upon by the navigators of the civilized nations as the
place where one day begins and anoth er enCls. For instance, if it is noon
Tuesday on the side of the line toward
Pekin, it is noon of the previous day on
the side toward San Francisco.
There are no good reasons given for
the line deflecting from the 18oth meridian. One is that in this way the line
crosses water and not land. Again,
that in the channel north of the Celebes
Islands, mariners yet exchange dates.
The farthest point east is where the
line crosses Chatham Island. So 'vhen
the question at what point does any ~lay,
say New Year's day, begin first? is ask ed, the reply can be, when the first
dawn cif day appears at Chatham Island.
These problems and suggestions lead
to numerous very interesting questions,
some of which are the following:
A man starts at Valparaiso at noon,
and travels easbvard as rapidly as the
earth revolves, and actually travels over
45°. \ hat time will the people say it
i , and what time will his watch show?
It is e\·ident that a point 45 ° ea t of
here has passed noon time 3 hour -, hence
it is to that point 3 P . l\1. when the man
starts at Valparaiso. TraYelling as rapidly a the earth revolve , it would require just 3 hours to travel 45 °, hence
his watch would show 3 P. M. but the
people would say that it is 6 P. :;'~!. which

is in reality the time. It is evident also
that if the man would continue to travel
at this rate and in the same direction,
that his watch would lose time apparently,so that if he started Tuesday noon,
when he would come back to the starting point, he would say it is \Vednesday noon, when it would be Thursday
noon to the people.
Again, suppose a man starts at Valparaiso at I 2 ;"II. Tuesday and travels
westward as rapidly as the earth revolves, and actually travels OYer 45°;
what time will his watch say, and what
time will the people say? It is evident
that his watch would show 3 P. nr.,but
the people would say it is noon. If the
man would travel westward at rate giv en, his watch would gain one day in
making the circuit.
Again, suppose that two men start at
Valparaiso, one going east, the other
west; when they meet what time will
they say it is? Of course it will be noon,
but to the one going east, noon of the
day following the one on which he
started, the one going westward would
say it is the same day as the starting
day.
It is said by mariners in passing the
Date Line, or what is used as such, the
18oth meridian if they come to this line
by travelling west, and come Tuesday
noon, cards are placed in different
places in the vessel saying that it is one
da) earlier, than the wa tch shows, on
going eastward , the card . say a day
ahead .
Again, wh en it i noon :!Oo 0 east long
itude, what is the time zoo 0 wes t lon g itude? etc. et .
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ADVANCE D READING .

w. H.

I

N these days of reading circles, literary clubs and supplementary work, it
becomes nece ssary to mark out some
new lines for the r eading classes of the
higher grades in our scho ols. The lessons in the text-books mu st not be discarded, however, but mu st be used in
their relation to the books or writings
from which they are . tak en. Many of
our readers contain the very ge ms of our
literature, and if properly sturl.ied will
not only be a means of learning to r ead,
but will serve to awaken intere st in b ooks,
broaden the pupil's kno wledge, afford
culture for the imagin a tion , a nd food
for the soul. The ord in a ry hum -drum
of "hearing classes read" will give place
to an exercise in the analys is of tho ug ht,
the study of history and biography, and
better appreciation of the beautiful and
sublime in writing.
The mere calling of wo rds with a
mechanical propri ety in Lh e use of pauses and inflections will give p la ce to the
expression of thought, and consequent
intellectual growth. In a word the lesson will be a deli ghtful exe rcise of fac ulty.
Certain helps m u:t be a t ha nd. Advanced pupils will usuall y p rovide themselves with the sch ool classics in E nglish
etc., if the matter is p roperly p re en ted by the teacher. If one-tenth of the
money expended in u seless ap paratu s,
were used in the purchase of book s a d apted to this work e\"e ry district school
would have a fir t cla · refere nce library
in all necessary li nes of school wo rk.
There is now no reason why a teac her's
own library should not be well supplied
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with books of this character, and these
can be used at first until the interest is
aroused, after which the tru stee or the
pupils will most surely furnish the needed matter.
Times have undergone a great change
even in the last decade, and a te acher
who is not able to awaken an interest in
books and reading ought to give place
to those who are marching in the procession . "Teachers' r eading circles",
"Children's reading circles" Chatauqua
circles, "home school'' circles all are
now to be found in every progres i ve
and wide awake neighborhood. Now,
dear teacher, if you a re in a community that seems to be indifferent as to
these matters, why not do a little missionary work among the people, in this
glorious cause of popular education?
A few intelligent, well-read people can
be found in eve ry neighborhood who
will gladly help you, and by their aid
your school will soon be provided with
standard books of American and English authors. Fifteen books, at a cost
of five dollars, would afford great help,
and a library of fifty vo lu mes properly
selected will furnish ample means for
work adapted to district schools. Reference books, - such as cyclopedia ,
dictionaries, gazetteers etc. , are now
called "school supplies" and intelligent
trustees cto not refuse to provide them.
Given, an intelligent, enthusiasti
teacher furnished with the foregoing
help s, an<.l a class of boys and girl able
to r ead with ordinary intelligence in the
fourth and fifth readers, to render a
reading lesson, with said class, inter-
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esting, and profitable in all the lines before indicat~d, does not seem to the
writer a difficult problem. Even with
children who drawl, and "repeat" and
stumble, and guess out their lesson,
more can be done in two days by showing them that reading is more than calling words, than can be done by the li~eless' 'hearing of classes" in three months.
Make reading, not only "the gateway to
knowledge", but also a means of mental
culture and moral training. 'Vhy is it
that so few persons can read intelligentlyandintelligibly? Simplybecausethey
have not been properly taught. Their
reading has all been mechanical, and
not even mechanically good.
The writer of this article will engage
to be blindfolded, and listen to the reading of fifty pupils, forty-five of whom
have been taught by a live teacher, and
in the manner indicated in these articles,
and five of who m shall have been taught
by the hum-drum teacher, in the average hum -dru m way,-and he will select

the five from among the fifty without
asking a question, or making a mistake.
But the difference in expression will be
the smallest part of the difference in the
ability of the pupils. A few well directeel questions will reveal the fact, that
those who have been properly taught,
see the subject read in its relation to
other knowledge; that they have enjoyeel the exercise because of the vivid mental pictures that have been presented,
and because of the activity of the powers of the soul.
We do not wish to be misunderstood
at this point. We would not undervalue
the art of reading. This must occupy
a leading place in our teaching; but
reading is likewise an intellectual accomplishment. It involves criticism;
it has its bearing on history, philosophy
and art. The old McGuffey Reader
says truly "A man may possess a fine
genius without being a perfect reader;
but he can not be a perfect reader with out genius."

vVHY TEACHERS SHOULD GO BEYOND TEXT-BOOKS.
S. T.

T

HE fir st consideration why we teachers, notably of geography, history
and science should go beyond text-books
is a kind of Aaron's serpent that swallows up the re t, for it is the argument
of necessity. 'Ve mu t obey an imperative public sentiment, and teachers who
do not, will find themselves-to use a
telli ng Americanism-' 'left." The demand comes with the authority of the
previous question that cuts off debate.
But the requirement is willing to make
itself intelligent-let u consider more
specific reason .

FROST.

1.
We go beyond text-books, for tlte
effect upon ourselz1es. It is our natural,
our only escape from that benumbing
and belittling of elementary samenesses
which has long hindered the advancement of our vocation to the dignity of
an acknowledged profession. As a calling it is old,-as a profession it is new.
'Vhenever the character of teacher
appears, or rather, has hitherto appeared in the books,-and the pedagogue in
novel and drama i a frequent a the
fond parent, the pendthrift, or the villain,-it has been often amiable and
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praiseworthy, disinterested to the degree of unthriftiness, sometimes a scholar, but often a sham and an ignoramus,
awkward and eccentric, seldom influential or worldly-wise, as a rule undignifieel and inferior.
Take Thackeray's
characters,-those who taught Becky
Sharp, Georgy Osborne and Pendennis.
Dickens' softest side toward teachers
is ridicule-he seems almost malignant
and darkly hateful as he draws Squeers,
and Bradley Headstone.
Scott's school teachers are better
men, but hardly more respectable. Poor
Mr. Patterson stormed with the hum
and suffocated with the closeness of the
school-room-hearing the same Virgil,
with no variation but varying stupidity
in pupils.
Jane Eyre goes out of her way, and
as far from fact, to abuse a really kindly kept school at Lowoocl, justified, let
us hope, in her own mind, by the evils
of the system elsewhere, and at large.
Bulwer's Eugene
ram, is the only
teacher we recall in the literature of the
past generation whose abilities and
learning afford any concession toward
respect -and he a murderer; and Ichabod Crane heads a long American list.
All this has changed, of course, in
our day. Not merely the college dons,
but the teachers at large are respectable.
Other profes ' ions may outrank
us in age, and as yet in estimation, but
no other j u t now i:; rising so fast. People are less inclined to go to law, if not
to lawyers; they take less medicine, if
not physicians; and there is a growing
confidence in the po~sil>le saving and
regenerative power for this world at
lea t, in chool and teacher , as well
as in ministers and churches.
Teacher 'goods mo t of all, find now,
if not high prices, at least a rising mar-

ket. There is, moreover, a peculiar
good fortune here that we may find that
which is both congenial and improving,
lying directly in the line of our business
and duty . Not for us purposely, but
none the less for our sakes, was made up
that matchless library which constitutes
a modern geography, of the dash and
daring of explorers and adventurers,
dignified, moreover, by the deepest devotion to some purpose of humanity or
philanthropy, and Stanley, Greeley and
De Long are only a few of the instances.
Of observers like Darwin, and perhaps
Thoreau, who saw with an insight as
distinct as the poetic gift, verifying each
fact with the authority of science, or at
least of liberal learning, or of Burroughs
with lively painstaking, revealing by
dint of closer companionship a new interest and significance to everyday nature, or again, those sprightly social
studies of the foreign life of the ubiquitous Anglo-Saxon, presented like stereoscopic views, but earnest, sensible and
practical as in Lady Brassey's "Trades,
Tropics and among the P oaring Forties," or Froude's "Voyage in British
\Vest Indies," or' 'Trout Fishing in ~or
way Fiords." In collating these riches
there is a private thesaurus for ourselves,
es well as "lots of loose change" to be
thrown among scrambling pupil ·. And
we need to know everything to make
one thing plain. The needed impression and proof of power in the minds of
our pupil-; in us come') from power held
in reserve like a back-ground, without
which, there cannot be a picture. That
' study ancl research whi h only docs
ju:tice alike to ourstlvcs and our classe-,, would go far to make us each a
spe ialist in some parti ular line, that,
followed up, would lead along the ways
towards fame and fortune.
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z. Another consideration for supple- in these still-working, leavening influmenting the text-book with standard ences, exercise charity when they conand current literature, is the aid thereby fess how inopportune and inefficient are
afforded to creating and impressing mor- present means. Who says, and how
al influence and sentiment.
We may much, for a better ?
naturally regret that those who are to
Of making text-books there is no end,
live and act together should not all be and if there is not needed another on
educated in the public school together, plain manners and every-day ethics, it
but we must recognize this idea of paro- is because we may find better teaching
chial schools, that something else must outside all text-books. We ca~mot teach
be provided during the long years of character in set lessons, nor patriotism
childhood than mere mental training by marks and prizes, let us not, if we
however complete, something more than can help it, turn out upon society mere
text-book knowledge or technical knowl- text-book experts with manners of taught
edge of whatever sort. I can praise barbarians or their lack of tact and
instruction that exacts deference and in- manners will defraud them of deserved
duces habits of reverence and promotes success.
it as a principle or sentiment in any
~·
If we give third place to the conform.
For deference and reverence sideration of going beyond text-books
seem to be fading into abstractions for direct aid and advantage to the puand disappearing from the dictionary of pil himself in the very line of his study
our common life, and without these for by vivifying the facts within his lesson
a foundation, how shall we build up the with incidents and associations from
American boy into a gentleman?
without, it is because a case so evident
The general truth is now more per- is not strengthened by painstaki ng
tinent than ever that notions, sentiments proof.
of delicacy, taste, purity, honor, reverPutting it algebraically:ence, patriotism, self-sacrifice, refineA name-an incident=a sound. A
ment in manners, nobility in character, name+ an incident=a fact: yes, two or
must be given and gained in schools if more of them.
The average boy will not be deeply
ever, and in most instances, in school
life-gained by observation of living stirred in spirit over the mere name of
examples first (may we be found suffi- some unknown river, say, McKenzie,
cient) , and by study of recorded in- where it runs and 'vhere it empties.
stances set forth in simple and elevated Neither will he throw his cap on high
expression. Standard text-books can in ecstacy over the more modern imgive little help, but literature abounds in provements-and such they are-' 'wa ter
what we need. Does this reliance and sheds," and "divides," and "primary
count of mine seem far-fetched? Au- • and secondary systems." But grace will
gustus Ccesar employed Virgil to com- be given him to endure somber statispose farm ballads to change and shape tics, if you tell him how just one hunnational thought-and history does not dred year ago Alexander :M cKenzie,
show such another accomplished world- with the grit of Scotch granite, reached
ling-so consummate a master of meas- the mouth of the river that bear his
ure and man. Let those who lack faith name, and, seated in his dog sled, watch-
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ed th e white dolphins gamboling in the
Arc tic deeps-how he passed up the
valley of the Saskatchawan, over the
Rockies and down by Frazer's river a
century ahead of the Canadian railroad,
and wrote with perishable vermillion the
imperishable record on the rock face
fronting the Georgian gulf-"A. McKenzie, by land from Canada, r 791."
Human interest legitimately ranks all
others. You cannot take a pupil, in
i magination down a river, unless there
is a boat with a man in it. You cannot
coax him over a divide unless he sees
somebody climbing and crossing it.
In these days of "going to and fro in
the earth and walking up and clown in
it," there are real climbers, of whom~
ought to know, both for our sakes and
h is own, but if they are not at hand,
make imaginary ones.
A coast line, even though he trace it
himself, will be as vague as very clouds,
unless it is marked out with some ''Voyage of a Paper Canoe," with its butting
porpoises, on Delaware bay, and flocks
of ducks and swans in Currituck sound;
or with that line of a thousand lighthouses interlacing their long fingers of
light from cape to headland along our
nine thousand miles of ins and outs of
shore.
And just here we would disavow and
deprecate hostility to text-books of undoubted and increasing excellence. Hut
the different u ewe all, even now, make
of them is surely a sign, a measure of
the modification of the future text-book
in manner and make-up. Perhaps we
should have a strong sensation of surprise if we could forecast correctly the
cla s-books which we are to teach from,
or rather teach with. Supplementary

11tatter, a growing idea with a large future, will become more inclispensable in
use, more definite in character, and
more systematic in construction and application . ._,\ Vithin a few years,-within
this generation-discovery and scientific exploration enhanced by whatever
association appeals most powerfully to
human Interest and admiration, has given to the reading world, entertainment
and instruction in knowledge and sentiment, such as it has never felt before.
It has enthused midclle-ageclmen to become students again; it is the moving
inspiration of Chautauqua and the new
Chicago University, and the still newer
plan of university extension here in the
East. This modern geography, for so
it is, must transfer all the vantage of delightful interest down to the class-book
and the class-room.
There should be a hand-book which
would point out by index and reference
where appropriate matter may be found
in this and other literature. There then
should be abundant selections where
these arc especially pertinent and epigrammatic. And then, since the books
referred to may not be had when most
needed, there should be a digest of matter ready prepared-for making up lcssons where teachers arc young and librarics scanty. .\nd most of all, the
book should furni~h all along, intimations and hints how to recognize material, from the daily newspaper up to
the Bible, for in recognition, not in
seeking, lies the art, and when this is
gained, material may be founcl where
Thoreau picked up his Indian arrow
heads, "cc•cryzo!tcre."
Education.
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COMPOSITION.
MAN TIE

A.

II.

E. BALDWIN.

S was said in the January number
of this Journal, composition work
should enter into the teaching of every
branch of study.
In Arithmetic, pupils should be encouraged to make problems, and to tell
arithmetical stories similar to those given in a previous article on numbers. In
geography, subjects should be investigated and reported upon. In history,
biographies of eminent men, histories of
nations, accounts of battles, etc., should
be studied and reports on these be
carefully prepared and read in the class.
In zoology, certain animals and their
habits may be studied and articles concerning them be presented in the recitation. In grammar, by way of review,
reports may be prepared upon the various parts of speech, or upon peculiar
constructions, etc.
The effort of the teacher should be to
make composition work thoroughly practical; to have pupils to do the things
they will probably be called upon to do
in after life. An abridged outline will
here be presented and a few suggestions
offered concerning the development of
certain classes of subjects.
I.
Reports.
I. On Lessons.
2. On Occurrences.
II.
Descriptions.
I. Of things with which all
pupils are familiar.
2. Of things about which all
pupils must read.
3· Of Scenery-at home, or
at a distance.

III.

Narration.
Of experiences common to
all pupils.
2. Of unusual experiences.
3· Of imagined experiences.
IV.
Exposition.
r. Occupations.
a. Familiar.
b. About which the pupils
mqst read.
2. Cities, Countries, etc.
3· Biographical characters.
4· Fictitious characters.
5. Battles, Sto.rms, etc.
V.
Abstract.
VI.
Argument.
VII. Comparisons and contrasts.
VIII. Miscellaneous.
IX.
News Articles.
Advertisements.
X.
r. Lost.
2. Found.
3· Wanted.
a. To Sell.
b. To Buy.
c. To Rent.
4· Marriage notices.
5· Death notices.
In making reports upon lessons, the
pupils are expected to gather up the material and get it into good shape. The
teacher should give them a plan by which
they are to work. In making reports
upon occurrences, the pupil should be
required to take notes at the time of the
occurence. Suppose the subject to be,
"A report on recitation in history, ' the
pupil should take note during recitation
and afterwards write his article from
I.
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his notes. Or, if the subject is "Report upon a concert, or an entertainment," the pupil should be accurate in
the topics presented, and in the names
of the persons who participate in the entertainment.
The first kind of description should
be concerning objects with which the
pupils are familiar-the teacher's desk,
or the stove in the school-room, or a
lead pencil, or something of that sort.
The pupil should first carefully examine
the object, ascertain its size, shape, parts,
construction, value, etc. The teacher
should give the pupils a plan by which
to write the description after the ooject
has been thus examined. In giving subjects about things concerning which the
pupil must read, the subjects must be
carefully adapted to the ability of the
child. Let one read in an encyclopedia
or magazine, how writing-paper is made.
Let him then prepare a plan by which
he is to write a description of writingpaper, including the materials of which
it is made, and the process of making.
If the pupil is too young for this kind
of a subject, let him describe, after having read about it, a common brick, or
an orange, or a marble. In describing
scenery, the child must first tell the appearance of the scenery, then he should
make a plan in which he should enumerate,in a good order, the main things
to be described, after which he should
'Write the description in as clear and
simple language as possible.
In narratingexperiences, the simplest
possible ones shoulcl be taken first. uppose the subject is, '·\Vhat I saw an<l
did on my way home from school this
morning". Let the child make an outline in which he shall mention all the
mo t important points in hronolocrical
rder, arranging the work so that there
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shall be a definite beginning and a nice
closing. Then let him write in as simple language as possible, the story or
narration. The same plan is to be pursued in narrating unusual experiences,
or an experience that one child has had
which the others may not have had. In
narrating imagined experiences, care
must be taken to make the story consistent with itself. Suppose the subject
is, "A journey to the moon." The child
must not tell anything in one part of the
story that would contradict something in
the other part of the story. Of course,
in these imagined experiences, the story may be as absurd and impossible as
the fancy of the child may dictate.
In describing occupations, give the
pupils subjects of a very simple nature;
as, "How to Prepare Ground for Sowing ·wheat", "How to ~Take aFire in the
School-Room Stove", "Ilow to Sweep
a Room", "How to Set a Room in Order after Sweeping", How to 11ake a
Loaf of Bread", "How to Clean now
From the Sidewalk", etc. More difficult subjects of the same nature may be
taken after the pupil has had some practice in wntmg. Such subjects will rcquire reading. Subjects similar to these:
"How Lead Pencils are Made", "How
to Print a Newspaper", "How to -:\1ake
a Pair of . hoes", "The ·Manufacture of
Crayons'', ":teel Pcn'i", etc. In describing biographical characters, the
slurlent in history must fir:t carefully acquaint himself with the most important
points in the life of the character. .\n
outline or plan must then be made, by
which the report or CS'iay is to b~.: written. A proper introduction -;hould be
given in this kind of an es'iay, and a
con lusion in whi h the pupil is to give
his own opinion of the life and work of
the character. .\noth<.:r good exercise
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in composition work is to have the pupils select, from the books they have
read, some fictitious character and delineate it as they think the author intended it. "Rip Van Winkle", "Dame Van
\iVinkle", "Miles Standish", "Priscilla",
"J ohn Alden", and "Evangeline", are
good characters for this kind of work.
In all exercises where reading must be
done by the pupils, care must be taken
that the pupil express everything in the
essay in his own language, and not in
the language of the author he has consuited.
In selecting abstract subjects, great
care must be used. This is the most
difficult kind of composition. "Money",
"The Uses of \Vealth", "Making Promises", "Sleep", "The Value of Health",
etc., may be subjects on which the more
advanced pupils could write. Subjects
of an argumentative nature may sometimes be given to the more advanced
pupils.
The entire class in history
might be given the subject. "\Yas it
Right to E.·ecute Major Andre?" fter the requisite amount of study on the
question, each pupil in the class should
be required to write, in as good order
as possible, all the rea ' Ons he can think
of on the affirmative and the negative
side of this question. Another good
question would perhaps be, "Is it Ever
Right to Tell a Lie?" Que tions chosen for discussion of this kind should
always be something about which pupils
can reason for themselves.
valuable exercise in composition
work is to have pupil find the resem-

blances and differences in two familia r
things; as, "A cat and a rat", "The
apple and the orange", "The oak an d
the pine". It may be well at first, in
this kind of work, to have all the resem blances written and numbered, and afterwards all the differences; but afte r
a certain amount of drill, the pupil
should be required to put all of these
things in proper shape in an essay.
A very practical thing for pupils to
do, is to write advertisements. ' These
should be brief, clear, and accurate .
Observations of the advertisements of
"Lost", "Found", "Wanted", etc. , in
any ttf our great daily papers, will teach
them how to write these. They should
also practice writing marriage notices .
By these, is not meant the glowing description of the ceremony, etc. , but the
simple legal marriage notice . To write
in good order, all the things requisitethe names of the parties, the residence,
the date, and the name of the officiating minister- -requires considerable skill.
It may often happen in their after lives,
that they will be called upon to write
death-notices, not articles headed 'ln
:Memoriam", or obituary notices, but
the simple, legal notice of the time and
place of the person's death . It is well,
therefore, to have children notice how
these are written in our best papers, and
to practice getting these into the proper
shape to be printed.
In another article, instructions will
be given con erning the mo:;t practical
of all compo ition work Letter \\' riting.
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MONKEYS.
The foll owing article, taken from Goldthwaite's Geographical Magazine, may be used to
good advantage by teachers.
Either each story may be told separately, as a
conversational lesson for first and second reader
pupils; or the whole may be used in the geography classes, when lessons on Africa, India, and
Brazil are studied.
Or it may serve as the basis fo r a composition
or report to be prepared by some special pupil in
the geography or the zoology class. The article
will prove exceedingly interesting to almost all
grades of pupils, and the satisfactory part of this
"story" is that it is all true; a thing children always ask for ,-a true story.
•

MO NKEYS are decidedly common,
and yet I wonder if any of you
can tell me how they are caught? Pitfalls are dug to catch lions; and when
a lion has been without fo od for several
days, he will dart into an open cage
containing food, and thus be secured.
But how are monkeys caught? Let me
tell you of several very funny ways resorted to to capture these creatures. In
Central Africa tl;e natives make a beer
which the monkeys like very much.
Knowing this, the natives go to the parts
of the forest where the monkeys live,
and place upon the ground vessels filled
with the beer. As soon as a monkey
sees it, and tastes it, he begins to chatter and scream to attract his comrades.
They come in large numbers, and drink
the liqu or. The spirit takes effect, they
fall asleep, and are captured.
In the forests of India, and in the
Asiatic Island a specie . of monkey called the Gibbon may be found . They
are small in size, and very agile and extremely expert in jumping from branch
to branch of trees with long distances
between so that they almost appear to
be flying. They possess large powers

of imitation, and sometimes the propensity to indulge this power, betrays them
into trouble which often ends in their
being captured. Ever watchful and attentive to all the actions of men, they
descend from their places in the trees,
and then try to imitate as nearly as possible all they have seen the men do.
Knowing all this, the ape catchers take
advantage of it in this way. They place
a vessel of water in a place that is open
to the view of the animals perched upon
the trees. The men take care to dabble well in the vessel and to wash their
hands- parti cularly their faces-with a
great deal of attention, that they may
set a good example for the observing
monkeys. All this having been done,
the water is poured out, and a solution
of glue is poured in. Then the men
withdraw and wait for the mimics to
come down, which they do. They set
to work in good earnest ueclaubing their
faces with the s tick y stuff, and soon
their eye-lids become glue<l over the
sockets, ancl being thus blin<lfolclc<l they
cannot escape for want of sight, and
are easily caught.
In the Brazilian forests, in the region
of the Amazon, there is a tree that bears
a nut called "Sapucaia Nut;" it is urnshaped, of a hanl woody texture, about
six inches in diameter, and has a lid
that measures about two in hes across.
\\'hen ripe the liLl separates from the
capsule, emitting a sharp sound like the
report of a pistol. \\'hen the monkeys
hear thi<; sonn<l they know that the nuts
are falling, and scramble and fight to be
the first to obtain them. On this acount few are left for the trader, and
the greedy monkeys get them. These
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empty shells are called "monkey-pots. "
The natives-when they want to catch
the monkeys-fill these empty monkeypots ·with rice, and set them around under the trees on the ground. The stupid animals plunge their paws in, and
filling each paw with the rice-find they
cannot shake the shells off; for they do
not know enough to empty their paws
and straighten them. So they go hopping about as well as they can, but
cannot of course go a great way, and
are soon overtaken and made prisoners.
In order to catch the older monkeys
-the men steal the baby monkeys and
paint their faces with treacle and tartar
They then carry them back
emetic.
where the parent monkeys can find them,
and they, being overjoyed to have their
children restored to them, caress them,
and lick their faces until they have become deathly sick, when they are too
weak and wretched to make any resistance to being carried away. Another
species of monkey called Ouarine is well

worth hearing about. Listen to what
Margrave says of them. "I have fre quently been a witness of their assemblies and deliberations. Every day,
both morning and evening, the Ouarines
assemble in the woods tu receive instruction. 'Vhen all come together, one
among the number, takes the highest
place on a tree, and makes a signal with
his hand to the rest, to sit round in order to listen. As soon as he sees them
placed, he begins his discourse in so
loud a voice, that to hear him at a distance, one would imagine that the whole
company were crying out at the same
time. But it is not so : one only is
speaking, and all the rest observe a most
profound silence. When the speaker
has ceased talking, he makes a sign with
his paw for the rest to reply, and at that
instant they raise their voices together,
until by another signal from him they
are told to be silent. This they as readily obey, till at last the whole assembly
disperses.

LEARNING BY DOING.
LoursA PARSONS HoPKINS.

O

NE sometimes sees a primary class
engaged in a reading lesson, studying only words. In fact, many of our
primers are made up of words, quite
isolated and without significance, because without relations.
One would
suppose them primers for parrots. Yet
so determined is the imaginative power
of the little child that he clothes even
these words with beautiful associations;
and makes them unconsciously into stories and dramas, anrl. if he is not restrained acts them out. But the reading-lesson for the child should have a

connected story to tell, and he should
be encouraged to tell it, not merely to
repeat it by recognizing the elements
which compo e it, the part of its outward form; but to communicate its spirit, its inspiration and its message; to feel
that he is telling it to those who are
eager to hear it. Let nature put in the
inflections, the pauses and the emphasi , thrm1gh this pontaneous method of
expre sion arou ed by the de ire of
communication.
"Tell it to me," I
would say, rather than' Read \Yith more
expre ion," or "Rai e the voice~" or
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any such mechanical directions.
As
soon as the child tells it to me and Irespond to its interest, he involuntarily
gives its true meaning, its right inflection and full expression . The informing spirit is at work, life flows through
the dead words and makes the reading
a doing; I have seen a class first silently look through the sentence or "story,"
then look up from the book to tell it
with earnest eloquence of voice and accent, feeling it to be their own in the
privilege of giving it to the listener, for
it is only in gim>zg tlzat we make anytlzing
truly our ozcm; the joy of such communication proves it the highest way of
learning. Joy is always the accompaniment of right doing, intellectual or
moral, or indeed physical.
I would carry this method of learning
by doing, into writing, drawing, spe lling and all other primary school work.
\\' rite something as a message to one
who is not near enough to hear it. Pay
at first less attention to the mechanical
execution than to the real import of the
written communication.
Get it done
by inspirati on and the felt need of doing it; make it a reality,-a line which
connects tbe writer with one whom he
feels out after; fill it with a real message of knowledge, of pleasure, of desire, of love. This alone is doing, the
very self expressed in action. I do not
like to see the whole attention crampell
atHl restricted to the shaping of the letters; the tupid devotion to precise
lines, exact measurements and inclinations, the little fingers painfully tied clov..·n
to no purpose that the child can enter
into,-all this wearies my spirit.. It is
so completely in vogue, however, that
rather than attack it I often try to inpire it with some childish fancy or a
little drollery. How leepy the poor
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little tots looked one afternoon while the
teacher was trying to hold them to a
close drill in making a line of e's! "l
can not make them do it right," complained the teacher ; ''they are so restless, and it is strange how they get
drowsy." So I began to tell them a
story of little pigs with their tails curled
up,-"so many little pigs with their tails
curled up, running along the road, I can
not count them all ; I can not stop to
make the .pigs, I will make one after an other of their curly tails; here they go
running along the road: eeeeeeeee !"
Now the class was awake; they were
eager to make the curly tails and the
line was soon comple ted. "Now it is
the next line; it is a knot, a pretty knot
in a little girl's ribbon; a sailor's knot
in a rope - it is a long rope, a long ribbon; it goes all across the line, so:
eeeeee." \Vell, the children are all smiling and wicle awake; the line is done.
"0 thi s is to b~ a line of ralJbit's ears;
we can't stop to make the rabbits; now!
eeeceeece," and away go all the pencils
with a merry sound. I clo not have to
start up the next line; a dancing -eyed
boy says : "Can't we make whips?"
"Yes, whips that ra k ·" and then a
rognish girl proposes "mouse's tails,"
and because we have contrived to turn
what was a very pas. ive exercise,clen)i<l
of every element of real doing into a
\'ery active exercise filled with the inspiration of life, the joy of true doing,
we have transformed it from a valueless
routine of painful ancl paralyzing handmovements into a free, swinging move mcnt of the arm, and a succes-;ion of
free, strong urve along the lines, (riving the right manual exer i-;e be au c
actuated and di reeled by the free spirit.
But as soon as any ability to write
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legibly is developed, the writing should
become what writing was made for, a
means of communication; and the same
wi!h spelling : let the spelling be done
upon the slate or paper where alone it
is ever used; let it be for its true purpose and let there be always something
greater than the mere spelling upon the
paper, -always a thought,- always
something worth the trouble of spelling;
try to train the eyes to tak e in the spelling at a glance; never magnify the mechanical rout~ne of spelling by that curiously bewildering method of piling
up the syllables orally, as I heard the
other day attempted until it became impossible to obtain any correct spelling.
"C, o, m,-com; m, u,-mu; commu;
n, i, - ni ; com-mu-ni; c, a, - ca;
com - mu - ni - ca ; t, i, o, n, - tion;
com - mu- ni - ca- tion." This remarkable aggregation of syllabic d isintegration was ca.rried on through about
twenty words of five syllables each; I
felt like rattling off a feat of rapid syllabication with which I have sometimes
amused children, ca lled, "the abominable bumble-bee with hi s tail half cut
off;" it would have conv eyed as much
real instruction as did the lesson I heard.
But perhaps all this is not what we

''Shall and Will. "

Prof. Barrett ·w end ell, of Harvard
University, in one of his lectures recently given at the Lowell Institute, Boston,
gives the following plain instruction
concerning the u e of ''shall" and' 'w1ll":
''On the other hand, the English usage which ge nerally seems most arbitrary seems to me really reducible to a
matter of the simplest common-sense.
I refer to the use of s!wll and Z.Jtll.
Shall is the normal form of the future :

mean by doing, which completes the
learning, in Froebel's method. I will
go to any length in the completion of
thought by action, and of word by deed.
Let the thought read or written be presented in some form which is tangible;
let it be graphically illustrated; let its
main elements or symbols be molded in
clay, or cut in paper, or put into any
shape which will deepen the impression
or carry out the purpose; if the story
is about anything which can be constructed, use the blocks or the sti cks ;
make it in any material at hand; present it in the sewing, the stick-laying or
the rings; if it is a story of something
done, let the child do it; especially
when it is a story of kind n ess qr grace
or unselfish activity. If it is a story
about plants or animals, show them or
their representations or let the children
personify them; if it is a story of number or measurement, by all means let the
child discover it for himself by practical experiments. For not/zing is good
and not/zing reac!zes its hig!zest end until
it is 'Worked out and made a bond of sympathy. "My little children, let us not
love" (even) "in word, neither in tongue,
but in deed and in truth."
From Tlze Kindergarten.

its literal meaning is absolutely prophetic; I sltall come, for example, settles
the question of my coming.
TVil!, on
the other hand, implies distinct volition.
I will come means, clearly enough, that
I should like to come \'ery much. In
the first person. in predicting our own
conduct, we use the auxiliaries with thei r
literal meaning. In the second person
and the third, we find the case apparently changed : we say, not you slzalf come,
but you ~oil! come; not it slza!f rain,

THE TEACHER.
but it will rain. Why? Simply and
solely, I believe, because as a matter of
good sense, or at least of good manners,
we cannot rationally or decently assume
such control of persons or things other
than ourselves as to risk a distinct
prophecy about them. To say )'Ott s!wll
come would be to assume complete control of your conduct; to say it s!tall
rain, to assume complete control of the
weather. As a matter of courtesy, then,
we use w ill when we ntter predictions
about persons other than ourselves,implying their consent to the line of
conduct \Ye assert them about to follow;
and pure idiom, per onifying such imperso nal things as the weather, makes
·will the word by which, in such questions as that about rain, we rid ourseh'es
of the as. umption of impossible authority or re:;ponsibility. In a ·word, I have
found the rule inva riable: S!zall is the
normal form of the future tense. Unless good ·ense or good manners forbid,
it should be usell ; but when good sense
or good manners forbid us to assume
control of the subject of the verb, we
should usc 1t'L'II."

The Study of Geography.

Perhaps a hint a'> to how the taste for
map -study may be developed will be acceptable. Begin with a map of your
own region, on which the heights a
"ell as the l1orizontal dimen ions are
portraye<L At any rate, you an ommand such a map of the nited ,'tate .
tudy it, mea urc it, ma ter it, till with
the eyes ·hut you can see the struct ure
of thio:; great territory. But in many
p~ul:::i of thi · country it i al o easy to
omman<l good local topographical
map . The Cnited . 'tates colo rical
'urvey, aided by some of the state gov-
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ernments, supplemented sometimes by
private enterprise, is gradually publi hing accurate maps of limited areas. As
the sheets are completed, they may be
obtained by the public.
Let a student take any trustworthy
map of a district that he knows ; let him
be sure that he understands the signs
and symbols employed in its construetion (for maps have their own diverse
languages, like books and people); next
let him compare the counterfeit presentment with the original, the picture with
the reality; then let him make a scale
of measurements, vertical and horizontal, of heights and distances with which
he is familiar. He will thus become
the posse sor of what may be called a
private measuring rod, a standard to
which he can refer all other geographical data. lie will hold a key by which
he can unlo k the topographical rnysterie of unseen lands. The habit will
grow by its exerci ·c. The comparative
method of study-one of the rreat contriuutions of modern time to the advancement of knowled ge-will ome into play. Not only the great ontinental areas, as was slated at the b ginning,
but every histori al land \ ill be found
to have its individual characteristi s,
which have influenced, if they have not
controlled, the events that have tran:pired within their limits. History and
geography, like the right hand and the
left, will work t gethcr. Th y will show
us how ph) sical barriers have been overcome by spiritual force·, and hO\v piri tual for ·es, have been now restrained,
aiHl no\ developed by the laws of the
material world. They will show n how
far mankind has fulfilled the primitive
command to replenish the earth and
subdue it. - Danief C. Gilman LL.D.,
in T!u Cluwtauquan for No'i'tmber.
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THE TEA CHER.

T hey like to be called Gen tlemen.

There are very few boys who will resi:t the idea of being gentlemen. Very
few_, when told what a gentleman does,
or does not do, but will admit the fact
that they are at least trying to be gentlemen.
A young lady who was very successfu l as a Sunday-school teacher of what
is called in city slang "River Rats,"
once came in to take charge of a new
class. They were "toughs." As she approached them she noticed they still had
their hats on, and were smoking cigars,
and spitting. She said, "Boys, do I
look like a lady? because," she continued, gently, "gentlemen always take off
their hats, and throw away their cigars,
when a lady is by." Instantly every hat
was taken off, ancl their cigars thrown
away. Even they could not resist giv ing homage to a lady.
If we but appeal to their manhood,
we arc more certain of doing permanent goo<,l, than by telling or commandi ng them, with the prospect of repeating it indefinitely, and for every new
offence.
Of course we do not say that it is always a success, but generally it is.
Anna C. Dm·is,in Tcadters' I11stitutc,

Two hundred years ago or more,
Brazil the artichoke sent o'er,
And southern Europe's sea-coast shore
Beet-root on us bestows .
·when 'Lizabeth was reigning here,
Peas came from Holland and were dear.
The south of Europe lays its claim
To beans, but some from Egypt came.
The radishes both thin and stout,
Natives of China are, no doubt;
But turnips, carrots, and sea-kale
\Vith celery so crisp and pale,
Are products of our own fair land.
And cabbages, a goodly tribe,
\Vhich abler pens might well describeAre also ours, I understand.

The necessity of "toning down"
American children is not half enough
considered or appreciated by American
teachers. The self-assertiveness that
surrounds our children, like an atmos phere, is a blemish that may not be
perceived because it is seen through
eyes that are blurred with the same
quality of mistiness. Dr. Channing,
in addressing the recent American Social Science Convention at Saratoga,
gave as his opinion that American children have "become unduly egotistic in
our times and are so full of egotism
that educational influences are often insufficient to overcome or even sen ibly
modify it." The doctor is right. ~Iod
est, unassuming ..:\m~ricanism is a conV getable Poetry.
tradi tion in its very phraseology. The
Potatoe come from far Virginia;
American boy who will not wear his cap,
Parsley was sent us from Sardinia·
or whistle, or give a yell, in the presFrench beans, low growing on the earth,
ence of older people, and in places callTo distant India trace their birth;
ing for quiet deference, i an exception
But scarlet runner , gay and tall,
-and a rare one at that.
That climb upon your garden wall-T!te Scltool J ournal.
A cheerful sight to all aroundIn outh ~\merica were found.
Train the intellect of your pupil
The onion traveled here from . pain;
not merely endeavor to get them to do
The leek from Switzerland we gain,
ertain operations in a certain way.
Garlic from icily obtain,
You will do more for the pupil if. you
do le s,-E, ..(li(m/I(Jn.
pinach in far yria grow·.
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It may now be considered as demonstrated that not only do some diamonds
phosphoresce in the dark after exposure
t o sunlight, but some recent experiments
by Mr. G . F. Kunz go to show that all
diamonds emit light when rubbed by
cloth, wood, or metal.
Prof. Oliver J. Lodge said at the last
meeting of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science," l s it possible that an idea can be
transferred from one person to another
by a process such as we have not yet
grown accustomed to, and know practically nothing about? In this case I
h ave evidence. I assert tllat I have
seen it done, and am perfectly com:incecl of the fact."
A writer in Popular Sciena Ne'WS
says that recent investigation leads to
the conclusion that the tonsils, whose
function has hitherto been little underst~od, are glands in which the white
blood-corpuscles are formed. "It is
a curious fact that between the white
blood-corpuscles ancl the disease-producing germs there is constant warfare,
the former attacking and destroying the
latter wlknCYer they meet. As the white
corpuscles are formed in the tonsil.,
many of them pass off into the blood
circulation, thence to wancler on their
beat, like . anitary policemen, through
the ti sue· while many others take up
their position on the outside of the tonsils themscl ·es. The latter move on the

part of these white cells is a very interesting one; for, as they live on the tonsil
surfaces, they act as a sort of customhouse officers in preventing injurious
or contrabrand matter (chiefly germs,
of course) from passing onwards to the
throat,stomach,and hmgs. Thi·s makes
plain to us how and why many of the
germs we inhale are prevcnte<l from doing mJury to us. They may pass into
the mouth, but the cordon of white bloodcells on the tonsils acts as a fairly efficicn L
barrier, which the bulk of the germs ,,.e
inhale may not pass, and we are thns
secured from the germ-invasion ofboth
the digestive system and the breathing
system." This is certainly a wonderfnllyimportant and interesting discovery
the development of which will do much
toward explaining many things hitherto
imperfectly, or nol at all, understood .
Artificial Refrigeration..

Nearly every one acquainted with the
snbjccl of artificial refrigeration will recognize the name of Prof. Pictct,of ncrlin, as tl)c inn:ntor of what is called the
Piclet Icc-~Iachinc, in which anhydrous
sulphur dioxide is the refrigerating agent.
Temperature. of en~n as l1)W as 200° !Jezero,Ccnti rradc,are obtained by him b)
the method of using the refrigerating
power of one of his machines to cool
the liquid procluccd by another, the
temperature of the expanding liquid being thus rcdnced witl in the final limit
almost to an) extent. He is making
some int~.:rcsting scientific discon:rics,
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among which is one of eminently practical value. In testing an ice-machine
in which a temperature of 6o 0 below the
the Eahrenheit zero was guaranteed to
to be maintained in methylic alcohol
contained in a tank surrounded by an
insulation of eighteen inches of sawdust, it was found that the apparatus
reached its limit of low temperature
considerably sooner than it should have
done theoretically. At the time no explanation of this then curious phenomen on could be offered. Professor Pictet,
however, has discovered what appears
to be a sufficient cause for the phenomenon,in the fact that material hitherto
considered a non conductor of heat seems
to lose its non conducting power below
certain temperatures. The principle is
announced in Professor Pictet's own
language as follows: "The slow oscillations of matter, which constitute the
lowest degrees of heat, pass more readily
through the obstruction of a so-called
non conductor than those corresponding
to a higher temperature,just a s the less
intense undulations of red light are better
able to penetrate clouds of dust or vapor
than those of blue." If this principle be
accepted as true, there can be but one
conclusion as regards the limit of low
temperature that can be reached ;it will
be impossible to lower temperatures beyond about z 55 ° below zero, Centigrade.
Engi?Zeen·ng Jl[agazine.
Progress in Aerial Navigation.

Man gazes at the birds and longs to
imitate them.
It must be confessed
that his success ha been small; still,
within the la t decade a balloon has
been driven against a moderate wind,
and a man is said to have flown a hundred yards near Paris, so that it may be
that, as Professor Langley says, the prob-

lem of aerial navigation is a bout to pass
into the hands of the engineers.
It is
an intricate and fascinating problem,
and a-ttracted first the poets and dreamers. It is only within the last century
thas it has been taken up by scientific
investigators, but now a number of skilled observers are inves tigating the elements of air resistances and reactions,
and the law which governs flight, so that
there has lately been a great change in
the attitude of popular opinion towards
the whole subject. It is no longer regarded as wholly impracticable and
visionary.
Among others, Professor Pettigrew
in England and Professor Marey in
France, have been studying by ingenuous and accurate methods the compli
cated movements of birds, while in this
country Professor Langley, of the Smithsonian Institution, has been experimenting upon the resistance and supporting
power of planes,and has just publisheJ
a report of his labors which bids fair to
mark an epoch in the development of the
solution, and which he concludes with the
followin g words :
"I wish, however, to put on record my
belief that the time has come for these
questions to engage the serious attention,
not only of engineers, but of all interested in the possibly near practical solution of a problem, one of the most important in its consequences, of any which
has ever presented itself in mechanics ;
for this solution, it is here shown, cannot longer be considered beyond our
capacity to reach."
·within the last few months :Jir. Hiram
S. Maxim, the celebrated inYentor of the
" Iaxim Automatic Gun, "has announced that he has constructed and tested
two compound steam-engines, weighing
with their team generator only 950
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pound s, capable of developing 300 horse
power, and already known to give I 20
horse power of useful effect on an aerial
machine which he is building. A lso in
conn ection therewith an air surface con densor, forming the frame of the machine, whi ch is expected to enable him to
use the same water over and over again,
thu s limitin g the water required for a trip
to a few gallons,instead of th~ zo to 25
pound s of water per horse power per !wur,
required for non-condensing engines.
These marvelous achievements, should
no im practicability intervene, seem destined to do more towards a solution of
the problem of aerial navigation than
any that have gone before, and in connecti on with the labors of Professor
Langley and others, to promise some
early results. Mr. Maxim has nearly
completed in England an enormous flying machine, I ro feet acro -s and weighing 5 500 pounds, from which he expects
fifty to one hundred miles per hour.
These men may all fail to realize their
hop e5, but our understanding of the
mysterious que. tion of aerial navigation
is certainly growing,and has made great
advance during the past year; so that
it now seems reasonably prudent for an
inventor to experiment :-no longer
with th e apprehension of being thought
Engineering llfaga::Jnt.
insane.
The Telephone in the Postal System.

Mr. \Vanamaker, in his last annual
report, with the far-seeing sagacity of
a succes ·ful business man, ma"kes the
followin g sugge tions to Congn.;ss on the
adaptati on of the telephone and telegraph to the postal system t>f the l nited
tates:
"A year from m:xt • Iar h the tek 1 hone patent e:\pires and unle s Cungre s acts promptly to authorize it.
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adoptio n for commu nication among the
people, it requires no stretch of the imagination to belie\'e that in th e next two
years one immense syndicate will unite
and control all the h undr eds of teleph o n e
plants of th e country as the telegraph is
now co n trolled, or the two will be united,
and then for the next tv.:enty years the
most astute a ttorneys \Vill be legitimately
earning large salaries in indignantly
opposing the so-called at tack s of future
Postmasters- General upon defenceless
vested rights.
One-cent letter postage, 3-cent telephone messao-es, and Io - e n t telegraph
messages are all ncar possibilities under
an enlightened and compact po ·tal system , using the newest tel 'g rap hi c inv entions. The advantage of tying the rural
post-office by a telephone wire requiring no operator to the railroad station
must be obvious. The benefits arising
f r om telephonic connections with the
post-office<-; will easily suggest themselves in a hunclre<l ways to those who
want the entire people to share in common privileges. The rural population
wonld ue the greatest rainer. A telephone message from the post-office to
the railroa<l station miles away to ascertain if expected freight had come
would sa\·e the farmer many a needless
wagon trip o\·er bad roads; news of appro.Iching fro ts could be promptly
spread O\ er ountry districts and fruitgrowing reg ion s, and many a \·alualJ\e
crop sas · d.
Theda:'::, market prices for rattle ancl
grain and \\ ool aud produce lllay be
obtained by the fanners direct by inquiry from otl e rs than the uuyer who
drive: up to the farm in hi bugg}. :\11
the:e may seem home!: purposes to
dwellers in ities but ountry life would
lose some of its drawba ks by the ex-
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tension of such facilities to those who
hear their full share of the burdens of
the government, and receive, in postal
re ·pects at lea t, less than their share
of its benefit . "
Within the Earth.

tained there were the subject of a report to the American Association for
the advancement of Science at its session last August.
The well, which is a little less than
five inches in diameter, is now about
forty-five hundred feet deep, and it is
hoped to make it at least a mile deep.
Thermon:eters are lowered into the well,
which, fortunately for science, is perfectly dry, and the temperature is thus
taken at various depths.
At the depth of r 350 feet the temperature is 68.75°; at 2375 feet is 79.2°;
at 3375 feet it is gz.r 0 ; at 4375 feet it
is ro8.4°; and at 4462 feet it is rro.2° .
It will be observed that the temperalure goes on increa ing faster and faster the deeper the well gets. For instance, the increase in the thousand feet
of descent from 2 3 75 feet to 33 75 fe t
is about 13°, while the increase in the
thousand feet from 33 75 feet to 43 75
is more tban r6° . If the heat should
go on increasing in a imilar progression, a depth would soon be reached
where e\·ery solid substance would be
melted.
Possibly if the driving of the well
were continued, uch a place would be
found; but that would not prove that
the same condition of things e.·i ·t
everywhere under the earth '~ crust, because deep wells have been clri ven in
other part of the worhl which show
eli fferent rates of increase in the heal.
'I'hc indication is that there is a particularly hot pot in the earth under
\\rheeling.
Youll1's Companion.

\Vhat is inside the earth? Metals,
the materials of rocks-about the same
thin gs, in short, that we find on its surface, except plants and animals. But
in what condition are tho e minerals
L at lie deep in the earth, clear down to
its very centre ? In what proportions
d.:> they exist? Has our planet a metallic core, where iron and silver and gold
abound in marv llous profusion?
Is the earth simply enca eel in a solidified crust, underneath which is an
ocean, a globular ocean, a molten matter, or are there only fiery lakes of melte 1 rock that supply volcanoes with lava,
while the great mas of the globe is solic.l to the core?
Th se are some of the interesting
questions that men have asked about
the world on whose urface they dwell.
Most of them remain still without any
decisive an wer. It is no longer generally bellev d, a it once wa , that the
central parts of the globe are wholly
c mpo eel of m ltecl ro k, but ju t what
the condition of thino·s i there nobody
knows.
The great diffi ulty is that we cannot
dig deep en ugh to find out, for the
deep t mines and artesian w lls are,
after all but in. ignificant pun ture in
the outer rind of the globe.
One fact doe eem to be establi hed:
The deeper you go the warm r it get·.
A Watch.
n important ontribution to our knO\ ledge on thi
ubject come from the
Open your watch antl look a t the litdeep well that is b inrr driven at \\·heel- tle wheel
prin v ~. and , crew . each
ing in \Ye t Yirginia. The fa t a cer- an indi pen able part of the whole
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wonderful machine. Notice the busy
little balance -wheel as it flies to and fro
unceasingly, day a nd night, year in and
year out. This wonderful little machine
is the result of hundreds of years of
study and experiment. The watch I
have before me is composed of ninetyeight pieces, and its manufacture embraces more th an z,ooo distinct and
separate operations. Some of the smallest screws ar e so minute that the unaided eye cannot distinguish them from
steel filings or specks of dirt. Under a
powerful magnifying glass a perfect
screw is re vealed. The slit in the head
is ron"!! of an inch wide. It takes 3o8,
ooo of the se screws t o weigh a pound,
and a pound is worth $r585 . The hairspring is a strip of the finest steel about
9 Yz inches long and Th inch wide and
n 2rlH inch thick. It is coiled up in
spiral form, and finely tempered. The
process of tempering these springs was
long held as a secret by the few fortunate ones possessing it, and even now
is not generally known . Th eir manufac ture requires great skill and care.
The strip is gauged to the r~h of an
inch, but no measuring instrument has
as yet been devised capable of fine
enough gauging to determine beforehand
by the size of the s trip what the strength
of the finished spring will be. A H~nlr
part of an inch difference in the thickness of the strip makes a difference in
the running of a watch of about six minutes per hour.
The value of these
springs, when fini heel and placed in
watches, is enormous in proportion to
the material from which they are made.
A compari so n will give a good idea. A
ton of gold is worth 62 6 915.
ton
of . teel made into hair-springs when in
watches is worth "7 882,290 more than
twelve and a half times the value of pure
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gold.
Hair -sp ring wire weighs onetwentieth of a grain to th e inch. One
mile of wire weighs less than half a
pound. The balance gives fiv e vibrations every second, 300 every minute,
r8 , ooo every hour, 432,ooo every day,
and r 57, 68o, ooo every year.
\t each
vibration it rotates about one and a
quarter times, which makes 197, roo,ooo
revolutions every year. In order that
we may better under. tand the stupendous amount of labor performed by
these tin y works, let us make a few comparisons. Take, for illustration, a locomotive with six-foot dri,·ing wheels.
Let its wheels be run till they shall have
given the same number of revolutions
that a watch gives in one year, and they
will have covered a distance equal to
twenty-eight complete circuits of the
earth. All this a watch does without
other atten~ion than winding once ~very
twenty-four hours. \Vhen we compare
this with the frequent repair s an engine
rec eive , we certainly ought to be willing to have our watches cleaned once a
year.
The Upper Atmosphere.

At considerably greater heights in
the air than balloons have ever attained to, the wind is known o casionally to blow with a velocity of over 140
miles an hour. Thus the du t from the
explosion of r rakatoa, which took place
on the 27th of August, I88z, was carried to the \\' est India Islands( half round
the earth ) in seven days, and the average velocity of the wind at mountain observatories greatly exceeds the avera re
velocity observed at the sea level. 1 he
greate~t altitude which has been attained by a balloon see1ns to be a little over
even miles. l\1 r. Ja me C lai her and
~I r.
'ox well ascended from \\' oh er-
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hampton on the sth of Septeinb.e r, I86z,
and are believed to have reached an altitude of 3 7, ooo feet, at which height
the. barometer would only stand at seven
inches. Mr. Glaisher's last reading in
ascending was made at a height of 29,
ooo feet, after that he became insensible, and Mr. Coxwell, at the greatest
height attained, lost the use of his hands,
and was obliged to pull the cord ( which
opened the valve and caused them to
descend ) by seizing it with his teeth and
bowing his head downward.
The altitude attained by Messrs.
Glaisher and Coxwell, though higher
than the highest mountain, sinks into
insignificance compared with the total
lLight of the ocean of atmosphere which
surro.unds the earth. Small clouds may
occasionally be observed at a height of
t en miles above the sea level; and observations of the duration of twilight
show that a glimmer of light may generally be traced till the sun is I 8 ° below the borizon, which indicates that
there is matter capably of dispersing
the sun's light at an altitude of about 40
miles. On ordinary occasions the air
above that altitune is either too rare, or
· too pure from foreign particles, to disperse any perceptible amount of twilight. After the explosion of Krakatoa
the sunset colors and the longer duration of twilight showed that du t was
su pended in the upper atmosphere for
many months, at considerably greater
altitudes than usual, probably at a height
of at least 6o miles. It has been sugg ste d that the volcano threw the dust
to an altitude of a few thou and feet,
and that it was then carried into the upper air by the rising heated atmosphere
of the tropi s, which always gives ri ·e to
an upcast current carrying the air from
near the surface of the ground to a great

altitude, and dispersing it and the dust
it contains north and south into either
hemisphere. But as similar sunset effects were observed in the last century
extending over Europe after the great
eruption of Skaptar Jokul in Iceland, it
is probable that the heated column of
air over the volcano itself would be
sufficient to carry dust into the higher
regions of the atmosphere.
The smaller shooting stars generally
become visible at a height of from 70 to
8o miles above the earth, and they are
usually entirely consumed before they
penetrate to 5o miles above the sea level,
but there is ample evidence that larger
meteors have occasionally been observed at a height of over Ioo miles above
the earth's surface, proving that there
is sufficient atmosphere at such great altitudes to resist their motion and convert a part of their energy of translation
into heat and light sufficient to render
them visible.
The air at these great altitudes must
be very rare, much rarer than the vacuum within the bulb of a.n electric incandescent lamp, for the density of the atmosphere is halved at a height of about
three and a half miles, and we know
that with an atmosphere composed of
gas, which obeys Boyle's law connecting
the density with the pre sure, the density will continue to be halved with every additional ascent of three and a half
miles · consequently at a height of 70
miles the den ity will have been reduced in the proportion of I to z 20 that is,
the atmosphere will have less than a
millionth of the den ity of the air at the
sea level, which about correspond to
the density of the air within the bulb of
an electric lamp (u ually poken of as
the vacuum). At a height of IOj mile
the density of the air will have been re-
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duced in the proportion of r to 2 30 , or
more than a thousand million times.
At what height should we reach the
surface of the atmosphere? iany peopie, whose opinions are entitled to respect, have thought that the air has not
an upper limit. Professor Young, in
his "Text- book of General Astronomy,"
in dealing with the height of the atmosphere (Sec. 98), is cautious, and says
that it cannot "be asserted positively
that the atmosphere has any definite
upper limit."
nd Professor Forster,
of Berlin, in a paper which he read before the German Geographical Society
in May last, brings together evide nce
which he thinks proves the existence of
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a "Himmelsluft," or thin air pervading
in greater or les density the whole of
the solar system, and which he a sumes
is associated with the strata of extremely rarefied gases, which follow the earth's
movements round the sun. He quotes,
as evidence of such a medium, the re tardation of Encke's comet when near
to perihelion, and the appcaran·ce of
the zodiacal light and the ''gegensche in," or "counterglow," which has been
so frequently observed, as well as some
other evidence which appears to be very
doubtful with regard to the height of
luminous clouds and the aurora.
Knowlet~!{C -
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Hb winter sky is always interesting
by reason of the brilliancy of its
constellations. In February of this year,
it will be the more intere ting on account
of the brilliant planets, Jupiter and Venus, in the south we ·t. Venus is the more
brilliant of the two. It will be west of
Jupiter at the beginning of the month,
and nearly 20° east of it at the end. On
the morning of the sixth, while they are
invi ible on thi . ide of the worlcl, they
will be in conjunction. At that time
they will be so near each other, that, to
the naked eye, they will appear as a
single star, with the combined brilliancy
of both.
During the February evening ·, the
brilliant fir t magnitude star 'apella,
pa. ·es a little north of our zenith. It
i the model tar of the olar type. The
pe tro cope show that the onstitutiona! similarity between it and the sun

is almost perfect. In the invisible, as
well a s in the visible parts of its prismati light, the characteristic ·olar
groups of lines exist in very nearly their
solar intensity.
To the south and west of Capella,
arc the Pleiades. They arc a remark able group of stars, having a common
motion through space. Ordinarily six
are vi:ible to the naked eye, but on
good night:, a greate r number may be
seen. l\Iany people can see eight or
ten of them, and on exceptionally fine
ni ghts a few observers have been able
to see from twelve to fourteen. This,
however is not the best re ord, for a
friend of mine has not only see n seve n teen but has drawn a map showing their
relative positions.
Tekscope. even of ordinary size,
show that the group contain<; hundreds
of star anu the photog raphi plate
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shows that it contains thousands. The
photographic plate has the property of
integrating the effect produced by the
a<;tion of light falling upon it. By looking long enough, it can see anything
there is to be seen. Photographing the
visually invisible is now a common astronomical method of investigation . It
is a method that has been applied to
the Pleiades with the most satisfactory
results. The photographs taken at Paris
show not only the surprising number of
2326 stars, but also extensive areas
covered by very faint nebulae. In fact,
a large part of the region about the
brightest stars of the group, is filled
with nebula so faint that the eye will
probably never see it.
About 10° southeast of the Pleiades
is another well-known group of stars,
the Hyades. This group forms a V
with ruddy Aldebaran, a first magnitude
star, at one point and Epsilon Tauri, a
fourth magnitude star at the other.
During February, the planet Neptune is
almost exactly I 0 north of the latter
star. It is, of course, invisible to the
naked eye.
Further to the so utheast is Orion, the
most brilliant constellation in the heavens. Four of its brightest stars form a
large. trapezium. Of these Betelgeux,
the one farthest north, is a first magnitude red variable. It and two other
first magnitude stars, Procyon to the
east in the constellation Canis Minor,
and
irius to the southeast in Cani
Major, from a large equilateral triangle,
z6° on a side.
Thr e second magnitude stars lie in
line aero · the middle of the longer diagonal of the trapezium and ,about four
degrees outh of the middle one of the. e,
is the Great Nebula in rion surrounding the multiples ar Theta rioni . Thi

nebula is very large and very bright and
is on many accounts the most wonderful in the heavens. It may be seen with
the naked eye, is plainly seen with an
opera glass, and is a beautiful object in
a telescope. The telescope shows that
it is very irregular, that its parts are of
unequal brightness, and that in the region round about it, there is a considerable number of other nebula. Nearly a
thousand sta1:s have been catalogued in
the region covered by the Great Nebula,
and it has been demonstrated by the
spectroscope, that they are not projected upon it by being in the line of sight.
They are physically connected with it
and their life history is undoubtedly a
part of its life history. It may be that
these stars are not true stars, but that
they are only the greater condensations
of the nebulous matter surrounding them.
It may be that, eventually, they will absorb all the nebulous matter about them
and become a magnificent group of
stars similar to the Pleiades. Indeed,
this seems a justifiable conjecture. As
stated above, the region surrounding
the brightest stars of the Pleiades, is filled with very faint nebulous matter. The
stellar element, however, predominates
over the nebular. This in all proba·bility has not always been the case. In
the remote past, the balance may have
inclined the other way in as marked degree as is now the case in the Great
Nebula in Orion.
To the east of Capella are two fir t
magnitude tars, Castor and Poll ox, and
still further to the east another one,
Regulu . The Big Dipper is in the
northeast. The Cros in ygnu i setting in the northwe t.
During February, the planet
ranu
and aturn are in the on -tellation \ irgo.
a turn ri e about 9 I'. :\L at the
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beginning of the month and about an
hour and a hoJf earlier towards the end.
It may be seen in th e southeast. U ranus rises about midnight at the beginning
of the month and a little more than an
hour earlier at the end. It is further
south than Saturn. Mars does not rise
until towards mornin g. It is in the con-

stellation Scorpion. During the month
he will pass a few degrees northeast of
the bright red star Antares.
Mars,
however, exceeds Anrares both in red ness and in brilliancy.
Throughout
the month, Merc ury will be west of the
sun, but too n ea r to it to be visible to
the naked eye .

QUESTIONS JlJVD .ll.;VS fVERS.
( Co!lducted by Our R eaders. )

IS. Explain from an educational each part may co ntain tl1e same numb er
stand-point how reading n ewspape rs of cubic fee t? \Vh at will be the diam b enefits a person; how it may injure e tcr at point of section?
L. I. K.
persons morall y.
O.J.
22 . I have a pupil q. years o ld who
I6. \Vha t is the length of a straigh t stamme rs whil e reading alone; but if I
drive belt that runs o n two pulleys whose read with her she seems to completely
centers a re ro ft. apart, the pulleys be- ove rcome the im ped im ent a nd reads
ing respectively 8 and 20 inches in di- with apparent ease. I would like to know
ametcr?
Id.
if there is any complete u re known to
I7. A and B can do a piece of work the fraternity.
E. F. 0' H.
in 14 days, and A can do ~ as much as
2]. I would like to have some of the
B. In h ow many days can each per - older teacl1ers give their methods of preform the work?
TVm. 0' C.
venting whispering?
Id.
8. Bought a lot for 6oo, of whi h
2.f.. Diagram the followin g senten e :
I paid so cash, ~ 150 in 9 mo s., $zoo "The more I sec of him, the better I
in r yr. 9 mos ., 'zoo in 2 yrs. 9 mos., •lik e him."
TV. A. H .
interest at 8%: wnatwasthe cash value,
25. ame twenty -five books you
money b eing worth 6%?
Id.
would advise a person to buy in starting
9· Jane's money is ~ of harles' · a High
hoollibrary.
Id.
money; and ~ of Jane's money pi u
$33 equals Charle ·' · money: how much
A . SWERS .
has each?
I d.
7· \V hitney (~inn ('· Co., Bo ·ton ;
H ow to. peak and \\'rite Correctly,(; inn
2 0 . • horse i. tied to the corner of a
barn 25 ft. quare with a rope roo ft. ( . Co. ·P eed and K ellogg Clark&: :\faylong.
,·e r how mu h ground can he narcl, . Y.; \\'el sh-rcvi ·eel ed., Chrisgraze?
C. G. H.
topher ower<:'· 'o.,Phila.,Pa.·Han·cy
2I. A log r6 feet lon(r, i. 28 inche in -new eclition,. \ m. Book 'o. ,('hicago;
diameter at one end anrl T 6 at the other; Holbrook .\ m. Book Co. ; . 'ynlax \ ·
where must it be cut transversely that Analysi ·, Geo. "herwo d <:'· Co., ' hi-
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cago;Irish, Am. Book Co. ;Greene,Am.
Book Co.; Brown's Grammar of Grammars, Sower, Potts & Co., Phila ., Pa.;
Fowler,Am. Book Co. ; Mugan,Ingerson
l!ub. Co., St. Louis.
I£.
I r . The ''Pocket Veto" is the keeping a bill without signing it within the
last ten clays of a session of Congress .
J. D. French.
1

II. sx + 25x= I6250

5 (5) x + 5 zx=I6zso, whence
5 X=

~

-~±

- ~

\1 I 6 2 50 + -25
4

5 x=I2 5=53
. ·.X= 3
6. Analysis:

Luq Wade .

%+7'3=?
%-7 I=%
%+0= 3X %=.2.4
Because, by diminishing the divisor
we increase the quotient in the same
ratio .

% + 73=Yzx~
Because, hy increasing the divisor we
diminish the quotient in the same ratio.

. ·.% + 7'3 =~;but
%X~=~, and hence the rule.
Ha1'vey Waite.
[Also read the ans"·ers to the Dec . examination questiun~. 1n this number].
Ed.

25. This question may be answered
in several ways. If the High School is
supplied with an ~ nabridged Dictionary, and with a good Encyclopedia;and
if the literature studied in the school embraces, (as it usually does) choice selections from Longfellow, \Vhittier, Irv ing, cott, Goldsmith, and Tennyson;
and if the study of hi story includes
history of United States, and of England, and perhaps ranee, then the following list of twnety-five oook::; is pre-

sented. The books named are such as
are within the comprehe~sion of high
school boys and girls. Very little _fi ction is named for the reason that the
principal reading of such boys and girls
should be of a historical or poetical nature.
r. Smith's "Small Classical Dictionary ·"
2. Hudson's "School Shakespeare"-3 vols.
3· Longfellow's Poems.
4· Lowell's Poems.
5· vVallace's "Ben-Hur."
6. Scott's ''Ivanhoe" and "Heart of
Mid Lothian. "
7. Dickens' "David Copperfield"and
"Oliver Twist."
8. Louisa Alcott's ''Little Men" and
"Little Women."
9· Irving's "Sketch Book."
I o.
''
''Life and Voyages of
Christopher Columbus."
I r. Ballou's "Aztec Land."
I2. Stories of the Nations.
a. Story of Ancient Egypt.
b.
"
" the Jews.
c.
" Chaldea .
d.
'' " Assyria.
e.
'' " Media, Babylon,and
Persia.
.f.
" " Greece.
•
ocr·
'' ' Rome.
k
" " Ancient Britain.
I 3. "Speeches of Daniel \\ ebster."
The stories of the nations should be
read in the order in which they are named in the li st. An effort has been made
to name works of intrinsic value in the
line of information, and al o uch as
would mo t surely inlere t high chool
pupils.
Instead of Hud on' Sclwol hakespear, the leading plays with explanatory
articles and notes printed in the small
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fifty-cent volumes, would be much better
and more convenient for library purposes; but the entire list must be limited to twenty-five volumes so the school

IIr

edition is here nam ed.
This will f o rm tbe nucl e us of a goo d
school library, to which oth er good work s
could from tim e to time be added. Ed.

THE ILLINOIS EXAMINATION QUESTI0 1 S.
The following are chosen from quite enter to produce an eclipse is a co ne
a large number of responses to the invi- havin g th e s un as base a nd the farthest
tation, given in December, to send an- p o int of the e arth' s sh ad ow as vertex ;
h e nce the r egion of eclipses is wider on
swers to questions selected from examithe s ide towards th e sun than on the
nation papers set for applicants for life other, and S<~lar ec lip ses more freq u e n t
certificates in Illinois .
than lunar. Th e penumbra is wid e r
The question s will be found in the than the reg io n of so lar ec lip se bnt only a portion of the l i~ht is cut of{ an d
December STUDENT.
the eye n otices n o c han ge till the moon
n ea rly rea ches the dark shadow. Evr.
(a) See page 6r of THE STUDENT ery lun ar eclipse is vis ibl e to half the
for January.
earth at once and, as it ma y la st about
( b) To arrange several difficultie s ~)e f our hours, an aclitional si xth of the
tween the . S. and Englaml, but cht e f- earth's surface is brought in sight of the
ly that caused by the depredations com - m oo n by the r evo lu tion of the earth.
mitted by English vessels, representa- The solar eclip"e is visible only to tho:e
tives from th e two ountries met at \Vash - portions of the earth's su rface lying withington in r 8 71 , and arranged to lay a ll in the moon's s had ow, which is rar el\'
claims to a board o f fri e ndly nati o ns . more than 4500 mil s wide; hence it (s
Such a court accordingly m et at (~ c n eva, n ot ge n era ll y \'tsible to much more than
Switzerland in 1872, and award ed to one-fourth of the earth':; surfa e.
the U. S., Sr5,5oo ooo damage., comH e n ce in any given place lunar eclip-;es
mitted chiefly by the Alabama.
occur more frcqnently than solar.
(c) Owing to irregularities in the
Owing to the inclination of the llloon's
election r et urns of 0 rego n, 'outh Caro- orbit to the plane of the ecliptic there
lina, Flori la, and Louisiana both parti es are tw o opposite poinh or nodeo.; on the
claimed the e lec tio n.
T o settle the celestial sphere where the apparent palLs
trouble a c o urt consisting of 5 Senators, of the moon and sun cross.
5 Representatives , and 5 Judges of the
An eclipse can o cur only when both
uprem e Court was co n stituted . Thi: bocties are near one of those points tocommi ss ion decided on t h e znd o f ~r arch gether. If the o.;un io.; far from a node
1877 tha t Hayes had rectivecl rSs an d at the time of new moon, the moon
Tild e n r 8-t- vote· .
passes north or south of the c.;un and no
2. (a) In theN orth: .\ gricultu re minc !ipse o curs. Thus thne are each
in g and ma nu factu r ing. In the 'outh : year two eclipse seasons of about 3() days
•\gri culture.
for olar,and 23 days for lunare lip:e ·.
( b In the orth: chools and L ni- T otal solar ecli p:es an or 11 r on! r nt.:ar
versitie for all people . In the .·outh: the IJJiddle of that period. The sttn
Priva t and hi~h ·chools for hildren of passe .· the moun's nodes \Lt~ () and
lave-holder: .
() t. 29 1 ~ 2.
Th 'se dall'-. ar · the
( ) In the . 'orth: All men free and mictdle of the erlip-.e st asons. ( )n each
equal.
I n the." ou th: 4 ooo, ooo slave-;.
· urceedin~ year the time is 1 X ·
day s
* earlier.
3· Th e pace which the moon must
j., J> . .\ll\ C ~.

II 2.
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4· The explorations in Africa were
made principally by parties sent out by
societies organized in the capital cities
of Europe. The most powerful of these
is the International Society in Belgium,
which sent Henry M . Stanley on his
last trip through the continent. Dr.
Wissmann explored the interior from
Zanzibar in th e interest of a German
society. Count Antonelli with others
established the claims of Italy in Abyssinia. Soleittet went in the interest of
the French society and explored southern Abyssinia.
R.
S· Glaciers may be called ice rivers,
and are formed by snow warming and
settling together till it forms ice and
gradually, being continually reinforced
from above, moving down ravines and
valleys until it reaches a body of water
or a climate warm enough to melt it.
Found principally among the Alps,in
Ala sk a, and Greenland.
Long narrow valleys with steep walls
and great altitude. Their lateral motion is slow but irresi stible. Sometimes
they advance down the valley and then
in warmer seasons they melt more rapictly, and recede for a series of yearc;.

*

6. Th e use of the sense of smell is to
guard the individual against poisonous
gases, and aiel in the proper selection of
food. \Ve sniff in smelling in order that
the air may well come in contact with
the olfactory nerve. vVe sniff by sudden short actions of the diaphragm
and intercostal muscles.
A. Martin.

7. There is no ea ily applied test of
Saxon words. For one having no acquaintance with three or four languages,
e. g., the Latin, Greek, and French,
the best way to tell an Anglo Saxon
word, is to look it up in some good dictionary. \Vebste r's Unabridged will do,
though the best is keat's Etymological.
The mailer one, published by Harperis admirable. Attention ha been calls
ed to the fact, that many out-door words
sheep, deer swine, ox, are axon · \Yhile
the corresponding indoor term mutton,
venison pork, beef, are orman-French:
but the distinction, while significant,

is of no real p ractical conseque nc e.
The most of our connectives, prepositions, conjunctions, and the copula, in
eve1y-day use are Anglo-Saxon; and
the pronouns are Anglo-Saxon.
c
8. The argumen ts of those who advocate the Baconian authorsJtip of
Shakespeare's plays are these two, chiefly :-First, the· plays admittedly indicate an intellectual power of the very
first order.
Shakespeare confessedly
was a man of little "schooling." Then,
he could not have written the plays.
Bacon was a man of thoroughly scholastic culture ; he admittedly had great
literary ability. Then, he must have
written the plays . Second, there are
phrases and sentences in the plays
which bear a resemblance to phrases
and sentences in writings admittedly
Bacon's. Then, the plays must be Bacon's.
c.
9· The prominent poets living in England are Lord Tennyson, Algernon
Charles Swinburne, and Sir Edwin Arnold; in America, John G. vVhittier,
Dr. 0. vV. Holmes, R. H . Stoddard,
E. C. Stedman, and T. B. Aldrich. In
both countries are a great many younger writer:,, who have published some
pretty verses, but who have not given
any special evidences of doing any permanent work.
c.
ro. Let x and y= the two numbers.
I.
Then xy= 14
2.

andx +y~=35I

3

I4
3·

y
X

-+·

5·
6.
7·
8.

2744
y3= - xs
2 744
xs+ --=35I
x3
X 6 + 2 744= 3 5 I X 3l
6
3
X --35IX ==--274-J.
351
335
xs---== ± - 2
3

9· x ==3-+3 and 8
IO. x == 7 and 2
II. y = 2 and 7

2
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. . 2 and 7 are the numbers.
Otto Joerns.
4

rr. 6va 2 =6va
6

3Va 3 =3va
6va-3va=3va.

.

L. I. Knowlton.

I2. Let x= hypotenuse of right triangle.
x-5= base
x-ro= perpendicular
Then (x-S) 2 +(x-Io) 2 =x 2
x 2 -Iox+25 +x 2 -2ox+roo=x 2
2x 2 -3ox+r25==x~

x 2 -3ox+I25=o
(x-25) (x-5)=o
Let x-25=o
Then x=25
2 5-5= 20, base
25-IO=IS, perpendicular.

IIJ

valoulae conniventes of the human intestinal tract.
The skin serves as the organ for the
aeration of the blood. Sense organs
are wanting; though the anterior segments of the body are susceptible to
light impressions.
H.

s =Yz gt. !l
2. S ==r6.o8X4~ = 257.28 feet,
= height of tower.
3· S= _Yz g(2t-I)
4· S=r6.o8X5=8o.4 ft.= distance that the stone would fall the
3rd. second.

I5.

I.

L. I. Knowlton.

r6. The receiver of a telephone contains a bar magnet (A) around one end
of which is wound a coil of fine copper
wire (B) forming a delicate induction
coil. The ends of this copper wire are
M. L. Opheim. connected with the larger wires ( C, C),
13. According to Prof. Newberry, one of which leads to the line wire, the
oil and gas are the products of destruc- other to the ground. In front of the
tive distillation of the bituminous matter contained in "black shale ."
Petroleum and gas are the products
of a slow spontaneous distillation of the
organic matter contained in these shales.
Oil and gas are contained in immense
porous strata thatunclerly the productive
districts.
Estimating the petroleum magnet is a thin iron diaphragm(E)
content at lo- of I%, thickness of stra- capable of being acted upon by sound
tum at 5oo ft., one square mile would waves, communicating with this diacontain 2, 5oo, ooo barrels. Oil and gas phragm is a small orifice ( D) which alrise in the wells due to hydrostatic lows of the passage of sound. Having
H.
pressure.
properly adju sted the distance between
I 4· Common earth worm (lwmbricus
terrestis. ) The body is elongated, cylindrical, bi-laterally symme trical, with
a marked degree of antero-posterior
symmetry. It is segme nted externally
with correspo nding internal septa .
Four rows of setai are found laterally on the body. These are simple unsegmented appendages, mere out-pushing of the body -wall. Its central blood
vessel, a simple tubular heart, is located
dorsally. Its nen·ous system is venterally placed, typi ally consi ting of a
ganglion to each . cgrnent connected by
neural opening on the fir t segment, is
straight and has one long longitudinal
fold, the Typhlosole, analogo us to the

the magnet ancl diaphragm, a person
speaking into the instrument causes the
diaphragm to vibrate, or to approach
and recede from the magnet.
nder
this influence currents of electricity are
induced in the coil, which flow over the
wires, and which may be said to correspond to the vibrations produced in
the diaphragm by speaking. A similar
instrument being conne ted with the
line wire at a distance, exactly similar
vibrations are produced in its diaphragm communicated to the air,and
the sound rep roduced.
~ o battery is
needed with this arrangement.
In order to intensify the sound,
especially on long distance lines,an ad-
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ditional apparatus is required, the one
illustrated being used simply as a receiver. A galvanic battery has in its
circuit a small section of carbon, capable of being affected by the vibrations
pro@uced by sound waves in a diaphragm similar to that described in the
receiver.
The carbon now presents
varying resistances to the passage of the
electric current, thus varying the current itself. These modifications in the
primary current induce currents in the
secondary circuit of an induction coil
with which the primary circuit is connected. The induced electricity flows
over the line wire and acts upon the
diaphragm of a receiver as described
above. An ordinary electric bell is connected with each transmitter which may
be rung to attract the attention of the
person with whom it is desired to speak.
T. H. C.

17. (a) By the fibrillae, the tender
extremities of the roots; also by the
leaves.
(b) By exhalation most of the water
is given off in the leaves.
(c) r. Evaporation from the surface
of the leaf.
2. Chemical changes in the plan t
cell.
3· Attraction of cell wall.
4· Differences of fluids, within and
without the cell '.vall, in density.
5· Capillary attraction.
C . G. Hankey.

r8. All the pronouns may be used adjectively except the personal.
c.
For uses of s!wll and ·wz'll, see page
98 of this is ue.
ED.
19. Leta+rob+rooc+roood+ ....
=n, any number.
.·. n=9(b+rrc+rud+ ...... ) +
(a+b+c+d .... )
.·. ~ =(b+rrc+rrrd+ .. --) +
(a+b+c+d .... )
9

a+b+c+d .... )
i an integer i f - - - - - 9
is an integer.
~

L. D.

20. The side of a
40 acres i 8o rods.

mes.

Then the radius of the circle will be
40 rods; and the radius of the circular
part inside the course,39 rods.
2
I. . ·. 39 X 3· r 416 = 4778.3 7 36 rods
inside.
2. 4o 2 X3-14I6=248.r864 rods. In
the course.
3· 6400-(4778·3736+248. r864)
4
343· 36 Amount in each corner. E F. o'R.
2 I. The essential difference between
pig iron, \vrought iron, and steel is in
their percentage of carbon. Pig iron
contains about 3 to 5 per cent., besides
usually such impurities as silicon, phosphorus or sulphur, which are removed in converting it into wrought iron,
in which the amount of carbon is re<iuced to . 5 per cent., or less. Steel is
intermediate between these two, the constituents varying with the use for which
is is intended.
In the Bessemer process of steel manufacture, molten cast iron is run into an
egg-shaped iron ves el called a converter, air is forc ed through the metal, the
oxygen of the air combines with the carbon and other impurities of the iron
leaving wrought iron. A definite quantity of cast iron rich in carbon and manganese,an cl varying in composition with
the g rad e of steel to be produced, and
of that of the iron from which it is to be
made, is now introduced. This supplies the requisite carbon, the manganese com hines with the oxyaen which
may remain in the steel and is burned.
Several tons of steel are produced in 20
or 30 minutes by this proces .
To produce steel by the cementation
process, wrought iron ·uars are packed
with carbon, as powdered harcoal in
suitable receptacle and subjected to a
con tant beat of about I 200 degrees
Fahrenheit, not melted. In eight or ten
days the carbon is found to have permeated the iron which now ha · a finer
tructure,and the characteri tic propertic of steeL
T . H. c.
dditional credit :
tto Joern, r , J, II, I2 IS 19, 20.
' .G.
Hankey 5, 10, I 1 , 12, IS 20. * I 9· L. D.
Io.
. Iartin, S II, I2, IS, I
20. D.
B. Flickinger, 10, II, 12, IS, 20. L. I. Kn owl-

quare containing Ames

SIGMA PI MATHEMA TICA L ASSO CI ATION.
ton, 10, 12, 20.

Cassie Quinlan, IO, I2. E. F.
Myrtie Dunfee, II, 18. M.
L. Opheim, IS, 20.

O'R., IO, II, I2.

IIS

NoTE.- -Jf the person whose solutions are marked [*]
wlll send us his name, he will oblige ns . I lis work is mark·
ed [*1 hecause in looking over the ma.nuscripts his name
was lost.

SIGMA PI MATHEMA TICA L .d l:) S QCIATIOJv :
QuERIES.

The following three queries are examples 14, r6 and 20, page 307, of
Todhunter's Algebra. These may be of
special interest to outside members who
are keeping up the work of the Assocition. If you find any problems or points
in the discussions which yo u do not understand, send them in and in that way
all will be benefitted and a <leeper mterest kept up.
36. Prove that the difference between
the coefficients of xr 1-- r and x r in the
expansion of (r+x)n-f-Iis equal to the
difference b etween the coefficients of
x r + l and xr- I in the expansiun of
(r+x)

11
•

37· Find the binomial expansion of

2X3.1416Xr 2 Xsin -rx
.. x y + - - -- - - - - - = .5236
3600
3· 1416 sin-rx
xv' r -x:~ +------=.5236
r8o 0
Now by assigning values to x, we find
that the value lies between . 2648 ancl
. 2649 .
E. F. O'Riordan.
3I. Let A use the stone first, B second and C third .
Total area =I2 2 X3· qr6=452·3904
Area remaining=4 2 X 3· 14rG=so. 2656
Area used =452·3904-so.2656=4oz.
1248.
Each one's share = ;0 of 402. 1248=
IJ4.04I6
. /su 26S6 + I34·o4 !6. = 7· 6'"' radius aftt!r
'J
3· 1416
)l
A and B have used their share.

_ f so.26S6 + 134.o4~6 1 L.\4 · 0 4~= r o. o6, rawhich four consecutive terms are 2916, ~
3·1416
486o, 43 20, 2 r 6o .
clius after A has used his share.
The thickness of A's share will then
38. If t 0 , tu t 2 , t :l' . . . . . . represent
be r 2 in. - ro. o6 in. = r. 94 in.
11
the terms of the expansion of (a+x) ,
The thickness of B's share will then
shew that Cto -t2 +t4- ... ... r+Ctl
be ro.o6 in. - 7.65 in. =2.41 in.
11
-ta+t;,- ...... r=ca~+x 2 )
The thickness of C's share will then
be 7.65 in.-4 in. =3 .65 in.
J. D. French.
A~SWERS.
34· 1 umber of cu. ft. of dirt n:quired=J· r 416 X sot X 1=7854
13 . 70+4+9+5+8+i+~1= roo
Let x= width and depth of ditch in ft.
If we allow the use of the minus -;ign
3· qro ( so 2 )=area of lancl.
we may also ha,·e the following:
3· r.:p6(so+x) 2 = area of land includ47+36+2 o+ 1 +9-8- 5 = roo
mg ditch.
E. F. 0' Riordan.
3·14r6(5o x) 2 -3.14r6 (solJ =a rea of
28. Let y = .% the width of the cut, ditch.
and ' x =distance to the center.
Thcn,[J.qr6(so l x)~- 3· qr6 (5o 2 )]x
Then, x~+Y =I
=7854
\Vhenc e, y = 1 r-x 2
314· r6x 2 - 3· qioxa -= 7~5 - ~
Now thearea between the cut and the xJ roox 2=25oo
center is~ }'i=.5230. and it is abo equal
From which, by approximation,
to a parallelo 11 ram xy t twu -;ectors x~4.8823, the width atHl depth of ditch.
each of whose sine is x.
u. u. r.
2
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Soul-Contact.

At the meeting of the Michigan Teachers' Association lately held in Grand
Rapids, Professor Perry of Ann Arbor
made an address that was wel.l received .
He. said, so the papers report him, that
he thought good would come from observational psychology in the way of
gathering facts about soul-life, and classifying them; but he held that there is a
teaching-power which is above books,
and transcends all mere methods, which
is an inspiration, rather than an acquisition. He said, that contact of soul
with soul is the only real teaching. This
is what TH E STUDENT has tried to say a
good many times, and it refe rs to Pro·
fessor Perry's address now only to urge
upon young teachers the importance of
what he said. It is utterly usele ss to
expect any good teaching to be done
without this living contact of soul with
soul. THE STUDENT, however, would
use a much commoner term to express
it,-it is really nothing more than mutually interesting work. If the young
teacher finds difficulty in realizing what
it is, let her think what happens when
she meets some friend who has a bit of
news that interests both; what used to
happen when he and her playmates
built their play-houses, or when her
mother gave her the first lesson in cakemaking. It is all there, and there i no
need of going any where el e to find
specimens of it. The greate t teacher
may have it in a different dea ree, he
cannot have it of a different kind. 'Ve

are coming to see more and m o re clearly, that all methods of instruction and
management must be kept as real integrant parts of the great whole of human
life as organized into political and social institutions, and that the best school
is the one whose methods depart least
from the best usages of society and government. The best teacher is the one
who can make herself in ev ery special
class a fellow-pupil and fellow -learn er
with every member of the class. In
every other respect, she is mainly a labor-saving machine, saving her pupils
from doing wh a t th e after life will show
to be u seless or worse than useless, as
either fo lly or frivolity, somethin g that
must be carried as a burden or torn away
at the cost of toil, if not pain. In so
far as she is a teacher, she must be a
learner with her pupils in every recita _
tion. If she ''hears" a class in Long
Division, she must have the same kind
of interest in seeing that the work is
done correctly, a she had when she
played housekeeper years ago. This is
all there is of it, and if the teacher cann ot find its significance in her own experience of life out ide of the chool
room, she will seek it in Yain in the
books on pedagogics.
omething like
this is, doubtless, what Professor Perry
meant. At least let the young tea her think about it carefully and see
what there is in it.
D eath of a Prince.

The eldest son of the Prince of \Vales,

T.fiE EDITOR.
Prince Albert Victor, Duke of Clarence
and Avondale and Earl of Athlone, is
dead . He was the heir presumptive to
the throne of England, i. e. , he was the
eldest son of the heir apparent.
His
death was sudden, though he was not
considered a strong or robust young
man. He was just twenty-eight years
old and had been well educated at Cambridge, in his own country, and had
studied at Heidelberg. He had enjoyed and improved such advantages for
military and kingly culture as is usual
with the young nobility of England. He
had tr aveled considerably, having been
once around the world, and having visited the British dependencies in Asia and
Australia.
Though he enjoyed the not complimentary title of "Collars and Cuffs,"
he should not be judged harshly on that
account. His faults were those common
to young noblemen, and would no doubt
have gi·.ren place to those manly traits
of character that have usually distinguished his high-born kinsmen. His
father, notwithstanding hi foibles, is
said to be very popular in England, and,
should the "Queen Mother" die, would
be proclaimed King amidst the loyal
shouts of his subjects.
England is still strongly attached to
royalty. Prince George will now receive special attention at the hands of
the royal household, and will rise in
the estimation of the people because,
forsooth, he is now' heirpresumptive"
to the throne. He is very well liked
and i truly a young man of ''fine parts".
Hi excellent health and manly qualities,
will so endear him to the people that
monarchy in ngland will receive a new
lea e of life. The profound grief of
the royal famil , and particularly that
of the Prin es of \\ale , calls for the
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sympathy of all, and it will be freely
accorded by the so-called middle anrl
higher classes of Britain. Even the ever warm- hearted Irish are sending letters
and telegrams of sympathy and condolence. "Strife and quarrel hush over
the solemn grave", and once more it is
demonstrated that all mankind are akin.
But the warmest sympathy will go out
toward the affianced bride of Prince Albert Victor, the Princess Victoria Mary,
of Teck. Their nuptials were to have
been celebrated Feb. 2 7. This Princess
was his third cousin, and being an English girl, the announcement of their engagement wa s a source of great gratification to the people. England now has
a "Royal Maiden ·widow" and no doubt
will provide suitable recognition of her
claims upon their sympathy and protection.
Teaching on Holidays.

The State 'uperinte ndent writes as
follows on the holiday question:
(1) "Can I teach on aturdays and
make up for lo t time and collect pay for
the same?"
Answer-No; not legally. Section
4495 says: "
s hool term of three
months shall be sixty days; a ·chool
month, twenty days; and a school week,
five days." This is a part of your contract whether mentioned in the contract or not. Teaching six days per
week would not be complying with your
contract.
( z) " an teachers colle t pay for legal holiday , when their contract with
their trustee says they shall not claim
such pay?"
Answer- es; for Trustees have no
legal right to put such a clau e in a
teachers contract. \ hen teachers contract to teach s hool, all the statutory
laws, and all the nece ary implications,
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are a part of that contract, whether
anything is said about them in the contract or not. The Supreme Court of
Micl1igan says: "Recognized holidays
cannot be deducted from the time for
which a school teacher contracts to
teach, and his pay reduced accordingly.
He is ntitled to pay for such days, even tho~tgh he does not teach. "
Moreover, to put such a clause in the
contract is not only a violation of the
intendment of the law, but the result is
greatly to disorganize and to break into the regular gradation of the school.
People in all other callings recognize
the legal holidays, and pupils cannot
reasonably be expected to be .at school
on such days. Hence, if teachers are
forced to teach on such days or lose
wages, the result is that many pupils are
absent and the systematic gradation
and organization of the school inter·
rupted and the best interests of the school
defeated.

The School.

L. H. Maxwell writes from California,"! am heartily in favor of the reunion of pupils
at Valpo in '93 · I shall certainly be among the
number if it is at all reasonably convenien t."

A. E. ·weaver writes,"Let us have the reunion in '93, by all means."

B. J. Cigrand says,'·I am enthusiastically in favor of that reunion
in '93·''

E. J. Fermier remarks in regard to
the reunion in '93,"l think it the pro)'Cr thing. I have thought
about it very much a a desirable even t, and I
shall be glad to d o any thing in my power to make
it a success.''

A. F. Harvey, of the class of '86,goes
at it about the right way:"l see that you are discussing the matter of a
reunion in '93· You may count on almost the
entire class of '86. A movement of this kind has
been discussed in a class letter of this class for
two or three year . I would like to ask through
the column of THE STUDI~ :-IT that all of the
members of '86 write a short letter on the subject for publication in an early issue. Classmates
please give this attention. Let us have a rousing
reunion on the 'Ilill' in '93 ·"

The Star.

F. P. Young left Jan. zs,for Louisville, Ky., where he will take a course
in medicine at the Kentucky chool of
Medicine.
Prof. Brown has promi ed the" tar "

U. B. Hough of pokane Falls spent that they may give the first entertain-

a few <lay of his holiday vacation with
friend in the chool.
The second winter term opened on
the morning of Jan. 19th, with an attendance that fairly eclipsed in number that of any other term in the history of the school. But very few . tudents went home at the end of the preceding term and there are very many
new arrivals.
The chool i in excellent health an 1
what bids fair to be an unu ually prosperou session i now well under way.
Don't let u forget to expre
our
opinions about our propo ed reunion in
'93· I want you all to take it under
advi ement and help u with our ounsel.
Maggie Ea ly ays -

ment in the new hapel when it is finished, and a committee has been appointed to arrange a program, . aid program
to consi t entirely of productions con cerning the foundation and hi tory of
the Normal
hool.

J. l\1. Girl who has been dangerously
ill with pneumonia for the pa t few
weeks, is convalescing, and hope to be
in school again in a :hort time.

new con tellation appeared Jan. 4,
189-, the' • tar ·''comprising it being . J.
Hall and Cumie Hunter, of the cientific 'lass of '9o. :Jlr. and . . Ir ·. Hall
have taken upon them ·eke the re p nibilitie of housekeeping. and :\Ir. Hall
will ontinue in ~chool the Teater 1 art
of the } car. The wi:h of their fellow
' tar 'i that their happine ·,and brill"I ·hould be delighted to attend the reuni nat
ianC) a· · 'tar·" may nc\ er wane.
alparai. , in '93·"
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Miss Bessie Volkee, Scientific of '9I,
left Val po Jan. 2 I, to accept the position of Assistant Principal in the State
Normal School at Mayville, N. D.
Her classmates of '9I who still remain
in school, spent the last evening of her
stay very plea antly with her, speeding
her on her journey with best wishes for
success .
W. E . Graves, who bas been teaching
at Bremen, Ind., was obliged, on account
of the ill health of his father, to resign
his position at that place, and return to
his home at Dot, Fulton Co., Pa.
The banquet given by the" tars"} an.
I6, was a splendid succe s, and greatly
enjoyed by all present.
About 175
"Stars", "Crescents", and other invited
guests partook of the bountiful repast.
The toast-master, I rof. Brown, gave a
short history of the two societies, which
was followed by mo t excellent toasts by
the following members of the societies:A.
B. Craig, '•The Crescent " ; response,
E. V . Harriman, ' The tars"; Verta
Warfi ld, "Advantages of Leap-year";
B. F. \Villiam , " The l\1u ic Members";
Howard Templeton, "Evolution of the
Nor mali te"; Harry Branna man,' 'Higher
Education" ; "Talk",~ . L. Jones.
The past term's work under the guid ance of the pre ident, D. D. Feldman,
and his able as ·istant , ha been profitable and enjoyable to all members of the
society. The ociety enjoys a healthy
growth, as the record show 3 I able
members have heen added during the
term. One of the most enjoyable programs f the term wa a Christmas program given in Chapel Hall, Dec. 26 at
follow :Essay, "Home and its Relations
to o iety', H . .\. Berry; Rec., "Annie
and \\Tillie's Prayer', Eliza tarkey;
Talk, Rev. Allen Lewis· E ay "Christmas" 'arah Ream· R e ., "The Ru ·ian
hristma ·", W. R. Hayward. Excellent
mu i wa furni::,hed by 1i se Prout
and P ucga, :mel the Herbert ~I ale uartette.
, t the Ia t re crular m eting of the
term the following offi er: were ele ted
for the en. uin 'term: Pres., John Lowe·
\'ice Pre . H. . Berry;
ec. ·e . ,
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Maggi e Harper; Cor. Sec., Helen Piper;
ISt Critic, L. M. Troup· 2nd Critic,
M. L. Test ; Treas. , E. E. Reed ; r st
Editor, G. G. Feldman; 2nd Ed., Lucy
Holcombe ;Commissioners, Harry Stanberry. J. \N. McCulloch, and J. 0. Me
Ilwain ;Vocal Chor., Hattie Bruce;Inst.
Chor., Edward Baker; rst Marshal,
J. V. Fowler ;2nd Marshal, A. D. Blake.
M. C. L.
The Crescent.

Ira J. Bradley of '91, is teaching with
the best of results at \Vall Lake, Iowa.
J. H . Britton is principal at Houston,
Minn. He seems to be well pleased
with the school and country.
Elma Da\·is, one of our aniversary
e sayists of last year, is teaching at
Strawnville, Ill. It is needles to say
that her work is thorough and highly appreciated.
Minnie \Virt is teaching music in the
Chillicothe N onnal School, at Chillicothe, l\lo.
he is well pleased with the
place and is meeting with well deserved
success.
\V. T. Howe and E. P. Harmon, members of the popular "H Trio", have been
givin g en lertainments to excellent hou . es
in Ind. and Ill. for the past term.
I r.
Howe is again in our midst, while lr.
Hann on is spending a few weeks at his
home in Cassopolis, Mich.
·
C . C. Roger·,a prominent" rescent"
of la ·t year, is a..,sistant prin ipal at
Chilli ·othe, l\fo. That ;\lr. Ro <re rs is
still interested in literary work is shown
by the fact that he has or ranizecl a
"Crescent ociety"at that place, to which
which we extend a ordial greetin '·
At the last business meeting of the
term, the following offi ers were ele led:
Pre. F. L. orton; Vice. Pre..,., A. J>.
Hittner· Rec. :ec. Retta \\'ood; 'or.
e . , ellic \Vol ott· 'riti s R. E. Campbell and ~ rc llie .\ustin; 'hori:,ters, \lary
.'tarkey ancl B. F. William · Trea . .\.
H. Kreiling; Ex e uti\'C 'om ..\.D. Bittner Kate .\u-,tin.and '. E. oble· \Iarhals, \lessrs. \laroney and Johnson ·
1'.-dit r, II. Ruring.
\ny former " 'rc cnls will onfer
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a favor by informing the Editor of the
whereabouts, occupation, time of membership, etc., of themselves or fellow
"Crescents". Don't hesitate or delay
but let us make this column the means
of keeping up a fellowship so happily
begun.
H. R.
WHAT THEY ARE DOING.
Annie Molloy is teaching in Chicago.
Ed. Raub is attending Depauw University.
C. G. Hankey teaches at Vawter's
Park, Ind.
Anna \Volfrone is successfully teachin Kansas City, Mo.
Francis Flood is surveying in Chehalis, Washington.
T. P. Reep is teaching at his home in
Petersburg, Ill.
Gay lord vV orstell is teaching in Bransford, Texas.
J. H. Vaughan is principal of the
Montague, Texas, High School.
E. Collier is teaching at $5 o a month
in Christian Co., Ill.
C. L. Flack is teaching at $124 per
month in Paradise Valley, Nevada.
John R. Higgins holds a good position
in the Peotone, Ill., High School.
Irene Twining, of '88, teaches in the
Mokena school, Mokena, Ill.
B. G. Snow is teaching with excellent
success at Schoolcraft, Michigan.
~iss Rose Carter is giving guitar lessons at her home in Marengo, Iowa.
Florence Cree is teaching in the public schools of Elgin, Ill.
H. L. Crothers, of 'gr, is teaching
the High School of Page City, N. D.
J. M. Johnson, of '9 r, is spending
the winter at his home at Milford, Iowa.
Addie Hunt is spending the winter in
Oregon, whither she has gone for her
health.
U. G. Moore of '88- g, has a good position in the Springfield, Ill., Bu iness
College.
H. S. Ward writes a kind letter from

Forney, Texas, where he is successfully teaching.
E. M. Brockett is superintendent of
the Mankato, Kan., schools, and is doing good work.
Drew McCormick, of the Business Department of '89, is at work for a wholesale house of Chicago.
A. E. Weaver is doing good work as
principal of the East Elkhart schools,
Elkhart, Ind.
J. G. Cupples is the county surveyor
of Whatcomb Co., Washington. He is
located at New Whatcomb.
Myrtle Lacy is teaching near Boulder, Col. She is pleased with her position and is doing well.
H. E. Worstell, of the Business Department of 'go, is keeping books for a
firm in Plankinton, S. Dak.
Frank Meader thinks there is nothing
better than farming. He and his wife
are living near Fowler, Ind.
Amos A. Quinlan is principal of the
Ozona, Texas, High School. He is
pleased with his position and work.
Fred E. White teaches in Green Co.,
w ·isconsin. He promises to return to
school in the spring.
H. Lee Van Cleare is instructor in
shorthand and also gives guitar lessons
in a Business College in Fairfield, Ill.
Olive Saugbush has completed a Musical Course in Kansas City, Mo., and
is now teaching at her home in \Vashburn, Ill.
H. D. \Vil on writes a kind word to
THE STUDENT from ~1onroe, La., where
he is professor of vocal and instrumental music.
Dana Smyser, who has been teaching
some years in Chicago, i married and
lives in a home of his own at Irving
Park, Ill.
F. L. Smart is doing excellent work
as principal of the Manteno Ill. chool .
C. E. Swihart i his fir t a istant.
C. J. Hutchi on i principal of the
Pinckley St. school of Brazil Ind. He
ha three a istant · and over 200 pupil .
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W. J. Hussey lectured on the evening of Jan. 18, before the Unity Club
of Ann Arbor, 1\lich., on ''The Meteoric Hypothesis."
:Fannie Marble is teaching in Oregon.
Her sister Florence is teaching in the
primary department of the Chicago
public schools.
F. F . Heighway is principal of the
Clifton, Kansa , High School. He has
a school of 7 departments with an enrollment of 345 pupils.
John M. Schlosser is the junior member of the firm of Le Biond, Loughridge
and Schlosser, lawyers, at Celina, Ohio.
He is doing a good business.
I was pleased to receive a letter from
J. D. 'Vatkins a member of my commercial class of '76. Mr. 'Vatkins is
cashier of a bank of Shelclon, Ill.
M. L. Opheim, Scientific of '91, is
the capable principal of the Peters0n
Minn. schools. He promises to retu ·n
to Valparaiso in the near future.
Mrs. Tiffany ( Jl{'{', Releefee Howe)is
teaching in 'Vashington. She was married t o 0. N. Tiffany, principal of the
Ellensburg public school, last summer.
,Y. H. Tompson, who has b een suc cessfully teaching elocution for several
years in 'Va. hington a nd California, will
soon issue a new book on Orthoepy.
L. D. . ummcrs i doing excellent
work as the principal of the Oaklandon,
Incl., school . The .'chool Board have
already a ·ked him to remain another
year at an increased salary.
J. C. dams still holds hi pos1t1on
as principal of the public school of 'outh
Kaukauna \\'i . . He moves this month
into what he de cribe a being one of
the finest . hool buildings in the tate.
After teaching .-tcadily for 14 months
in .\udubon. Iowa, ~ Te llie Donoven is
taking a well-earned two month ' rest at
her home at r ... al .'prings, Ill. At the
e.· piration of her 'acation she will reume her work in .\udubon.
11i . · Ethel 'auble is tea hing mu ic
at Dalla. Texa . , he write · of the sunny warm weather ·he i enjoying, and
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of some of her odd pupils, two of whom
are little Indian girls.
he says they
are bright, and she likes her work very
much.
Jacob Eigenheer kindly furnisbe s the
following:! am teaching an 8 month ' school in this county (St. Joseph, Tnd .), ancl am greatly enjoying
my work. L S. Fickenscher is also tcachincr i~
this county. John II. Hair, an old Norma lite,
well known on College Ilill, is our efficient 'o.
Supt.

J. S. \Velcb in a kind letter from 1orris, Minn.,says,There is plenty of room for n ormal students
in this country if they are not afraid of cold wcath ·
er. They must, however, make application for
schools about the first of June. They must also
be prepared to an wer all kinds of questions not
pertaining to schools.

Neva Hunt recently gave an elocutionary entertainment with her private
pupils at Frankfort tation, Ill. The
program was so well received that it was
repeated a few evenings after, at th e
urgent request of the citizens. They
made about $1oo.
J. M. Miller, Scientific of '88, has
just fini hcd his term as
o. upt. of
schools of Brown Co., cbraska. He
is now visiting his many friends of the
Normal. Mr. Miller has formed a <>partnership with J. J. Jone., a former
student, and on his return to ebraska
they will locate at Valentine where they
will engage in tbe pra tice of law.
The Tulare schoo ls under the ahle management
of II. Clay Fa her, are making wonderful pro~
ress. The city rece ntly votecl to establish a I righ
School. There wa~ not one <iissenting vote. The
enrollment in all the . chools of the city at the
opening of th e current term was 4lO pupils . . 'incc
then, the enrollment has reached 620. 1 teachers are employed. The citizens arc very proud
of their schools and take a deep interest in all
matters pertaining to the advancement of ccluca
tiona! affairs. (Pa (ijic Educational Journal, fen
J\ 'ov' .9I . }

E.

. Har t writes from Illinoi · -

I am principal of the St. Elmo school of 4 de
partments at a salary of 65 a month. \\'c have
nearly 200 pupils enrolled, . ecm to he very pro.·
perou , ancl the people appear to appreciate any
effort: we make towards the a<lvancemcnt of our
school . \\' e gave a literary entertainment on
Thank sgi,·ing night, and took up a collec tion after
the exercise· were over. The collection amounted to 14.95 · I had purcha. cd hambc r' Encyclopedia for the. clwol at the l>cginnin~ of the
term, and our c llection paicl f()r the volume:.
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Mr. Hart is an able and experienced
teacher.
J. W. Kitch, now the efficient principal of the Adair public schools of Adair,
Iowa, writes:Iowa seems to be full of Valpo boys. At the
State Association a few weeks ago, I met these
teachers who were formerly students there: Co.
Supt. Hahn, Osceola Co., class of '86; Geo. H.
Mullin, Columbus Junction, class of '85- 6; Co.
Supt. Nugent of Chickasaw, class of '87; Co.
Supt. Stahl, of Iowa Co.; R. B. Daniels, Dows,
Iowa, class of '88; C. W. Tones, '88, Fremont,
Neb.; S. T. May, '90, Victor, Iowa. Wm.
Johnson, of '90, is practicing law here in Adair
and is doing nicely. Our own work is moving
along well. Mrs. Kitch is teaching music here,
at Stewart, and Anita.

AMONG THE MAGAZINES.
An account of the public games held
in Rome 1 7 years before Christ under
the patronage of Augustus is given in
the opening paper of the ATLANTIC
MoNTHLY for February. It is a valuable paper. What Frenclt Girls Study
is the title of a sympathetic picture of
life in a French school, and the kind of
school training received by French girls,
by Henrietta Channing Dana. Prof.
N. S. Shaler, a Kentuckian by birth,
writes with knowledge on Tfte Border
State Men of tlze Civil War, an interesting pendent to the paper by Prof. Gildersleeve in the January number. Prof.
Gildersleeve, it will be remembered, decided for the Southern cause while Prof.
Shaler gives his reasons for fidelity to the
North. But two articles which will be
apt to be of very great interest to our
readers are Prof. E. P. Evans' The
Nearness of Animals to Man, and Albert H. Tolman's able Studies of Macbetfz. It is an excellent and interesting
number.
The beautiful engravings in THE NEw
E GLAND MAGAZI E are rapidly becoming a marked feature of that periodical.
It is also one of the mo t carefully edited and fascinating journals that come
to our table. The February number i
fully up to the standard.
Among the
principal arti le are T!te Granite Indmtry in New En crland, some hitherto

unpublished letters by Wendell Phillips, ,
and Tlze Life Work of Carol, the great
French painter.
PETERSON for January is, we think,
the handsomest number we have yet seen
of this magazine. It has a wide circle
of appreciative readers and appears to
be rapidly growing in popularity. With
its popular sketches, tales, fashion and
household departments, it is an excellent magazine for the family.
Aluminium- The Metal of t!ze Future,
is the title of an instructive and timely
article in the CosMOPOLITAN for January.
Other interesting and beautifully illustrated papers are Tlze Columbus Portraits, .In Camp with Stanley and The
Kansas Railroad Commission. The CosMOPOLITAN is rapidly making its way to
a position among the very foremost of
the great illustrated monthlies.
The following are among the papers
in the CE TURY MAGAZI E for January,
most likely to be of interest to our readers: Tlze Jews in New York, by Richard
Wheatley; Custer's Last Battle, by
Captain Godfrey, one of his troop commanders; TlteJewislz Question,- Witcltcraft, by James Buckley; and an excellent article on Tlze Discontent of t!ze
Farmer, by J. R. Dodge.
The January number of THE Mo r T
is at hand. There are too few people
in the West who know what this Quarterly is. It may be said with perfect
truth, that it represents the most advanced thought of the time, and does it
with perfect fairness and impartiality.
If a young person wi he to know how
to be controversial and still be courteous, gentlemenly, he can find no better
teacher than THE fo rr T. If he wishes to know what those who know mo t
and the best upon the deepest and rno t
shaping ubjects of the time think, he
can go to no school which will teach
him better les ons than THE fo r T.
It deserves to be maintained. A person
who ha the number already publi bed.
and who ecure the coming one , ' ill
in a few year haYe a library which will
be invaluable.
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An excess of other matter crowded
our "Platform' Page out, this month.
It will reapp ear in larch.

* * *
Our patrons will please remember
that the subscription price of TH E TUDE T will hereafter be I. 25 a year.
Single copies, rs cents.

* * *
Have you rem ember ed to pay for
your STUDE .·T ? Teache rs and students
are always reliable and upright, but
they do sometimes forget.

** *
Letters con e rning ub cription or
ad erti ing may be addres ed either to
alparai
or Room rs Lakeside Building, Chicago Ill. All personal com-

munications to the Editor should be
addressed to Valparaiso.

*

* * experiment:
Here is an interesting
Take a fresh clean sheet of paper, write
plainly thereon the names and addresses of all the teachers you know, who
are sufficiently progressive to want a
reliable educational paper, sign your
name, fold, slip into a stampecl envelope
addressed to the STUDENT's editor, and
drop into the post office. The result
will delight and surprise-us, if not you.

*

*
The foregoing * experiment
may be
varied in many ways, and always with
pleasing results : Just ask your friends
and pupils if they don't want to try a
good journal a year; show your paper
to your bright neighbor who likes g >od
reading, and tell him he can have it sent
to his address for a year for Sr. 2 5 or,
-well your inventive faculty and ingenuity will doubtless suggest other
variation s equally interestin g.
*

*somebody
*
"0h, why didn't
tea h me
the names of the stars when I was a
child" cried Carlyle late in life. How
few there are, even of culture 1 people,
who have any definite knowledge of the
stars: "Do you see how lov ely enus
is to-night?" said a teacher to the
writer, at ju t mz'dm;t;!tt.
Ir. \V. J. Husse y, present Director
of the DetroitObservatory at nn .\rbor
Mich., will furni sh each month for THE
TUDE T full and plain notes on the aspect of the heavens. By followin<r up
his notes from month to month any one,
in a year, an form an intimate a tl uaintance with the motions of the planet:
and the con t llati n. . Thio.; feature
alone will be worth many times the su u scription price of Tu~.<.; 1 UUL T.

DECEMBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
CoNDUCTED BY 0. P. McAuLEY.
ARITHMETIC.

State the difference between the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple
of two or more numbers.
2. Show that inverting the terms of the divisor
in division of fractions and proceeding as in
multiplication of one fraction by another
must produce the correct result.
3· State ancl solve a problem involving all of the
denominations in square measure.
4· Kame and define the terms used in percentage.
S· l\lr. J. sold two horses for $I2S each; on one
he gained I2.Yz% and on the other he lost
12 _Yz%; did he gain or lose by the transac ·
tion, and how much?
6. A city contained 7s,ooo inhabitants in I88o,
and 107 ,ooo in I 8go; what was the per cent.
of increase?
7· A note for $3,sso, at 7 fo , is dated March I,
I888; what is it worth June IS, 1890?
8. Multiply the sum of two decimal fractions by
their rlifference, and divide the product by
four hundred five ten thousandths.
9· A wall at the edge of a river i 2S ft. high,
and a rope 50 ft. long will reach from the
top of the wall to the opposite edge ; what
1s the width of the river? ( nswer to within
. oi of a foot.)
10. Extract the cube root of 12977 .87 5·
1.

4

.

5·

6.

7·

ANSWERS .

I. The G1'eatest Common Divisor of a set of
numbers is the greatest number that will in tegrally divide each, while the Least Common
JUultiple is a term employed to designate the
least number that will contain each of the
set integra lly. Hence the G. C. D. (better,
Highest Common Factor) must embrace all
factors CO/Il?JWn to the numbers of the set ;
and the L. C. M. must contain all the different prime factors of the numbers.
2. Let it be required to divide! by t·
1st. method: In division, quotient X divisor
= dividend.
So here, the required quotimt X divisor =
dividend.
But it is evident that when !Xi is multiplied by the divisor, t• the result will be the
dividend, ! · Hence !Xt is the required
quotient.
2nd. method:
tis contained in I, 7 times.
~is contained in I, ~ of 7 times =k times.
~is contained in ·! . ! Xl time =~ &time .
3· What will be the cost of 1 sq. mi.,soo A.,g}

sq . rd . ,% sq. yd., 1 sq. ft., 72 sq. iH. of land
at $160 per acre?
I sq. mi. sao A. +H sq . rd. ~sq. yd. 1 sq.
ft . 72 sq. in. = I I40rfro· A., which at $160
per acre =$ 182,401.
Per cent. (for every lumdrt!d) is the principal
term employed. Interest, Profit and Loss,
Discount, and many other subjects properly
belong to, or are applications of Perce nt age .
8
cost of Ist. horse +~ of cost= if of cost -=
$I2S, selling price.
Ys of cost=~ of $T25 = S 1 ~·" ,
·~-of cost=8XS \P = ~ 1 0\!0 0=S I I 1. I I~ =-cost
of I st . horse.
t of cost of 2nd. h orse- 1 of cost = ~ of cost
=$125, selling price.
-f of cost= + of f25 =$ I f-5,
~- of cost = 8 X$ 1 ..f-5=$ 1 0700=$ I42.8S ~=
cost of 2nd. h orse.
$I25-, III . I I ~=$I3 88~~ gain on lst.horse.
$142.8s~-Srzs --SI7.85 ~ lo -s on znd. horse.
$I7.8s~-SIJ.88 9 - S3·96H lo ·s.
107,000- 7S,000 ::-32,000
32,000 is what % of 7s,ooo?
75,000= 100 % of 7),000
I =..,t- 8 8o% of 7s,ooo
32,ooo = 3 H88~ 0 %of 7S,OOO 427J %,ga in.
From 1arch I, I8S8 to June 15, I Sgo is 2 yr.
3 mo. IS days .
., J,ssoX 7 X 27 .Yz
Then, -------- =~ 569.4.8, int.
IOO X I2
S3.SSO
S69-48-=$4II9 48.
·425 + · I2=·S45
·425 . 12= .305
·54S x. Jos - . I 6622 5
. I66zzs +.04DS - 4 · ro +

+-.

8.

9·

50 2

2S~ -

l

I >75-43·30-f

IO. la,· I2977 ·87S = 23 S
GRA~l\lAR.

I.

2.

3·

4·
S·

6.

'tate what you con ider the ubject matter of
English Grammar to be.
·what distinction is there between in ·truetion
in Grammar as uch an instruction in language?
At what tage of the pupil' · advancement is
it practicable to give him in truction in sci en
tific Grammar ?
\Vhat activities of mind are chiefly employed
in adv:mct>d Grammar?
Define prosody.
Is prosody a department of Grammar? Give
reasons for your answer.

DECEMBER EXAMIJVATION QUESTIONS.
7· Define a noun.

On what principle are nouns
divided into proper,class,collective,abstract,
mass, e tc.?
8. According to what are pronouns divided into
personal, relative, and interrogative?
9· State and give an example of each of thegen·
eral uses of the ~om pound personal pronouns.
I o. Analyze :
"The plowman homeward plods his weary way,
And leaves the world tu darkness and to me.''
ANSWER .

The subject matter of English Grammer should
be to teach the proper relations of words.
All else is supposed to have been taught
before beginning this work.
2. In truction in Grammar is leading the pupils
t o und erstand th <! different relations of
word s. In Language it is leading them to
be able to ex pre s ideas correctly without es·
pecial referen ce to the relations of words.
3· In a regularly graded school, req uiring eleven
years for the completion of the course, Gram·
mar as a scie nce should be studied in the
third year of the high ·c hool.
4· Reason and orde r.
5· Prosody treats of punctuation, utterance, fig ·
ures and ver ·iticatio n.
6 Prosody is nnt a department of Grammar. It
belongs to Rhetoric.
7. A noun is a name.
ou ns should be divided
into two classes o nly,-prope r and common.
Collective, clas , alrtract and class nouns re ·
fer to attributes following the idea of the
noun.
8. Pronouns are divided as personal, as repre. ent ·
ing the same grammatical person; relative,
as representing an antecedent, a lso as a con ·
nective; interrogative, :>s a question either
direct or indirect.
9· Personal pronoun~ are used, first by apposition
for empha is; a , I my ·elf will do the work.
In all other cases they are used as on.linary
pronouns.
IO. The plowman h omeward plods hi weary
way, And leaves the world to darknes · and
to me, is a sentence, partial compound. The
subject is "plowman," limited by the article
"the. "The predicate is' '!Jlods"and "leaves".
It i compound · 'and" i the connective.
·'Plod 'i modified by "on way," an ad ·
verbial phra e · "way" is modified by"hi "
and •'weary,'' adjective elements. ''Plods''
i al:o modified by 'homeward" an adverb
ial clement.
"Leave ·" is modified by
"world," a an object, and •'world" is lim
ited by ·'the," an article. "Leave " is a:so
modifi ed by "to darkne " and "to me,"
adverbial elements. " nd" is the connec·
tive.
I.

\

PIIV ' I L G\' .
1. \

hat i protopla m? What relation does it
bear to the human body?

2.

I2$

What is an organ? A system?

3· Describe the spinal column, and mention the
ad vantages derived from its peculiar structure.

4· Where are the following valves located : tricuspid? mitral? semilunar? ·w hat is the
function of each?
5. State the difference in shape and structure be tween the head and the shaft of a long bone,
and state the mechanit:al reasons for such
diffe rence.
6. Name the define the various kinds of j0ints?
What kind of motion caLl be obtained from
each?
7· What is the effect up•Jn th:: nervouc; system of
the continued use of al ~ ohol in ex~e sivc
quantities?
8. What are the chief contagious diseases, and
wlut are th e most important precautions for
preventing their spread?
Al'\SWERS.
1.

2.

3.

4·

5·

6.

7.

I.

Protoplasm is the material basi of life. The
human body is an aggregate of cells or cell
derivatives composed of or elaborated fro111
protoplasm.
An organ is a structure of correlated tissues
performing a separate function.
A system i a group of organs performing
clllsely related fun.c tions.
Th e spi nal column is com1 osed of 24 separate
pieces called vertebral. Between each two
th ere is a joint with but slight motion . It is
flexible and tlt"xuous and at the same Lime
strong to ·upport the trunk and prott: c t the
spinal cord.
(a) In the right side of the heart.
(b) In the left side of the heart.
(c) In the base · of the great arteries as they
arise frum the heart.
The head is enlarged as compare<! with the
shaft a nd is provided with condyles for the
formation of a joint. The shaft is compos·
eel mostly f compact, while the head ha ·
more !'pongy ti ssue. The . haft i. cylindrical and hollow both to support weight and
resist lateral stre s. The head enlarged to
provide for attachment of ligam e nts and te n·
dons.
Ball and socket, a ball fitting into a so:ket
allowing movement in all planes.
Hinge joint allowing motion in one plane.
Pivot joint allowing motion around an a. i ·.
Gliding joint allowing light motion among
many pieces inc nlact. Ex. the \Hi·a.
irrho. i , a condition preceded by an exec sive depo~i t of connective or adipose tissue.
(a) 'omplete i.·olation of the eli ea cd per ons.
(h) Complete destruction of all efl1uvia from
the body by isinfectants.
C GRAPIIV.
How far c;hould th e hi lory of the pee pie be
taught in connection with the geoJraphy of
their country.

DECEMBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
What causes have contributed to make St.
Louis a great city ?
3· Draw an outline of the State of Illinois, and
bound it.
4 · Where is Ala ka? How does it compare in size
with Indiann.? For what is it valuable?
5 How do expositions and fairs generally affect
the political geography of a country?
6. How would you go by water from the Bahama
Islands to the Aleutian Islands?
7 Name three great coal producing districts of
the world, and tell tbe effect of this industry
upon the people engaged in it.
8. What are inc;luded in artificial routes of commerce? What circumstances largely determine the directions of these routes?
9· Describe in gener::d terms the mountain system of Asia.
10. Where is th _ Dead Sea?
arne its peculiar
features.

Syria. (b) Its extreme saltness, and its location in the lowest land in the world.

2.

ANSWERS .
1.

2.

All items of interest that will lead the pupils
to read and investigate for themselves.
The soil and products of the surrounding country and the opening of the Mississippi River,
from New Orleans clown, to sea-going vessels.

3·
4· (a) It is situated in the nt>rth -western part of
North America. (b) About fifteen times the

size of Indiana. (c) For furs and fish.

5· They increase the quantity quality, and variety of products, make new commercial
routes necessary, and educate and cultiva te
the people.
6. Go on the Atlantic Ocean around Cape Horn
and north on the Pacific to the Aleutian Islands.
7· (a) Great Britain, United State and Germany.
(b)
a uses them to forget the proverb,
"Clean line s is next to godlihess. "
8. (a) Railways and canals. (b) Location of
cities and the productions of the country.
9 · They are the highest in the world, they are
located in the central and outhern part, trend
nearly east and west, and have many high
peak .
10. (a) In that part of A iatic Turkey known as

SCIENCE OF EDUCATIO
(These questions are based on the Reading
Circle work for the current year.)
1. In what degree is the teacher responsible for
the child's bodily health?
2. Name some of the things which a thoughtful
teacher can attend to that promote physical
soundness.
3· Do you think a teacher should have at least a
good general knowledge of physiology? Give
reasons for your answer.
4· What is near sightedness, and what are some
of the causes of the growing prevalence of
thi s among school children?
5· The thought seems to be growing among educators generally that it is not so much what
is studied, as how it is pursued, that is really
educative to the mind. Express your views
on this subjec t, giving reasons for the position taken.
ANSWERS.

To the extent of seeing that the school-room
is kept as comfor~able as possible.
2. The temperature, ventilation, and cleanliness
of the school r oom.
3· Certainly. A sound mind is found only in a
sound body, and the teacher should know
the laws of health well enough to do what
may be done to secure a sound body.
4· The defect of vision caused by the rays of
light being focused in front of the retina.
The chief cause of its prevalence is the too
constant use of the eye in looking at near
objects.
5· The educational value of any ubject rl.epends
upon the amount of real living thought which
its mastery develops, and this depends upon
the amount of interested attention developed
in working at the subject. 'o, no doubt, a
great deal does depend upon the method
followed, though it would probably be wrong
to ay that there i no choice in the subject
studied. The kind of knowledge obtained
has much to do with the real value of the
work.
1.

~
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'N. H. VAIL,
~~tc~ ~ lia/~/~~

R€pairing
Gar€full~

!Jon€.

Watches , Jewe}ry,
Silverware, t:;)ocks,

etc., etc.
STUDENTS will find the best place to buy Toi-

let Articles and everything in Druggist sundry
line at

ARTHUR C. SlJITH'S DRUG STORE.
EAsT SmE or CouRT HolJsE.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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EXA~ll~E

OUl' STOCK.--

THE STUDENT.
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CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

D:Fl.. :EI. ~. :Fl.E N ~EJ:.=l.,
·---66@ DJ::.JNTIST ~ §~VALPARAiso,

INDIANA.

:I\I.[I:X:.ED

STC>C~.

--CONSISTING O F - -

New and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, T ablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES--

Orders for Books and anything kept in our line promptly filled by

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 Cullege Ave., , raJ parais a , IJ: d.

~an Gy ~rOGOFiBS,

1\1 JlLE, §faplB and

W. G.

Fine Lantps and Glt:tssware.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES Al\D CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Juzt the place to gat a to,thsoma lunch put up.
I WANT THE STUDENTS' TRADE,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

~cots

s. E

. Cln-ner :t1ain & Franldin

CS~a~,.

St~.

S. ':P,e-14c0,

and 8hoes ·Boots and Shoes,·

several Jines especially

Ko . 7 East .Hit"'tin St.,

o--ADA.FTED,--o

-NO RTH SIDE COlJRT HOUSE.-

for good wear and neat style,

! buy and sell for cash.
My goods come direct
from manufacturers . I can offer you a larger
assortment and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this si ze.

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F.

T.JILCOTT~

NO. 9 EAST MAIN ST.

.-------GO TO__________.

AYLES W 01{ TM'S

n epniring a specialty.

First class work at lowest prices

====GU ARANTEED.=====:

Wh~n

-you go to

g~t

-your

lett~rs,

drop in and see the beautiful new store of

FOR TF.LE

W. L.
F{NE

Dou21Gt~

SHOES~~
l\ ~w_jl

HE KEEP

CANDIES)

THE FINEST AND FRE, HEST

To~;~~;~ AND FRUITS

- T O BE FOUND I ' \"A LPARAI 0 . -

~irsl: Sboe Sl:o ~m It, IV\aip Sl:.
NO_ 21.

--o--

2 Doors South ortbe P. 0., Washington St.

LO CAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
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W • G. LETMEJ{MAN The oldest establis_hed and m_ost
~
J reliable drug store m Val paraiso.
DRUG-G- I~T~t~.
Co•·nl'r lUaiu and \Va.,laingtnn

A. ~. Neincman, the 1Jpuggist,

MUDGE'S 6KlcliERY,
OF VALPARAISO,

-FOE--

is known for miles a round, as producing the highest grade of Ph otog r aphic Art.

N O 4 WASHIYGz·o-:ow l)J.'., v.-tc.PA.lUiso.

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

PIW PJ:IKTU H 0 1-'

L ivery, Bourd antl Sale Slahlcs,
LAFAYETTE ST . , OPP. CENTRAL HOUS£ 1

VALPARAISO, IND.

where yo u can ge t work don e t o sui t.

-GOOD RIGS AT llE.ISONABLE JUTES.R EASON

- GI VE US A TRI A L . -

Atenc~

Gorppld:e ~ine o~ Ay-l::isl::s' fV\al::eriC'Is,

A

BELL.

BELL EROS.,

for an A. I. D~e House. LIVERY, FE LD AND SALE STA BLES
GOOD RIGS AT llEASO"!tt' ABLE R . lTE/!J.

EAST MAIN ST . ,

4 0 W EST MAIN ST.

F'l.OSS

~

OPP. T.

B.A.~

B . LOUO E R B A C K

-.T

1

S S HOP,

JU.--01' .........._

GASH Ha rdwa re Jlealers.
--STovE s AND TINWARE, BuGGIES A

I> HARN E . s

'

A S Pt·:c i AT.Tv . - -

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Mo tt o.
38 W EST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW

JOHN LEPELL,

carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

.A..11

Fine

}-1.... 1.rJ•it1•r~.,

1IRRORS, PI CT

RE FR.\ ::\1 ES.

EAST 'hC..fiN S TR E ET.

~i:nds

c:>f ......,.... eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J . W . S IEB, NO. 5

jilt.~
~

FI~Al\TKL

l\1 ST.

mak es the be. t 1'1/0TOG R . / P/1.'>' :111d CJ..'. J } · (,~. \ '
PO R T R. / ITS in al l sizes ·m el styles n.t J, ,,n:st pric~s.
Pl ca~e

-~~~~~~~~~~~---------~~:::;, ! on e

cnll ami examine our

or not.

~ampll's

wht•tlwr ,, j,.ltftw wor ·

No. 27 l ' ni n u ~l.,
COLLEGE IIJLL, \ 'a lparaito.tl, lnd.

J. R. PAGIN, DE TIST.
OFFICE OVER VAIL.

J

WEL Y

'T
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ThB NorthBrp Ind. Normal

So~ool

·Depmdrlfer.?t of P~or,? og~ m P~ '1 mQ6 bVJ~ewrltir,?g ·
Expenses the very lowest, teacbers the mo5L thorJU6h, th~ wJrk Lh-! m >st co•lt,>let..:! and sati.:;
factory.
The country may be "floDdecl with <>teno;rapher.;;," and there m ty he m1.ny who are willing to
accept positions at wages that barely make the;n a living, but there never was a time in the hi.>tory
of the country, when there was such a strong demand for g \)Ocl sten .1 graphers: and when it is once
known that a person is a thorough stenographer, there is no question about the p .uty obtai ning a
vcr~· superior position, and that, at the best of wages.
One need only to look under the surface for a moment to see that there never was a time whe n
good ste nographers were in such demand as now. It is because the vast multitude are only halfway prepared for the work, and their gene ral education is so deficient that they do n ot, and can not
give satisfaction, and hence are unemployed, or employed at such low wages.
\Vitho ut a ny additional expense whatever,a student, in connection with Phonography and Typewriting, m ay tak e any and all studies that will assist him in his general work.

Catalogue free.
Address H. B. BROWN, Principal, or 0. P. KINSEY, Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, I NDIANA .

-

OF THE -

no~th ern I ndiana

n ormal School,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the \Vest. This 1s
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
com e from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more personal attention .
Tbe bes t of instruments are used; the instructors are the most competent, and
the exp en ses th e lowest.
No other in stitl1tion offers anything like equal advantages at such low rates.
That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for tho e trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
Address H. 13. BRowN, Principal, or 0 . P. KINSEY, Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, I NDIANA
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
lf a~paraiso, fl)diaqa,
--HAS OPENED I N - -

:t:-:TEV:T EUILDI:t:-:TG
--WITH A N - -

- -CHIEFLY O F - -

~inc ~ocn-.S, ~ ook @
f~in~

in ~in c ~ intlin ~§, and cvcFp

in tile hook line @u itahlc fn"L-;> a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

BOOK Ml\ KING, ,.,c:;:;:::;::;~

Ruling, Printing,

•

I

We Ma nufactur e a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDENTS' NOTE BOO !( S, RE
PORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, SCRATCII BOOKS, ETc . For use in sc hools.
llfanu_factzwi1!! Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY I~ SCHOOLS is our specialty . Our
line for Schools is worked on the be:t paper and listed the lowest of any 'ommc rcial B lank s mnde .
Th ey are now imitated by many other manufactures. To av oid this imitation, see th a t each ~heet
of paper is wat e r marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this lin e w e make a Ju UR!\AL, L Eil<:I•:R, fJ .\ \'
BooK and CASH BooK, ~ quire paper, presshoard cover, listed at 10 cents eac h. I n katht:r an d
marble paper, board bindings, 12 ~ cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy pape r, leath e r lu.c k and mar
ble paper side , ove r reaching covers, digit line ruling, .Y.3 and ~ p age Acco unts in L edger. , and
ind exed on edge, r 6 .Y.3 cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marbl e pape r, but " ·it h leath er
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of X otes, Drafts, Re cei pts , Ch.::cks anrl
other blanks have been so extensively called for th a t we are making en g rave<l form s, g i vi n ~ tht: ap pearance of lithographic work. These are listed at s .oo per roo books, 36 in a book. U ur tills
Payable and R eceivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 ce n s each,

For Banking,

we m ake ,CA SII B OOKS, COLLECTION REGI STER S,

TICKLERS, DI SCOU1 T BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND

GER·.

Also, Six-CoLUMN J ouR

I

DIVIDUAL LED-

TAL, L UMBER

BooKs, and

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.
B. F . PERRil'<E, Book seller and Statione r,
alparai so, Incl .
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Lowe &. Ew'il)g's Ga:!sar's Gallic War.
Notes and Special V{lcabularies on tlte same page witlt text.
Separate Text witltOut Notes or Vocabulary for class room.
OTHER FEATURES.

NOW USED IN

Ancient and Modern Maps facing each other.
2. Marking of long vowels.
3· References for collateral reading.
4 · Comprehensive Life of Cxsar and Treatise on
Military Art.

Hig h Schools and Colleges from
Maine to California.

1.

Fine Cloth Binding, Octavo, Postpaid, $r. 25. S eparate Text, Paper, Free.
A Beginner's Latin Book.

BELLUM HELVETIUM.
Professors LOWE and
BUTLER.

IN LATINUM .
A Manual of Latin Prose based on first four books of
Cresar. Professor]. D. S. RIGGS, Ph . D.

The Inductive and Grammar Methods so
combined as to secure the advantages of both.
A gain of three months to the beginner in Latin.

Each lesson is a connected and logical whole
of grammar work, oral and written composition
and conversation. The sentences are idiomatic
and illustrative.

ADOPTED

ADOPTED
IN

Over 300 High Schools, Academies and Colleges.

IN

Some of the best Colleges, Academies and High
Schools in the country.

JNTRODUC'.I'ION PRICE, $1. 00.

FOR IN'.I'RODUCTIO N , 50 CTS.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price.
eJf.LBERT~

S(}OTT ~· CO.~ Educational PubUs/ters,
106 Jf,.abaslt .4venue~ CHIC.JIGO, ILL.

JUST THINK OF iT!

FFt..EE!

GIVEN AWAY!

VALUE, $1..25.00.
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, with American Additions and Revisions thoroughly Americanizing and Revising this great work to 1891, including Biographies of noted Living
Persons, by W. H. De ruy, D. D. LL. D., the widely known Encyclopedia editor. This edition,
with its thorough equipment of NEW MAPS brought up to date, makes

THE MOST COMPLETE ENCYCLOPEDIA. THE WORLD HA.S EVER SEEN.
~ 'A" ~!:I ""A"TO
ill iV~jjj ~W IV
2W

VQ'U'-'"~ _We have determined that no one can offer furthe 1· excuse for not owning this

.. *Ui'hlt

Monarch of Encyclopedias.

Write for terms of our wonderful offer.

20,506 Pages 1 10,643 Illustrations ! 671 Maps and Plans ! A Digest of the L ibraries of the world! COMPLETE AND UNABRIDGED. Costing Originally to
Produce over Three Million Dollars.
HOW TO SECURE IT WITHOUT ONI!: DOLLAR OUTLAY ADDRESS ,

STAR PUBLISHING COMPANY, 76 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N. J.

THE STUDEN T .
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"l advise all parents to have th eir boys a nd gi rl s taught shorthanct wn tm g and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes wo uld be safer f rom poverty tha n a great Greek scho lar ."-CH ARLES R EADE, on " Th e Com in g Man. "

I) evelopmcn"t of· tltc
~riting~

Macltinc is tl1.e

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The o nl y award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presen ted to Mr. W. K. Jenne, the superintendent of th e R emington factory.

-The W. S. &E. rARAGON RlEEONS ~re warranted togive ntisf~ction. WYCKOFF , SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONR O E ST R EET", CHI C AGO.

THE

VALP_A RAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANI

LINES.·

I t is thereby in direct communication with Chi ·
cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia ity
and F t. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
L im a,
pper
andusky, Bucyrus;, fansfield,
Mas illon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman .'lecping and Dining cars are carried via alparaiso to

To s u pply the increasing demand for stenographers, sch ools of shorthand and type writing ha ve been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few

HI ' GTO

all busi -

hand" A number of systems are taught, but

tltal o f" D enn
1t

country~

BALTI~lORE,

exc~ptions,

ness colleges now have a "department of short-

erally

PITT 'BURG,

w.

1\,merican System
- . -of Shorthand.

l~ it m t~n

is ,nore gen.

etl tl&cn t a'lt U o llt er in tlli
and rnay

~'.l.lna eri c ata

y t ent.

b

t'lt llt·d 1/u

"-1: tlrrrtt jr.wt tilL

T

R eport of tlu Commisszoner of Hdumliun (Waslz-

PlliLAl)ELPIII,\,
.r'E\

YORK.

For complete information regarding rate
fa re and time of train , apply to

of

GEO. A. DODGE,
'l'ick t gent. alpartti o, lnd.,
.JO EPH WOOD,
E. A. FORD,
General Manager,
en r al Passenger Agt.
Pittsburg, Pa.

ingtnn, D. C.), fur /h e )'t'ar

I

7 -8S,

pa6 t! 927 .

For catalogue of shorthand publications by
B en n P itman and J erome B. Howard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINC I NNA TI, OHIO .

8

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT 'fRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
points East an<l West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," sec that
tickets read via above line, and secure coui fort, spee(l and safety at lowest rates compa ti b le with first

cla~s

service.

N. H. -Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through the
Great International Tunnel.
GOING

GOING EAST.
10.

+

A.~f.

t;

*

P.M.

P.l\I.

P.M.

*I
P.M.

:!i)

1 15
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P.M .
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2 35
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5 40
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24. $, 4.

-- -- -A.ll.
]l 10
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-P.li.- -P.M.- -P .M.liUO
6 20
8 20
9 3U
10 20

- - - - ---P.M.
- 1·P.M.

9 ':!5
-- -9 25

7 uo 1o ao

12 00
2 40
4 00
50i.l

--- ---.

-- -- --

LEAVE ,

CIU C.AGO

ARRIVE .

-1-P.l\1.

8 00

8 ou

9 G6

8 :iO

P.M .

A.M.

A .M.

3 10

7

?.M .

P.M.

7 45 DETH.OlT
--·

--

410

--

uo

7

H UO

7 04 PHILADELPHIA

A.M.
(j

45

--

P.l\f.

A.M.

7 05

*

P.M.
~

1
11
10
9

7.

P.M .

P.M.

P.M.

*

P .M.

45 4 ao
20 2 50
15 12 ~5
02 10 3:)
05 9 30

7 3:)

6 20
4 ao

a zo

2 a5

- - - - - - --1•

A.M.

800

t6 50 10 f>O
--

!J 00

7 20

NEW YORK

P.M.

A .M.

1·p.)J.

9 00

7 55

7 5ii 12 18

8 40

6 50

6 Oi 12 35

P.M.

A.M.

A.M.

- - - - - - -- - - - 2 45

1 15

P.M.

A.M.

u 15

10 i!O

P. M.

A.M .

sao

A.M.

800
P.)f.

(j

30

!! no

A.M.

A .M.

P .M.

P .M .

A.M.

8 ]5

H f.O . BOSTON

1 uo

700

8 30

- -- *Daily.

11. t

-- -- -- -- --

NIAGARA :FALLS

A.M.

A. M.

10 5 ao
35 4 t.JO
00 1 35
30 12 15
30 11 20

P.M.

8 00

~') .

P.JII.

9 4;) 10 00 450 700 9 :30
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P.lr.

P.M.

A.M .

7 37

P .M.
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7 30

800

fi 07

w 00

23. $

P.M.

(j 45
SAGINAW
-- - - - - ---·
12 25
7 ro POL-tT HUB.ON
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13. t

A.M.

*
A.M.

5
a
1
11
10

A .M .

W~ST.

fi . *i 9.

A .M.

VALPARAISO
SOUTH BENO
BATTLE CHEEK
LANSLNG
DUH.AND

A.M.

P.M.

-- -- --

6.

flJaily except Sunday.

A.M.
H 00

$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars l:JetwPen Chicago and
I' IV York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Bo ton-Trains 4 and 5 ;
Sagimlw Vallcy-'l'ra!ns 6 and !l ; Detroit-Trains 6 and 5. Train s 8 and 7 run tJu·ough solid between Chicago and
New Yurl;: via Erie Uy. Meals se rved en rrute In splendid ew Dining Cm·s.
For time tahle~, Lickets. and further information, apply to JAMES McCREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

,V. E. DAVI S ,
Gen. Pas!'enger ancl

GEO. B. UEEVE,
'.Fraffic :Uauagcr.

':"~IIE

Ti c l~: et

Agt.

NE \tV HIM HALl~ PIAN(_).

Fr<Hr• n. large numher of tc timonials in onr possession, rcfcning to the excellency of the KIMBALL PIA XO, we
tn k(' Jlleasure in quoting (by permission] the nnm es of a few well known mu~icians of Europe ami A merle-a, "ho h>we
used and recomnwnded the KBIBALL PIANO:
FlW~I ADELlNA PATTI
"The Queen of Song."
KEL . '·The well known Compo.. FRO~! CHARLES K
Chicago, Dec. 16, 188!1.
er anti Pianist''
·w. \V. Kr~m .~LL C'o., Chicago, 111.
St. Louis, Mo. ept. 21, 1891.
nrnth·men: -It gil·es me great pleasure to testify to the
merits Of the ~ EW KIMBALL PlANO. lt ha 1\ WOilderfully W. >V. Knm ALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
sweet and sy1npathetk tone aut! supports the voice In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulalions. A tl1·m mak ·
most s>ult;factory manner.
ing t\ nlnno that places It In the front rank of piano mnke1·s
FRO~l EMIL LIEBLING.
"Chi cago's Lending Pianist."
Is to be, indeed. congratulated. You make such a plano
Chicago, April lHh, 1 9.
and I take plea ure in stating that I have always fouud
W. W. KDIRALL Co. . !ty.
GentiPmcn: - Your piano has an excellent touch nnd the the tone retlncd, sympnth •tic and onorous, sat! tying the
tone Is perfectly nt lsfllCtory and in these two mo. t Import- demand of the mo t fastldlou art! t. I will u e your pinut pan!eulars the KnrnALL PIANO will compare favora- anos at my concerts where · o-ever I chance to meet tht m
bly with those of old r aut! well known mnkes. 1 give it
Again my congratulations .
my fullest indorsement .
A:N":O
Lilli Lehmann,
11Jinnie Hank,
' ig. Del Puente,
Slg. Francisco Tnmagno,
Emil Fl her,
Mnx Ah·arv,
Mm e. Alban!,
Paul Kallsch
Jullu Perotti.
Freclerlr~k Archer.
ig. Ardltl,
Lillian ordlrR,
Hans Balntka.
P. S. Gilmore,

ALSO

We leyan College of Music. Bloomington, Til., St. Aloy·
Ins chool. hi ugo. 111. Our Lady of Angt•L , emi narL
Lyons, Iowa, Juont t. Joseph Aclldemy. Dnhnque, Iowa,
Torthern -lndinna Normnl chool. Ynlparalso, Ind., Bloom.
tngtou, Consen·atory of ~tu 1·, Blo1 m!ogton . Ill .. Grund
Italian Opera Company, Metropolitan Opera Cnmpany.
Do ton Ideal Opera Company, and many other prom in •nt
artl t . Illu trated C'atalogue mailed.

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
ff.ce and Warerooms, I Il\1B LL BUILD! G, 243- 253 Waba h

ve.,

hicago.

-I
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The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union R ailway Sta-

wH k Ch'
tion, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N. Y., L. E. & w.
e~or . rcago~st.1ouisRJ\ Ry. Station, Buffalo.
GOING WEST.
I TRAINS DAILY
GOING EAST.
1.
No. 3.
I Except Sunday.
No.2.
No.4.

Th, N
ule

LOCAL.

NO.

12

()():II.
P. 111 .

7 10
955
11 10
6 45
844
10 30
1110
12 30

1 50
3 01
343
4 il6

5 51

LOCAL.

..
..

A. 111.

..
..
"

P. 111 .

..

..
"
"
"

BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOUTH WANATAH.
VALPARAll:iO.
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
C'HICAGO.

6 30 A. M,
9 15 "
10 24 ..
1 29 P.M.
2 uo "
3 O'Z "
3 33 ••
3 53

"

5 02
5 37

..

4 20

5
6
6
8

57
21
5!
10

..
"

..
..
,,
..

6 00
10 51)
8 15
6 50

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

P . M.
A. M.

,,

..

9 20 P. M.
ll 45 ..
5 20
2 01 ..
1 45 "
12 36
12 06
11 48 A.M .
11 21
10 40
10 Oil
9 46
9 21
8 45
705

HEAD THI

6 05 P. M.

3
2
1
12
10
9

58
20
17
30
40
07
15
7 13
6 06

..
..
"
..

A.M.

,,
"
"

SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Te~chers ~a:n."tecl!
If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next
We sh all be plea ed to assist you, if you will let us hear from
you. 'vVe refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and student of the orthern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years. We have a large patronage, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city schools,Normals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. ALllER'f,

Manager~

The School and Cnllege Bureau, ELMHUR T, ILL.

Do yolL want to make the best use of your time '?
Do you loant a live and practical book on teaehing 'P
Do you/ Loant some fresh exercises 'P
IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.
' VELCH'S "How TO TUDY",
r.oo
A book for self-improvement in school or home.
WELCH'S "How TO 0RGA TZE, CLA SIFY AND TEACH A C UNTRY CJJ OL", I. oo
r.oo
GuR EY's
EW OPE TJNG ExERCISE S,
All n_e w and timely books written by succe ful teachers.
To any new ubscriber to THE TUDE T, we will furnish either f the abo,·c
books for "r. 35·
THE TUDE T ryr.,
I. 25
We furni h both
I.OO
Any one of the above books
FOR

2. 25

-

1.f' 5 . ·

In ordering by mail 5 cent must be added for postage.

a~~1:4:>:>

THE STU DENT, 1

COLLE E AVE .•
llALP R I ~ o, I D.

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

IO

-UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK. For Slnglng (,lasses, Etc.

MODEL TEXT BOOKS.

GOOD LUCK,
BY S. W. STRAUB. Note the following important
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truthful statements in simple language. 2. Daily 1·eaaino
exercises, perfectly graded. 3. Exercises and Topics introduced in their be~:~torder. 4. The principles
of reading are vractically taught, so that pupils
learn to read in aU keys in the time that is generally given to only one key [key of C). 5. Modulating
exercises by which -r·eadirl{] the classics is made ea15y.
6. The only correct time signaturee are used.
See what charming matter the body of "Good
Luck" contains: 1. An unusually largo number of
easy and delightful pieces for "first term work." 2.
Clwice Quartets and fine four part songs. a. Solos
of exceptional beauty with instrumental accompaniments. 4. A number of humoro us pieces th11t are
irre:~istible in a class or concert. 5. Splendid ~<ulos
with vocal accompaniments. 6. Sacred music, excellent Anthems, Hymn tunes etc. 7. Pieces that
include humming and whU;Uino novelties. ll. Farmer's celebratedOt·atorio Churus and Quartet, "G reat
and Marvelous.'' 9. Bishop's great Concert Glee,
with obligato solo, "Now Tramp o'er Moss and
Fell."
Goon LUCK contains 19:2 pages. is well printed,
wire stitched. Price only fiO cents.

S. W. STRAUB & CO., Pub,
243 State St., CHICAGO , ILL.

Houston's New Physical Geography.
Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Grammar.
Chase & Stuart's First Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New Illustrated Cresar.
Chase & Stuart's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
Houston's New Physical Geography is used in
the r0rthern Indiana Normal School.

Eldredge & ,Pro. 1
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Th~ Gr~at

Civil War.

(')
0

~
fh

w

If you send rocts. to the undersigned,

you will receive by return mail, post
paid,

0
0

b

0
0

SUCCESSOR OF THE UNABRIDGED.
Re-edited and Rese t from Cover to Cover.

Hart's Outline of the Civil War,
atzd M etlwd for T eaclting same.
Address,

T. "V\r. HART
Co. Supt. Schools,
\ ANDALIA, ILL.

A GRAND INVESTMENT

for every Family nud School.
Work of revision occupied over 10 years.
More than 100 editorial laborer employed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.
Sold by all Bookl eller . Pamphlet free.
. CAUTION is n eeded i n purchMing a dictwnary,as photographic r eprint!< of an obsolete and comparativelv worthless edition of
Webster are being marketed u nder various
names and often by misrepre e ntation.
The International bears the imprint of
G. & C. MERRIAI\I & CO., Publish rs,
Springfield, 1\Ia ., U.S. A.

STUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one notice:.l
in this Directory.]

[NoTE:

PHYSICIANS.
H. M. BEER, M. D., Physician and Surgeon.
Cor. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

CHAS. S. PEIRCE, No.7 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

AYJ,ESWORTH'S, No. 21 E . Main

SEE ADY.

L. W. ELLIOT, M. D., Homeopathic Physician and Sur·
geon. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

t.

M. M. MUDGE, No. 1S Main St.

SEE ADY.

DENTISTS.
J. M. HARKLESS, Cor. College Ave. and Union St.

DR. H. N. RENNEU, NQ 11 E. Main st.

SEE ADV.

SEE ADYEDTISEXENT.

DR. J. R. PAGIN, No 7 E. Maht St.

LIVERY STABLES.

SEE ADV.

GF.O. T. MILLER, Lafayette St., opp. Central House.
SEE ADV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAIL, No. 7 Main St.

SEE ADV.

BELL, BRO'S., No. 58 E. Main St.

J. A. WALKER, ll!arr:onds, Watches and Fine Jewelry.
Cor. Main and Washington Sts.

EE ADV .

GROCERS.
W. G. WINDLE, S. E. Cor. Main and Franklin ts.

W, H. McCLURE, Formerly with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. Main St.

SEE AJ)Y.

No.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
GUNSMITH.
A. PARKS, Guns, nevoh·ers, Amm unltlon, Cartridges,
Guns to rent, Keys of allldncls tHted, Tmnks repaired,
Umbrellas repaired and co \·ered new.
N"o. 10 . Washington St.

INSURANCE.

J. T. MASSEY, Ladles and children's hair cutting. Ra·
zors put In< rder. Hot and Cold Baths. No.6 W. Main St.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

M. L. McCLELL AND, makes a peclalty of Life, !<'Ire,
Accident and Plate Glas Insurance. Representing only
No. 1 West l ain St.

JOn~

LEPELL, No. 43 E . Main St.

FINNEY and

DARTllOLO~lEW,

SEE ADY.

No. 21 Franklin St.
SEE ADV.

BOOKS.
B. F. PERRINE, To. 111-115 College Ave.

LAUNDRY.

SEE ADY.

L. W. BLOCH, No. 4.0 W. Main St.

THE LIGHTCAP CU, No . 101- 103 College AYe,
SEE AD\' ,

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.
RO

DRUGGISTS.
SEE ADY.

Washington St .

t.

li!EAD\",

' t.

SEE ADV.

CLOTHIERS.
PECHT nnd FiNNEY, No. 11 E . l\l aln

EE .\D\',

CONFECTIONERY.
RE AO\.

MEATS.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J. F. TALCOTT, .To. !l E . • fain

t.

, EE ADV.

I

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

J. W.

EIB,

II
I

0

0

•

0

l't

.1 •

·u 1 r

0

U. H'

Tlll'

55 cents

Apgar's Plant Analysis
Bentley's Physiological Botany

$1.20

Adapted to American Schools as a sequel to Youman's Descriptive Botany .

$3. 6o
8o cents
54 cents

Chapman's Flora of the Southern States
Gray's How Plants Grow
Gray's How Plants Behave
Valuable and highly interesting books for the home or the school.

Gray's Lessons in Botany-Revised
Gray's Manual of Botany--Revised
THE SAME.

Tourist's edition.

94 cents
$ I.62

Flexible leather

$2.00

In m~e volume
Adapted for use in colleges and schools.

Gray's Lessons and Manual.
Standard and popular works.

$2. 16

Gray's School and Field Botany

$r.8 o

A text book for high schools and academies.

Gray's Field, Forest and Garden Botany
Coulter's Botany of the Rocky Mountains

$1. 44
$ 1.6 2

A flora adapted to tbell1ountain section of the U1~ited States to the Iou th meridian.
THE SAME Tourist's edition. Flexible leather binding.
$2. 60

$z. 16

Gray and Coulter's Text-Book of ·w estern Botany
Being Gray's Lessons and Loulter's Manual, hound in one Yolume

$z. oo

Gray's Structural Botany
Goodale's Physiological Botany

$2 . oo

Being Vols. I and II of Gray'sBotanical Text-Book, the highest American authority .

Herrick's Chapters on Plant Life

6o cents

A book for young readers, giving much information in simple language.

H ooker's Botany.

35 cen ts

H ooker's Child's Book of Nature .

44 cents

(Science Primer Series.}
A work of great value i:o the general ren.der or the casual student.
Atl

Part I. PLANTS
excellent class book and a great favorite for family reading.

Steele's Fourteen \\'eeks in Botany

Sr. oo

Introducing the pupil at once to the ·tudy of the plant hy means of living specimens.

$1. oo

\Vood's How to Study Plants

The same as the above work, with added chapLrs on Physiological and System·
atic Botany.

·w ood's Object Lessons in Botany
\Vood's Lessons in Botany-Revised Edition
\Vood's New American Botanist and Florist
Both works recently revised by Prof. 0. R. \\'illis.
to cbss instruction and private study.

$r.oo
90 cents
I. 75
Remarkably well adapted

\Vood's Descriptive Botany
Being the flora only of the 1\mcrican llot:mist and Florist.
\~rood's

New Class Book of Botany

A standard work of g:t:eat merit for the student's library.

Youman's First Book in Botany
Youman's Descripti \'e Botany

64 cents
r . zo

Laying the foundation for a knowledge of botany by a regular study of the plant
themselYes.
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